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ABSTMCT:

The Development and Evaluation of a Rani1 Environmental
Planning Stmtegy for the Selkirk and District Planning Area

This study has been conducted in response to the ineffectiveness of certain rural planning
processes in the urban-rural fringe area of the Winnipeg region. Specifically. the research
has sought to develop and evaluate an alternative planning strategy that is "practical and
implementable" in addressing the local problems expenenced in the recent Selkirk
Distnct development plan process. In the summer of 19%. the Manitoba Municipal
Board instructed the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board (SDPAB) to conduct
funher study and eval uation of their proposed development plan to better address the
specific rural environmental issues in the district. In particular. this practicum seeks to
identify and evaluate alternative rural environmental planning approaches. related
decision-making structures. and plan implementation rnechanisms that are available to a
rural planning district. such as the SDPAB-that

responds to both the variety of

development interests present in the District. and the limits of the natural environment.

This practicum recommends two main response strategies. established from the number
of arailable combinations of approaches and tools reviewed. that would appear to best
address the current and anticipated issues in the Selkirk District. The first strategy
developed is intended to be applied immediately. This strategy reflects an explicit basic
rurai environmental framework that incorporates public participation throughout the
process. is rural-on ented. environmeniall y-based. and is practical -because of its
attention to current time frarnes and fiscal limits. The second strategy entails the
developrnent of an alternative and more progressive framework, over the next five years.
to eventually replace the fint strategy. It involves the application of an ecologicallybased approach w hich uses m a l design-oriented plan implementation tools to achieve a
desirable land use pattern that would have significantly less impact on the environment
than present and short-terni strategy approaches.

i dedicate this document to al1 those who have assisted me in the process of completing
my practicum. First and foremost. 1 would like to thank rny parents: my mother and
father who have supponed me throuphout the nhole process of completing my Masters
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CHAPTER ONE: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Study Rationale

What planning approaches. tools and decision-making structures are available to a rural
planning district to realize an acceptable developrnent plan -one that responds to both
the variety of development interests present. and the limits of the natural environment?
This question defines the research problem investigated in the present study. It is a
question that also captures the practical problem context at the heart of this practicumnamely. strategising a way out of the current impasse facing the Selkirk and District
Planning Board-as it strives to recover from a faiIed det*eloprnentplan-mahn_oeffort.

In the spring of 19%. after approximately four }cars in prepararion and expenditure of a
significant amount of mone?. the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board (SDPAB)
completed its draft developrnent plan and presented it to the Manitoba Municipal Board

(MMB) for final approval. On July 4. 1996. the MMB released its ruling stating that the
proposed development plan. By-law No. 120 of the Selkirk District. would not be

approved for a number of reasons. The draft development plan provoked concerns over
the amount of rural residential development proposed. the capacity of the underground
aquifer to support the increased development (through the use of private wells). the
potential pollution hazard from future (and existing) septic systerns. and the use of spot
re-zoning practices (MMB 1996).

The Minister of Rural Development concurred with the MME! and asked the SDPAB to
reflect the concems of the MMB in a revised draft development plan before proceeding to
seek final approval. The tecornmendations made by the MMB were sufficiently
significant that the development plan would have to be redone in order to refiect the
changes required. The issues raised were fundamental to the mral component of the

development plan. and the SDPAB did not have the option of simply making minor
changes.

The Selkirk and District Planning Area (or Selkirk District) is comprised of the Town of
Selkirk and the Rural Municipalities of St. Andrews. St. Clements and West St. Paul -al1
generally bordering the City of Winnipeg to the Northeast (See Map 1 1. Despite the
extensive public hearing process used throughout the Selkirk District pnor to the MMB
hearing. it was not successful in gaining an acceptable consensus. The Selkirk District
draft development plan process had encountered some opposition. as do many plans. but
a particular significant presence was the opposition from the Town of Selkirk. an integral
member of the SDPAB. The town administration questioned the ability of the
underground aquifer to sustain the additional lots proposed in the rural component of the
district plan. There were also other concerns (in opposition) raised by a number of other
parties incl udinp various provincial govemment departments ( Rural Development.
Highways and Transportation. Environment. and Natural Resources). the Provincial
Council of Women. and numerous individual concems. While there was general support
for much of the development plan. in overall ternis. it is apparent-in

retrospect-that

the

process was not effective in addressing the specific concems of many people. govemment
agencies and other groups.

During the development plan process. the SDPAB did not focus on many of the issues
that -in hindsight -should have been better addressed. Instead. the SDPAB
concentrated on addressing the procedural cntena and conditional requirements of the
Planning Act. with comparatively little action on designing strategies to address specific
problems in the Selkirk District. Also. the predominating issues seemed to revolve
around who was or who should be responsible for information. or monitoring. regarding

Map 1: The Selkirk and District Planning Area
(In the Context of the Capital Region)

St. Clements
Rockwood

Stonewall

Map 1. The Selkirk and District Planning Area is outlined in bold. and is shown in the
context of the Capital Region boundary. This map depicts each of the component Selkirk
Disrrict municipalities in relation io each other. their relative sizes. and the relative
location of the District to the City of Winnipeg.

Source: Adapted from Klos. Douchant and Jopling 19%. Appendix.

the impact(s) of the development provided in the draft plan. There was never any
indication or recognition at the time that perhaps the problem lay. for example. in the type
or amount of development proposed.

The SDPAB was of the opinion that it had done what was expected of them. as outlined
by provincial legislation. The SDPAB believed it had met the criteria in the Planning Act

for the planning process. and the site cntena of the Environment Act for septic field
systems (Arnold 19%). The problem. here. seemed to be the limits set by the legislation.
For exarnple. despite the fact that the soi1 in the district is poor for supporting private
septic systems. the criteria outlined in the Environment Act is not sufficient to prevent
pollution in some instances. When development on poor soi\ is relatively more dense and
when houses are larger. more uater is utilized and pollution can and does occur through
failure or over-taxing of septic systerns. The SDPAB believes that the province has no
nght to prevent it from accepting increased developrnent if proposed subdii.isions meet
the legislated criteria. The SDPAB has since asked the Department of Environment to
indicate more clearly the cntena for future septic systems and the nature of development
that it could support t See Appendix 1: Correspondence between the SDPAB and the
Department of Environment. July 12. 1996).

The focus of discussion and debate has deviated from the important questions that the
community needs to address. The distnct has to detennine how development in the
district can occur in a manner that: does not negatively h a m the supply and quality of

the groundwater (and other natural resources): prevents development that would pollute
the natural environment: maintains the rural qualities of the local distnct: and. at the
same time. ensures economic growth in the district. Also. the SDPAB has to detemine
how to develop in a way that does not negatively impact existing development or the
natural environment.

An initial reaction to the MMB tuling by some memben of the SDPAB was to hire
consultinp engineers to conduct studies to determine the capacity and condition of the
aquifer to support future development as proposed. They felt such studies would help to
determine the amount of development that the water resource could support (without
depletion of the supply). in order for development to continue as anticipated. The

SDPAB may be heading for another controversial debate with the same individuals who
opposed the plan in the first place. because of the difficulty in determining the ability of
the land and water supply to adequately support certain levels of unserviced rural
residential development. especially for a district of this size (Schneider. Godschalk and
Axler 1978). Also. the cost would be high for a study of this magnitude. Fundamental to
this viewpoint is the continued belief that science and technology will permit or provide
the means to continue on the path of development that has been occumng for decades.
Those in support of development cannot continue to rely on this belief because there are
definite limitations to what nature can sustain. and technology or science cannot change
that. The real problems are "human" problems. and they have to be addressed as that.

Hoa many rural residential dtvellinps can be accommodated on a parce1 of land before
the demands on the groundwater supply exceed its capacity to sustain itself. or before
failing septic systerns pollute the environment ( potentially affectinp the groundwater
quality)? This is a question that the SDPAB is facing at this point. and it reflects a belief
in the concept of land having a certain canying capacity. There are a number of
difficulties in determining the carrying capacity of a parcel of land. which will be
reviewed later. The most useful aspect that can be taken from the carrying capacity
philosophy is. namely. that the environment is limited in its ability to support a certain
amount of growth. Examining the concept. "sugpsts that development should respect
the functioninp of the natural processes of the environment ... [andl it shows that natural

processes and man-made systems are closely related. and that alterations in either can
have positive or negative effects on both" (Schneider. Godschalk and Axler. 10).
Therefore. human values must enter into the process. preferably before decisions are
made on purely technical grounds. The human value-sets of local interests should.
ideally. dictate the desired goal -prier to conducting studies to support these goals (as
opposed to conducting the studies first. and estabiishing the value-based goals later).

The present action of the SDPAB still does not focus on the immediate impact that any
proposed development may have on the environment. nor on ability of future generations
to sustain themselves. The SDPAB is not taking a proactive approach that incorporates
the interests and concerns raised during the process. and in the final MMB report and
recommendation. The planning process has consumed a significant amount of valuable
tirne. delaying some potentially beneficial development. and. if the hold-up continues. it
could adversely affect growth in the Selkirk District. A number of local elected officials
are running out of patience because of the poor progress with respect to the developrnent
plan. and there is the threat of some memben pulling out of the planning district (Selkirk
District Board and Council Meeting October 2. 1996: Delaurier 1996).

The challenge remains: what planning approaches. planning iools. andor decisionmaking structures are available that could help this district attain a development plan that
responds to both the vanety of development interests and the limits of the natural
environment. and which might thus meet with approval? The SDPAB now must rethink
its approach. and punue a new strategy that might deliver an approved plan. The SDPAB

will have to incorporate the concems raised in the latter pan of the draft development

plan process. that it clearly failed to adequately address in the initial plan-making effort.

1.2

The Purpose of the Stndy

This study is about the ineffectiveness of certain planning processes in rural areas and the
identification and evaiuation of alternative approaches that m a i better suit the Selkirk
Distnct. Sargent et al ( 1991) state that the opportunity and challenge for rural areas in the
twenty-first century is to achieve:
"communities that foster diversity. not large concentrations of sameness; that
have a continuity with the past as opposed to trashing it: that go beyond the
suburbs in blending development with nature; and which provlde choices.
quality, and an aesthetic ...that is meaningful to people" (29).
Natural resources should not be consumed as if they are unlimited and the impact of
development should be examined in relation to how it will affect future generations.
Ideally. there should be education and awareness instilIed through planning processes that
help people understand the implications of their decisions on land use and development
patterns. In addition. rural-oriented planning tools are needed to help identify and
respond to the appropriate questions to be asked. and problems established. lnstead of
attempting to rely solely upon technology and science to solve the problems of the
cornmunity. there needs to be a broad and inclusive forum to discuss the issues and
problems that the Distnct is experiencing. It is the hurnan values and interests of those
involved that are at the source of many of these problems. and i t must be the people who
live in the community (and in neighbounng areas) who should effectively address their
solution as a colIective.

The purpose of this practicum is to identify and evaluate a number of rural environmental
planning and development approaches that have the potential to address the problems
faced by the Selkirk and Distnct Planning Area Board in its attempt to create an
acceptable development plan. Strict attention is paid to ensunng that the proposed
approaches reflect the applicable provincial legislation and policies. Additionai planning
implementation tools and decision-making structures are identified that may help o r

complement the various approaches. in hopes of comprehensively addressing the issues.
and attaining a generally desired outcome for the Selkirk District.

The study determines the feasibility of the proposed approaches and plan implementation
tools in terms of their implementability and practicality. This is determined by ensuring
that the time-frame the process would require is reasonable. that the cost of
irnplementation is minimal. and that the amount of complexity it would entail is easily
comprehended and rnanaged when addressing the issues in the Selkirk District. The
intention of the study is to identify an approach that can help produce the desired results
quickly and affordably. while reflecting the goals of a variet? of interests in the local
community ( a i t h little or no opposition). satisfying the policies of the provincial
govemment. protecting the natural environment ( Le. the aquifer). and. at the same time.
achieving econornic feasibility (in a fiscal responsibility context).

1.3

TheStudyMethodology

The issues and problems of the Selkirk District were first identified through reviewing the

files of the MMB hearing. a literature review (including local newspaper articles). and
interviews with individuals who were (and still are) involved in the process. The
researcher relied on his pnor personal experience of the development plan process to
identify shortcomings of the process as legislated by the Manitoba govemment and
carried out by rnunicipalities. The experience gained while participating in the
development plan process conducted in the R.M. of East St. Paul. from 1993 to 1995.
proved to be invaluable for this analysis.

The legislative framework of planning in Manitoba is reviewed to identify the
shortcomings in the legislative process. This also has helped to ensure that any
alternative approaches and tools identified are consistent with provincial policy.

Because there were many issues to be addressed in the Selkirk District context. it was
recognized that the application of an alternative approach would not be sufficient to
address dl of the concems: additional plan implementation techniques would be required
to complement the proposed approaches. A literature review of alternative
"environmental1y-focused" planning approaches - designed for rural areas -was
conducted. targeting relevance for. and the potential to address. the particular problems
experienced in the Selkirk District development plan process. Complementary plan
implementation t w l s were then identified to address the rernaining issues in the District.

The evaluation involves the cross referencing of the specific issues in the District wiih
each of the planning approaches and planning tools. through the use of matrix chans.
The strengths and weaknesses of the approaches are determined in light OC the problems.
local characteristics. and political commitment (i.e. to determine if the' are practical or
implementable 1. The potential effectiveness of one approach. a variation of one. or a
combination of many. is estabtished. In conclusion. some short-terrn recornmendations
are made. along with recommended longer-term objectives. in the context of an
appropriate strategy.

1.4

The Organization of the Shidy

This practicum is organized into seven chapters (See Figure 1 for a summary). The
introductory chapter provides the rationale for the study. and outlines the purpose and
methodology. Chapter 2 reviews the legislative frameworks. planning mechanisms.
administrative agencies and policies that currently guide land use planning in Manitoba.
It reviews some characteristics of the Selkirk District and summarizes the Manitoba

Municipal Board niling on Selkirk District By-law No. 120. representing the District's
m e n t attempt to produce an updated development plan. The issues identified in chapter

2 f o m the main practical problem setting of this study and are grouped into two separate
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categories that require diffenng methods to address them. There is the need firstlp. for an
alternative plan-making approach. and secondly. for the application of alternative plan
irnplementation tools. (that would ideally complement one another), to address the
identified problerns in the District.

The third chapter comprises a literature review of planning for rural environments. It
surveys various environmental aspects. such as ecological and sustainable developrnent
perspectives. and reviews selected rural planning and development endeavors across
Canada. Particutar consideration is given to urban-rural fringe planning contexts to
isolate the main elements necessary for an effective rural environmental planning
strategy.

Chapter 4 reviews the theoretical basis. decision-making structures and the process stages
of three proposed rural environmeni planning approaches: the Rural Environmental
Planning approach (REPI: the Ecological Approach to Landscape Planning ( ECO-Pl:
and. the Limits of Acceptable Change approach (LAC). This is followed by
consideration of five rural plan implementation mechanisms. namely: cluster
development (CD1: transfer of development rights (TDR):ecological footpnnt anal p i s

(EFA): land evaluation and site assessrnent (LESA): and. the McHarg suitability
anal ysis (MSA).

In the fifth chapter. the three proposed rural environmental planning approaches are
evaluated by assessing how they mipht address the problematic issues identified in the
Selkirk District development plan process. The approach with the seeming potential to
be most effective. given the curent conditions and immediate needs. is identified: i.e. the
Rural Environmental Planning approach developed by Sargent et al (1991). Although al1
three approaches have some very positive qualities. the REP is favoured due to its

simplicity in application and in iis responsiveness to practical concems such as the
limited time frarne and budget to realize a revised draft plan.

The five proposed plan implementation mechanisms are evaluated in chapter 6. The tools
are evaluated by assessing how they might potentially address the particular problems
and circumstances in the Selkirk District. The TDR. CD and EFA plan implementation
tools seem to address individual issues in the Selkirk District. while the MSA and LESA
have some overlapping qualities.

The final chapter deals with a recomrnended response strategy framework. rooted in a
consideration of various combinations of approaches and tools. The seemingly most
appropriate strategies-on a short-term and long-term basis-are

identified for

consideration in sequence by the SDPAB. The recommended shon-tenn strategy. to be
applied immediately. reflects a rural environmental planning (REP) frarnework which
incorporates public participation throughout the process. is rural-onented and
environmentally-based. and which is practical because it is sensitive to pressing time
frames and cost limitations. The LESA technique. supplemented by sorne EFA
awareness-raising. is favoured as an imrnediate response. in conjunction with the REP
approach. The recommended long-term strategy involves a more progressive framework.
to be implemented over the next five years. tvith the intention of ultimately replacing the
short-tem strategy. It requires the application of an ecologically-based approach (ECO-

P), and several of the plan implementation tools. Recommendations for further research
and strategy deveiopmeni are also presented.

CHAPTER TWO:

2.1

THE SETTING: LAND USE PLANNING IN MANITOBA
AND THE SELKIRK AND DISTRICT PLANNING AREA

Introduction

The land use planning legislative framework and agencies in Manitoba are reviewed to
provide a basic understanding of the land use planning process and related policies.
Planning tools or mechanisms that are commonly used to promote planning. to help guide
local decision-making and to ensure sustainable development in the province. are
examined. Physical and dernographic characteristics of the Selkirk District component
municipalities are identified to provide a bnef background on the area. The issues that
were raised during the Selkirk District development plan process. are reviewed. in
paiticular those issues identified in the Manitoba Municipal Board hearing. Each issue is
elaborated and examined individually to attempt to fully appreciate the problems
experienced. with the intention of eventuaily addressing these issues through an effective

2.2

LandUsePhninginManitoba: LegisIativeFrameworksandPIanning
Tools

The Municipal Act and the Planning Act provide the legislative frameworks guiding
planning in Manitoba. Within the Planning Act. are a number of mechanisrns and plan
implementation tools designed to guide land use planning in the province. including
planning districts. development plans. zoning by-laws. subdivision controls. building
regulations. development agreements. land acquisition. and planning advisory
comrnittees. The proposed Sustainable Developrnent Act is also examined briefly.

2.2.1

The Municipal Act

The Manitoba Municipal Act is the goveming legislation for urban and rural
municipalities in Manitoba (with the exception of the City of Winnipeg) and is

adrninistered by the Department of Rural Development. Section 3 18of the Municipal
Act States that land use planning should occur as described under the Planning Act.

2.2.2

The Planning Act

The Manitoba Planning Act was f i n t adopted in 1975and is the Iegislative framewok for
land use planning at the municipal level. The Planning Act outlines the powen and
responsibilities given to representatives of municipal areas. both rural and urban. for the
purpose of land use planning (with the exception of land within the jurisdiction of the
City of Winnipeg). Land use planning is concemed pnmanly with the physical grorvth of
communities. controlled through local development plans (or planning schernes). The
Manitoba Planning Act consists of several sub-sections including: district planning.
development plans. land use controls (zoning by-Iaws). and subdivision control. among
others. The Manitoba Department of Rural Development is responsible for the
administration of the Planning Act.
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The Planning District

The Planning Act provides for the creation of planning districts to help resolve land use
issues that cross municipal boundanes. both urban and rural. through coordinated
planning (Selkirk and District Planning Area Board. 1995). Planning districts must
consist of two or more municipalities. in whole or in part. The main responsibility of the
planning district is to adopt a development plan and zoning by-laws for the district. The
planning district is govemed by a board that consists of council representatives from each
municipality and has a suppon staff that typically includes a secretary-treasurer and a
development officer.

2.2.2.2

The Development Plan

Under the Manitoba Planning Act. a municipality o r planning district must prepare and
adopt a development plan (or basic planning statement) for the community. Development
plans serve as a framework to guide local policy and decision-making in the municipality.

and must be updated every five years. Development plans identify crucial social.
economic and environmental threats and opportunities from or for land development:
help determine the vanous consequences or potential impacts that rnay occur from land
development: identify the appropriate actions required to address a problem: and
identify concems that relate to the governing of land development or resource use.
Development plans must conform to the Provincial Land Use Policies under the Planning
Act ( See Section 2.33 1.

Development plans contain a statement of aims. pôlicies to guide developmen t.
objectives. map(s) and the nteans to help implernent policies. Development plans musi
be adopted by the local municipality or planning district as a by-law. and follow a certain
legislative process (See Appendix 2: The Adoption and Amendment Procedure for
Development Plans and Basic Planning Statements).

2.2.2.3

The Zoning By-Law

Once a development plan is cornpleted and approved. zoning of various land uses of
property. identified in the plan. can take place. A zoning adoption and amendment
procedure outlined in the Planning Act is soon initiated. Zoning ensures the use of land is
controlled in order to prevent conflicting uses in near proximity: maintains the efficient
servicing (health and safety) of the land in relation to other land holdings: and protects
the chaiacter and land values of private land owners. A zoning by-law cornmonly
contains information in the form of maps to depict the areas that are designated to a
particular use, permitted and conditional uses of land use in each zone, as well a s other

provisions. fees and procedures. Zoning by-laws can also include a range of other detail
from lot sizes to the permitted houn of use. Zoning amendments or variations must
conform to the development plan policies, be compatible with existing or future land
uses. and must follow the amendment procedure.
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Subdivision Control

The Planning Act allows a local council or district board the power to approve or refuse
applications for subdivision. This ensures development is in accordance with the
deveIopment plan and guards against potential land use codiicts or unexpected sewicing
costs. No development can occur without a building permit and the approval of the

council or planning board.

2.2.2.5

Building Regulations

Building code by-laws and reptations help create a minimum standard of quality for the
construction and maintenance of al1 development. to protect the health and safety of the
public. Building pemi ts and inspections are conducted by qualified local officials. to
ensure that standards are met: "The standards required in these by-laws and regulations
also affect the physical appearance and environmental qua1ity of development" (SDPA B
1995,76).

2.2.2.6

Development Agreement

The Planning Act allows developrnent agreements to be arranged between a local council
or planning district board and land developers to detennine the particular provisions in
relation to a proposed development. Conditions or arrangements. such as ensunng proper
infrastructure or agreed facilities, are examples of what can be dealt with in a
developrnent agreement.

22-27

Land Acquisition

A local council or district may purchase land to gain control over the use of that parcel.

and so secure their interest as stated in a development plan. Land acquisition is a
planning tool used to implement goals stated in the development plan.

2.32.8

Planning Ad~isoryCornmittee

Section 90( 1) of the Planning Act establishes the power of a district board or local
council to create a planning advisory cornmittee "to advise and assist in the formation of
planning matten." for the purpose of preparing a development plan or a zoninp by-Iaw.
for exam pl e.

2-23 The Roposed Sustainable Development Act
In 1994. the Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy (MRTEE) initiated
the development of a Sustainable Development Act. to establish a lepl and institutional
basis for approving future development that would incorporate the pnnciples and
guidelines of sustainable development. The provincial govemment recently solicited
cornments and suggestions on the draft act (White Paper) and has since decided to replace
the proposed legislation with a more scaled-back approach. because of a number of
senous concems that were raised (Samyn 1997). The provincial government is now
proceeding with a bill that will give a statutory basis to the MRTEE. The bill will set out
guiding pnnciples for sustainable development. that require sustainable development
strategies to be created and adhered to by al1 provincial govemrnent departments and
crown corporations. The overall intent of the proposed act is to ensure that the growth of
the economy is in balance with the protection of the environment and natural resources
for future generations.

22.4

Critique of the Current Land Use Planning Ramework and Plan
Implementation Toois in Manitoba

The current land use planning frarnework in the province (outside of the City of
Winnipeg) attempts to address problems that are enpenenced in both urban and rural
municipali ties. through identical planning mechanisms. The Planning Act does not
establish specific tools designed to address issues present in nird areas or in urban areas
(with the exception of agncultural zoning). The application of these tools in a planning
district such as the Selkirk District. assumes that it is a homogenous area capable of
supporting development on demand. Distinctive tools designed specifically for the
differing nature and pressures experienced in the two types of municipality are needed.

There is also the need for an alternative land use planning process which better
encompasses and integrates the recent sustainable development rnovement with the
current development plan process. in the pro\.ince. The alternative approach should
identify appropnate decision-making structures and plan implernentation tools that can be
used to better reflect the philosophies underlying the sustainable development
perspective. to ensure decisions and actions respect sustainability pnnciples.

2.3

Land Use Planning in Manitoba: Administrative Agencies and Policies.

In this section. municipal and provincial govemment agencies responsible for land use
planning are identified and related policies examined. In padcular. the goal. and related
objectives. of sustainable developrnent in Manitoba is reviewed.

23.1

Mmicipai Cooncil

The local government or municipal council is made up of one head, usually a mayor or
reeve. and a number of council representatives. The main functions of the local
govemment are to provide public goods and services and to regulate and guide
development to ensure the health of the local economy (Tindal and Tindal 1990). The

municipal council is responsible for the executive and legislative activities of the
junsdiction: "All municipalities in Canada are corporate bodies and as such exercise. and
are limited to. the powen granted by their creators. the provincial governments" (Ibid.,

183).

Land use planning in Manitoba is the responsibility of the local municipality or planning
district. Municipalities plan for a number of reasons. including. to adequatelg provide
services to constituents. to ensure orderly development. to ensure that residents have a
good quality of life. and to use municipal resources sensibly and efficiently. In general.
municipalities plan to avoid land use conflicts. to protect property values. and to conserve
natural resources. Municipalities generally meet these responsibilities through plan-

maliing. by setting goals and deterrnining ways to meet them over a certain time period.

2.3.2 The Provincial Goverurnent Committees and Land Use Planning Related
Departments
Provincial responsibilities relating to land use planning and policies are di vided amongst
various departments. including the Departments of Rural Developrnent. Environment.
and Natural Resources. There are also two particular provincial interdepartmental land

use planning commi ttees.
3.3.2.1

The Provincial Land Use Cornmittee of Cabinet and the
Interdepartmental Planning Board

The Provincial Land Use Cornmittee of Cabinet (PLUCC) and the Interdepartmental
Planning Board (IPB) are provincial government cornmittees designed to assist in
coordinatinp land use related issues that cross provincial departmental jurisdictions. such
as the Departments of Rural Development. Natural Resources and Agriculture. The

PLUCC consists of Ministers from the pertinent departments. The primary
responsibilities of the PLUCC are to make amendments to the Provincial Land Use
Policies. to approve local development plans (or planning statemenîs). to review land use

projects and or programs. and to resolve land use conflicts that agencies may encounter.
The responsibilities of the IPB include the circulation of a11 submissions made to the

PLUCC throuph al1 relevant departments. the resolution of issues or concems that
municipalities o r govemment departments may have before they are fowarded to

PLUCC, and the coordination of govemment projects relating to land use. The IPB
consists of deputy ministers and civil servants from the various departments that have
interests in land use and from related agencies.

2.3.2.2

The Department of Rural Development

The mission of the Department of Rural Development is "to improve the economic.
social. and environmental well-being of rural Mani tobans ...in al1 i ts endeavors. the
Department is committed to providing quality services to help rural Manitobans help
themselves" (Manitoba Depanment of Rural Development 19%. 7). The Department of
Rural Development is responsible for land use planning and development through the
Corporate Planning and Business Development Branch. The Corporate Planning and
Business Deveiopment Branch administen the Planning Act and is responsible for
reviewing local development plans. amendments. and other subdivision applications. and
either supports proposed changes, recomrnends alternatives or formally opposes certain
proposed changes.

2.3.2.3

The Department of Environment

The Department of Environment is responsible for administennp the Environment Act.
The Department of Environment has a division that is "responsible for minirnizing the
environmental impacts of land use developrnent proposalsw(Manitoba Department of
Environment 1996,37). This division reviews land use planning proposais by assessing
whether development complies with environmental legislation and criteria. This division
coordinates Department input. makes recommendations for approval, liaises with

govemment officiais regarding land use concerns. and is responsible for the
environmental assessment process and licensing of proposais. Other roles include
periodic monitoring of the environment, developing guidelines and objectives for deaiing
with environmentally sensitive problems, environmental management (including water
quality management), and enforcing various policies and legislation. Manitoba
Regulation 95/88R under the Environment Act outlines the specifications for pnvate
sewage disposal systems. 1

2.3.34

The Department of Natural Resources

The mission of the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources. Water Resources Branch
( 1997)is

"to manage the province's suiface water and groundwater resources to provide

for the social. cultural and economic well being and the health and safety of present and
future generations of Manitoba" ( 1 ). Among its many roles. the Water Resources Branch
is to ensure environmental quality. help sustain the resource base. ensure the optimum

development and use of water resources. ensure regulatory controls are applied. ensure
development is planned appropnately to prevent d a m a p to water quality. property and
the environment. as well as. to "monitor the condition. use. and development of water
resources. and maintain comprehensive and easily accessible water management data
basesn (Ibid.). In particular. the Water Resources Branch is responsible for administering
the Groundwater Act.

2.3.3

Provincial Land Use Policies

Although land use planning is primarily a municipal process, the broader provincial
interest must be included in the decision-making. The Provincial Land Use Policies

(PLUPs) were first designed in the late 19705, to ensure that the provincial interest in

land development was safeguarded. Provincial land use planning in Manitoba is guided
aenerally through the PLUPs. until the local municipality develops a detailed plan. The

e,

PLUPs are used in the review process of land subdivision applications where there is no
development plan in place. "The Policies have been designed to further the overall intent
of the Planning Act as a process of local planning and decision making guided by
provincial policy " (Manitoba 1980.3). The PLUPs must be reflected in al1 local
development plans when they are made, and then the PLUPs are repIaced by the
developrnent plan when it is complete (and receives provincial approval). Also. the
PLUPs are consulted when the development plan is reviewed and or updated.

In 1994. the PLUPs were updated to include the general principles and guidelines of
sustainable development. The policies have not changed significantly. except that the!
have becorne more supportive of development. i-e. more "educative and less regdatory in
character" towards development ( Manitoba Department of Rural Development. n.d. 1.

The section entitled "subdivision policies" in the 1994 PLUPs outlines sorne important
land use planning policies wonh mentioning in the context of this study. These are as
follows:
-Developen may be required to show that there is sufficient demand to justify
subdivision.
-Subdivision shall be planned so that the number and size of lots. their density
and dimensions, and their servicing requirernents minirnize wasteful use of the
land and protect the environment.
-Rural residential lots shall be planned to accommodate environmentallysound sewage disposal that protects aquifers and surface water and prevents
soi1 salinization. nuisance and health problerns...A minimum lot size of two
(2) acres shall generally be maintained to assist in achieving effective on-site
disposa1 and to help retain rural characteristics.
-Subdivisions shall be planned so that an adequate supply of potable water
rnay be ensured (Manitoba, September 1994.40).

33.4

The Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy:
Sustainable Development

The Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy ( MRTEE) was established in
1988. The MRTEE was inspired by the National Task Force on the Environment and
Economy of Canada. The mission of the MRTEE is "to prornote environmentally sound
and sustainable economic development in Manitoba by facilitating policies. programs and
action plans that integrate environmental concems wirh economic decisions" (MRTEE.
no date). The MRTEE is 2 forum designed to help reach consensus to attain
environmentally sound and sustainable economic development.

The MRTEE has an organizational structure in place. chaired by the Premier of
Manitoba. and composed of 2 1 memben including Cabinet ministers from the provincial
o_overnment.and representatives from corporations. environmental groups. labour.
education. and special interest groups. The MRTEE has an esecutive committee and
subcommittees that deal with a number of topics. The cornmittees meet regularly "to
review ongoing initiatives and discuss future strategies pertaining to sustainable
development" ( Manitoba 1994.5). Wi thin this contest. the MRTEE developed
sustainable development principles and guidelines to be used as the framework for
developing a Sustainable Development Strategy for Manitobans.

2.3.5

Manitoba's Sustainable Development Strategy

Sustainable development. as defined by the provincial government (and the World
Commission on Envimnment and Development. 1987). is the utilization of resources and
the environment in a manner that does not damage future generations' supply of resources
or negatively affect their ability to maintain their standard of living (Manitoba 1994).
"Sustainable development is a process of changing the character of society. It involves
fundamental changes in the way business is done. what is iaught io Our children. how we
as individuds [ive and conduct Our lives and how govemment and society's public

institutions address the essential pmblems afrecting Our life" ( 1bid., 6). Sustainable
development is linked to the fint law of ecology that recognizes that everything is
connected to everything else.

Manitoba's Sustainable Development Strategy provides a world. national and provincial
perspective on sustainable development. The ten pnnciples and six guidelines that have
been adopted. along with sixteen component strategies to guide future actions and
decisions. are Iisted in Figure 2. The ten principles are: integration of environmental and
economic decisions. stewardship. shared responsibility. prevention. conservation. waste
minimization. enhancement. rehabilitation and reclamation. scientific and technological
innovation. and global responsi bility The six guideline headings are: the efficient use of
resources. public participation. understanding and respect. access to adequate
information. integrated decision-making and planning. and substitution. The pnnciples
and guidelines of sustainable development are endorsed b!. the provincial govemment
and are used as the framework for al1 environmental and economic decision-making.
With the proclamation of the Sustainable Development Act. the pnnciples and guidelines
will becorne provincial regulations.

3.3.6

Manitoba's Water Policies

The development and management of water policies were the subject of the first of many
sub-strategies of the overall Sustainable Development Strategy. The booklet "Applying
Manitoba Water Policies" was completed in 1994: "The Manitoba Water Policies have
been prepared to ensure that future water management practices support the goal of
sustainable development in the province" (Manitoba 1994.2). The strategy emphasizes
that responsibility for the application of the water policies is to be shared among al1
stakeholders and interests who use or are affected by the use of water. The water policies

Figure 2: Rinciples and Gui delines for Sustainable Development

Priiiciples of
Sustainable
Development
1.

Integration of Environmental and
Economic Occisions

Thts prtnciple requims that WC ensure
tsmornic decisions adequately reflect
environmental impacts includmg
human heaith Environmental
initiatives shall adequately take mto
account emnomic consequences.
2 Stewardship
This principle requires that we manage
the environment and econorny for the
bt-ncfit of present and future
gericrattons. Stewardship requires the
recognition that we are caretakers of
the cnvirnnmcnt and txonomy for thc
bcncfit of prcxnt and future
gmcrations of Manitobans. A balance
must be stmck betwcen tûday's
decisions and tomorrow's impacts.
3. Shared Responsibility
This principle requires that al1
Manitchans acknowledgc
nsponsibility for sustaining the
environment and econorny. with each
k i n g accountable for d&ions and

Guidefines for
Sustainable
Development
1.

Efficient Use of Resources

WC shall encourage and support
developmcnt and application of
systems for proper resource pricing
dcmand management. and nrsource
allocation together wirh rncentives and
disincentives IO encourage efficient use
of r m u r c e s and full environmcntal
costing of decisions and dcvcloprnents
2.

Public Participation

establish appropriatc toruwhich encourage and providc
opportunity for consultation and
mcaningful participation in decisionm.iking processe by al1 Manilobai~s
LVc shall

actions. in a spirit of partnership a n d
open coopemtion.
4.
Prevcntion

This pnnciple requires that we
anticipa te. prwent or mitigate
significant adverse environmental
(including human health) and
economic impacts of policy. programs
and decisions.
5. Conservation

This principle cequires that we
maintain essential ecological processes.
biological diversity and lifesupport
systems of Our environment; k r v e s t
renewable resources on a s u s t a i d
yield basis; and m k e wise and
efficient use of Our renewable and nonm e w a b l e rrrources.
6. Waste Minimiution
This principlc rcquinr that wc
endcavour to d u c e . musc. q c l e and
recover the pmducts of our society.
7.
Enhancement
This principle requires that we enhance
the long-term productive capability,
quality and capacity of our natural
ecosystcrns.

WC s l ~ lendcavour
l
to cnsurc d u c
procus, p n o r notification and
appropria te and timely redress for
those affected by policies, programs.
dccisions a n d development.

3.

Understanding and Respect

WC shall bc aware that we h r c a
common physical. social and econornic
environment in Manitoba. Understanding a n d respect for differing
social and economic views, values,
traditions a n d aspirations îs necessary
for q u i t a b l e management of these
camrnon resources. Consideration
must be given to the aspirations, needs,
and views of various regions and
groups in Manitoba.
4.

Acctss to Adequate Information

We shall encourage and support the

improvement and refmement of our

Source: Manitoba (Province of), March 19%. 3.

Rehabilitation and Redamation
This principte r e q u i m that WC
endeavour to restore our dama@ or
degraded environments to beneficral
uses. Uehabilibtion and reclamation
rcqiiire ameliorating damage causcd tn
the p s t . Future policies. programs and
development shouId take into
consideration the need for
rehabilitation and redama~ion.
9. Scientific a n d Technological
Innovation
This principle requires thai w e
research, develop, test and implemcnt
technologies essential to further
environmental quality including
human health and tvonornic gmwth
8.

10. Global Responsibility

This principlc q u i r c s that WC thriik
globally whm wc act locally. Clc>b.d
rcspcrnsibility rcquircs that WC
mogmize ihcre arc n o boundancs to
our environment. a n d that tlicrc is
ecolcigical interdependence a rnong
provinces and nations. Thcrc is a n c d
to work c m p r a t i v c l y within Canada.
and intemtic)n.illy. ti) .~ccc.lcr;itct l i c
merger of enviccmnicnt and cuoii~imic~
in d ~ i s i o n - m a k i n gand to dcvclap
coniprehensive and q u i t a b l c solutions
to problerns.
cnvironmcntal and ~ i o n o n i i c
information basc and promotion ( i f t l i c
oppormnity for equal and timcly
acccss to information by a11
Manitobans.
5.

Intcgrated Decision-Making and
Planning

WC shall encourage and support
dccision-making and planning
processes t b t are open. cross-scrtoral.
incorprate time horizons relevant tc)
long'terrn implications and arc efficic.ni
and tirnely.
6.

Substitution

WC shall encoumgc and proniotc illc
deveIopment and use of substitutcl. for
x a rce resuurcm wherc thry arc b ~t hi
environmentally sound and
cconomically viable.

encompass issues relating to water quality. conservation. use and allocation. water
supply. flooding. drainage. and education.

13.7

The Capital Region Strategv and Policies

The Capital Region Strategy is another component strategJpof the Sustainable
Development Strategy for Manitoba. The Capital Region is distinguished from the two
other regions in the province. Rural Manitoba and Northern Manitoba (See Map 1). In
May 19%. the policy document "Applying Manitoba's Capital Region Policies" was
released. The Capital Region Strategy core policy areas are: partnenhips. settlement.
environment. resources (human and natural 1. economy. and cooperation 11:ithin the Cit>of Winnipeg region ( MRTEE 1995).

The Capital Region Cornmittee is a closed door forum that addresses issues and policies
relevant to the Capital repion. The Capital Region Committee t CRC) is CO-chairedby the
Minister of Rural Development and the Minister of Urban Affairs. The Committee
membership consists of the Minister of Environment. the mayors of the City of
Winnipeg. the Town of Selkirk. and the Town of Stonewall. and the reeves of the
surrounding rural municipali ties of Cartier. Ri tchot. St. Clements. East St. Paul.
Rockwood. St. Francois Xavier. Headingley, Rosser. Springfield. Macdonald. St.
Andrews. Tache and West St. Paul (See Map 1). A joint cornmittee. made up from
rnembers of the CRC and the MRTEE steered the process of developing the Capital
Region Strategy.

73.8

Critique of the Current Administrative Policies and Agencies

There are many provincial policies related to land use planning in Manitoba which are the
responsibility of a number of different provincial departments. These departments
typically have an advisory role. responding to a plan that a municipal government or

planning district submits. More proactive advisory involvement by provincial
departments in local development plan efforts may prove to be helpful to local areas. to
better incorporate the sometimes unclear policy direction the province would lite to
achieve. Better coordination between the various levels and nurnbers of land use
planning related agencies is needed at a local level. to ensure that the desired policies are
being implemented in a consistent manner.

The PLUPs have been an effective t001 in the past to address some of the negative
impacts that can occur from deveIopment in rural areas. Most of the policies still seem to
have good direction qualities. other than the minimum two-acre lot size policy. The
minimum two-acre lot size policy requirement fosters the consurnption of a lareoe amount
of rural land for residential development. ivhile significantly reducing the land supply
available for agricultural operations. Some may define this as a wasteful use of land,
ivhich contradicts the very PLUPs that permi ts it to occur. The purpose of the reference
to a minimum lot size of two acres is to ensure effective operation for private waste
disposa1 systems safeguards. and to retain rural character. Perhaps with the special
attention to specific locational physiographic charactenstics ( soi1 qualities. etc.) along
with other new planning tools. the lot size can be reduced-and

still effectively address

the concerns around private waste disposa1 systems and the retention of mral character.
Planning tools that municipalities could use to help determine these sites could be
beneficial. rather than simplistically resorting to a general size (a minimum two acres) for
a rural residential subdivision.

The incorporation of the sustainable development pnnciples and guidelines into the
PLUPs in 1994 seems to have resulted in no significant change to the application of the
pol ici es. The sustainable development movement still seems to be occurring "outside"
the land use planning process. There is very little in the form of implementation tools.

that refiect sustainable development aspirations. that can be applied in the current
development plan context. The Cap between the land use planning process and
sustainable development needs to be addressed. possibly through new approaches and
tools.

2.4

The SeIkirk and District Planning Area

The Selkirk and District Planning Area (or Selkirk District). is a local govemment
planning district and includes the Town of Selkirk. and the Rural Municipalities of St.
Andrews. St. Clements. and West St. Paul (See Map i 1. The Selkirk Distnct was fint
established in 1977 and was expanded to include West St. Paul in 1989. Land use
planning activities in the Selkirk Distnct are the responsibility of the Selkirk and District
Planning Area Board (SDPAB). which is composed of elected official representatives
from each municipality. The Selkirk Distnct structure allows for the possibility of
dev elopment being planned on a larger. inter-muni ci pal scale.

24.1

Geography. Settlement Pattern, and NaturaI Resources

The Selkirk District is located in southem Manitoba and borders the City of Winnipe~on

the South. extends northeast into the Interlake area. and flanks the southern shores of
Lake Winnipeg. The Town of Selkirk is the only relatively large urban agglomeration
within the district but there are a number of smaller "settlement centres" including
Beaconia. Clandeboye. East Selkirk. Grand Marais. Libau. Lockport. and Petersfield (See
Map 2 ) . Settlement centres are srnall urban communities established to s e n e the
surrounding rural areas. Although the settlement centres are distinct from rural areas in
that they have lot sizes similar to urban areas. they do not have the infrastructure of wellestablished urban areas. such as public sewer systems (Selkirk and Distnct Planning Area
Board 1995). Much of the commercial activity for the District is located in the settlement
centres and in the Town of Selkirk.

Map 2: The Selkirk and District Planning Area and Settlement Centres

The remaining land in the District is composed of scattered agricultural activities (large
and small operations). non-fam rural residential development (single family dwellings).
scattered industrial uses. recreational resources ( cot tages. etc. ). mineral resources
(aggregate and q u a q minerals ). renewable resources (woodlands. marshes. creeks. other
vegetation). transportation routes (provincial trunk highways. municipal roads). histoncal
resources (Lower Fort Garry. churches. other significant sites 1. and airports ( Selkirk. St.
Andrews).
2.4.2

Ph~sicaland Demographic Characteristics of Municipalities in the Selkirk
District

The physical and demographic charactenstics of each rnunicipality in the Selkirk District
are enamined separately beginninp with the T o w of Selkirk. followed by the Rural
Municipalities of St. Andrews. St. Clements. and West St. Paul.

2.4.2.1

The Town of Selkirk

The Town of Selkirk is located 29 kilometers north of the City of Winnipeg. adjacent to
the west bank of the Red River. The Town of Selkirk is the largest urban agglomeration

in the District. home to 9.815 people (in 1991). and acts as the hub of commercial and
industrial activity for the surrounding area. The Town is fully senticed and capable of
handling urban land uses efficiently through a centralized sewer system and piped water
system. which draws water via three main wells from the local underground aquifer.
Although the Town of Selkirk is the hub of the district. it expenenced the lowest
population growth rate of al1 the rural municipalities within the Selkirk District between

1971 and 1991 (See Chart 1. Graphs A to C and Chart 2. Graphs D to F).

Chart 1 -ûemographic Characteristics of Some Winnipeg Capital Region Municipalities (1 991 )
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2.4.2.2

The Rural Municipality of St. Andrews

The R.M.of St. Andrews borders the Red River and features some of the most
picturesque properties on the banks of the river. It is the largest rural rnunicipality in the
Selkirk District in t e m s of land area. There are 189,030acres ( o r 705 square kilometers)
of land. of which 85%is prime agricultural land (Manitoba Department of Urban Affairs
1992). T h e population of St. Andrews increased by 6 1% (or 3.600 residents). between
197 1 and 1991 to reach a total population of 9-461. St. Andrews has had a 97% increase

in the number of househoids versus the Winnipeg regional average of 51% since 1971
(Ibid,). T h e water and sewer services are the responsibility of the individual landowners.
therefore, water is provided through private wells (drawing on the underground aquifer)
and the disposal of the liquid wastes is through septic systems (or holding tanks).

3.42-3

The Rural Municipality of St. Clements

The R.M.of St. Clements is the most northem rural municipality in the District and is
home to many vacation dwellings in the vicinity of Lake Winnipeg. Between 1971 and
1991 the population of St. Clements grew by 56% to reach a total of 7.870 people in
1991. St. Clements has expenenced a consistent rise in the number of households. which

increased by 92% between 1971 and 1991 (Manitoba Department of Urban Affairs 1992).
The R.M.of St. Clements is compnsed of 185,357acres (or 729 square kilometers). of
which 68% is prime agncultural land. Water and sewer services are provided by private
systems through wells and septic fields and or holding tanks.

2.4.2.4

The Rural Municipality of West St Paui

The R.M.of West St. Paul is located between two urban areas, the City of Winnipeg to
the South and the Town of Selkirk to the North. T h e area of West St. Paul lying

immediately to the North of the City of Winnipeg is sewiced by municipal sewer services
with individual wells. This area of the municipality is considered suburban in nature.
The remaining area is unserviced and relies on private water and sewer systems. The
population of West St. Paul increased by 51% between 197 1 and 1991 to reach a total
population of 3.658 in 1991. There is 20.834 acres (or 84 square kilometen) of land in
the R.M. of West St. Paul. of which 78.5% is prime agriculturaI land (Manitoba
Department of Urban Affairs 1992). There \vas a 92% increase in the number of
households created in the 20 years spanning 1971 to 1991. The average dwelling value in
1991 was 5 152.881 compared to the Winnipeg region average of

3.4-3

5 1 17.000.

Review of Rural and Urban Growth Rates in and around the Selkirk District

The population growth raies of rural rnunicipalities in the Selkirk District have been
rnuch higher than the population growth rates of the urban municipalities of Selkirk and
Winnipeg. over the last two decades. Between 1971 - 199 1 the population of Selkirk grew
by 5%and Winnipeg by 15%. while the R.M.of Si. Andrews prew by 61 %. St. Clements

by 568.and West St. Paul by 51% (See Chart 1. Graph A). Statistics Canada has
recentl y released the population growth figures spanning 1991 to 1996. St. Clement's
population increased by 8.98. St. Andrew's by 7. i 96. West St. Paul's by 1.7%.the Town
of Selkirk's by 0.7%. and the City of Winnipeg's by 0.5%(Statistics Canada 19%). The

rural municipalities in the Selkirk District continue to have significantly higher
population growth rates than their neighbouring urban centres.

The growth in the fringe area of the City of Winnipeg (which would include the Selkirk
District) is occumng because of a more general shift in population from purely urban
areas to nearby rural, ex-urban, areas (Carter 19%). There are two main forces at work:
the push from unattractive conditions in urban areas (Le. perception of crime. congestion,
high taxes) and the pull from attractive conditions in rural areas (lower taxes. more space.

ease of accessibility. etc.). Overall. the rural municipalities in the Selkirk District are a
growing attraction for urban famiiies in search of rural-based single-family homes.

A Discussion of Land Use Planning Issoes Raised in the Selkirk District
Development Plan Process
The planning issues raised dunng the Selkirk Distnct developrnent plan process will be
reviewed by summarizing the Manitoba Municipal Board ruling. The land use planning
issues identifted are examined individually. as well as other problems with the process
that seem relevant. but which were not addressed in the MMB ruling. These issues
represent the practical problem setting for the study. and have driven the research into
strategies to address the situation. with a view to infoming a new development planmaking initiative.
2.5.1

The Manitoba Municipal Board Ruling on By-Law No. 120

The Selkirk and District Planning Area Board (SDPAB) is responsible for updating the
development plan for the Selkirk Distnct (By-law No. 120). The current development
plan evolved out of the Basic Planning Statement for the district dating from 1979.
followed by the adoption of the Selkirk and District Plan in 1981 (following the creation
of the PLUPs). Despite some 32 amendments between 1981 and 1989. another major
review was completed in 1989 (Selkirk and Distnct Planning Area Board 1995).'
Approximately three years of work was conducted on the SDPAB's latest draft
development plan which was brought before the MMB for final review in 1996. During
the latest development plan process some concerns were raised in opposition to the draft
plan from a number of parties. including the Town of Selkirk. provincial govemment
departments (Rural Development. Highways and Transportation. Environment. and
Natural Resources), the Provincial Council of Women, and a number of individuals
West S LP-ul Cornmunit>.Plan \ v a ahpied by the City or Winnipeg in 1981 and \\asamendai on
wusion, bcforc thc RAI. joincd ttic Sclkirk District in 1989 (SDPAB 199%.

(MMB 1996). At the sarne time, a number of individuals were in favor of the
deveiopment plan. With hindsight, it is now apparent that the process was not altogether
effective in addressing the concems raised by numerous pnvate interests, povemment
apencies and other groups. The MMB ruled that there should be more study and
evaluation done before consideration of final approval. The MMB ruling may be
summarized as follows:
"The Board is convinced:
(a) that adequate data conceming the aquifer is not available to the

P.A.B.:
( b ) that adequate controls over private sewage disposa1 systems do not
exist:

that an expansion in the number of building sites has not been
justified at this time:

(c)

( d ) that an expansion of the number of building sites should not occur
until an effective system of control over. or prohibition of. private
sewage disposa1 systems in an area of clay subsoil is in place: and

(e) that spot zoning should be discouraged" (MMB 19%. 9).
The MMB instructed the SDPAB to address these concems. The Minister of Rural
Development supported the MME3 ruling and stated in a letter to the SDPAB "that further
information. study and evaluation are required to address the fundamental issues raised"
(See Appendix 3 for the letter to the SDPAB from the Minister of Rural Development
and the full Report and Recommendations of the Manitoba Municipal Board heanng
respecting By-law No. 120 of the Selkirk District. July 1996).
2.6

Identifying the Shortcomings of the Development Plan Process in Relation to
Addressing the Specfic Issues In the Seikirk District

The specific concems and issues raised by the agencies or individuals who opposed the
plan are identified and discussed in the following sections. The shortcomings of the
Manitoba development plan process, in terms of effectively addressing issues in rural

areas, are identified and examined. These issues must be addressed within an oveml1
strategy to enhance the prospects for a successful revised plan.

2.6.1

Lack of a UnXecl Position by SeIkirk Board Members

The rnost significant opposition to the proposed development plan came from a rnember
of the SDPAB. the Town of Selkirk. At the MMB hearing. representatives from the

Town of Selkirk made a formal presentation in opposition to the proposed development
plan. a plan that the Town had a part in creatinp: "The Town of Selkirk within its
submission is not objecting to the creation of additional lots within the Planning Area.
Rather its objection is to the lack of protection. within By-law No. 120. over the
expanded use and future protection of the Selkirk Groundwater Management Area"

(MMB 1996.8). In other words. the Town of Selkirk did not object to the number of lots
being proposed as long as the groundwater resource was sustained for future use. and
providing there \vas adequate treatment of wastes from private systems (new and
existing). The development plan process must incorporate the necessary steps or
components to help address. The precise conditions and qualifications associated with
the Town's position.

2.6.2

Inability of the Development Plan Process to Address a Varieîy of Issues

The main objectors cited in the MM73 mling included: the Provincial Planning Coordinator. Department of Rural Development; the Selkirk Regional Supervisor.
Department of Environment; the head of the Groundwater Management Section. Water
Resources Branch. and: the Provincial Council of Women. Each interest brought fonh
an issue or concem that was important enough to merit summanzing in the MMB final
report and recommendations. The question that must be asked is: why were such issues

not addressed earlier in the process, by the SDPAB? This represents a shortcominp of the

pmcess to effectively address codicting needs and expectations, or to determine
acceptabIe alternatives.

The current land use planning process does not deal effectively with conflicting needs or
expectations. Public involvement in the plan development process allows interests to
present their concems and. in particular. reactions to early drafts of a plan developed by
the SDPAB and administration. The public meetings allow individuals and organizations
to present their case. but they do not necessanly provide the means to reconcile al1 the
opposing viewpoints in one plan acceptable to al1 or most interests. The process certainly
allows for everyone who wishes to voice their views. but it does not provide the means or
methods to address the issues once they have been raised. When people are left to react
to a plan that seems to have been created by someone else. it tends to elicit more
defensive and negative attitudes. Although some amendrnents were made to the draft
plan. before it went to the MMB. These were not significant enough to address the
controversial issues comprehensively. As well. when there have been no alternatives
provided for the public to choose between. there is little feeling of involvement in the
process at all. Through such hindsight. we can see the tme costs of the approach taken.
2.63

Lack of Responsiveness to Rural Character Retention and Agricolturai
Resource Preservation

In the Selkirk District development plan process. it was the rural component of the plan
that was the focus of opposition. leaving the urban section exempt from any necessary
changes. It is therefore important that a rural perspective be taken when attempting io
address the remaining problems in the District, but the planning framework legislated by
the province does not differentiate between n i r d and urban areas. This can pose a
significant problern in trying to retain rural characteristics in the a r a , as it continues to

grow. In the current ex-urban development form trend. the open space qualities that
rnake the rural areas attractive soon disappear. An approach that recognizes the distinct

values of mral areas. and natural resource protection. is required to build upon the rural
character, rather than eliminate or overwheim it.

In addition to a rural planning approach. specific plan implementation tools must be
adopted to help retain the rural characteristics. The challenge of finding an al ternative
approach includes the need to undentand the desire for and populanty of rural residential
development. For example. according to Russwum and McLennan. "in Canada and
Manitoba, rural residential development is viewed as a legitimate land use that
accommodates the 'freedom of choice' for people to live w here they wantn (Manitoba

Department of Urban Affairs 1990). The respective councils of the rural municipalities in
the Selkirk District openly welcome non-farm rural residential developrnent because it

represents growtb in their municipalities and an increase in their assessrnent base

(Winnipeg Region Cornmittee. June 1990). Rural residential development represents an
increase in economic activity. fees. licenses. and uses up surplus capacity of existing
services in the area (Manitoba Department of Urban Affain 1990). Outright prevention

of rural residential development is not a desirable approach to take.

The intention of an alternative approach should not be to eliminate rurd residential
development, but rather. to determine how to effectively address the negative impacts of
this f o m of development, while still recognizing that this fom of development is
catenng to a certain segment of the population. Because, as Fabos (1985)has recognized.
"land-use planners who have trouble accepting this land-use shift will likely spend their
time fighting it in place of planning for itn (188)- The ex-urban development land use
"shiftn reflects the changing values of some people. and planning must respond and adapt.
But it will also require a change in some habits and development patterns. Simply
reducing the number of lots developed each year will not address the problems: rather. it

wiil only delay them from occumng sooner.

It is the activities that are associated with growth that local councils must also undentand.
address. and plan for. The future difficulty municipalities must face because of increased
growth include the need for new or expanded local services and facilities: increasing

capital and operating costs to the municipality: changing the community's character
through the influx of new residents and economic activities; and generating undesirable
spin-off impacts (e.3. increased vehicular traffic. loss of agricultural land. and increased
waste discharge). There wili also be affects on school divisions, nearby urban centres and
the associated costs with such development and the MMB feels that this has not been
addressed properly within the curent developrnent patterns (MMB 1996).

Both the province and the SDPAB feel that non-farm residential development is a
permissible land use if properly planned. but there is no reference to the amount or rates
that shouId be pennitted. or that are acceptable, nor is there any indication of subdivision
styles that might help presenJesome of the rural character. Rural-oriented planning tools
are required to help address the rural nature of the problem-borrowing tools from urban
areas will not effectively address these problems, and can impair the rural characteristics
of the District which is in demand from a growing number of people. Planning tools to
help raise awareness of the relationship between rural residential developrnent and
degradation of the natural environment would be beneficial.

In the case of the Selkirk District. despite the use of agricultural zoninp. which designates
a minimum 40 to 80 acre lot size restriction to prevent further land subdivision. there is
no safeguard in place to protect agncultural land holdings from adjacent rural residential
land use market pressures. This drives up agricultural land values (which subsequently
results in the desire of agricultural operaton to sel1 or subdivide). As well, with the
application of minimum 2 acre lot sizes, the amount of land consumed is negatively

impacting the goal of agricultural production retention in the area. There seems to be an
assumption that there is plenty of land in the District to accommodate rural residential
development practically on demand.

Jim Fenske ( 1996).the Town of Selkirk Manager. argues that the pressure for
developrnent in the District originates frorn family members of f o m e r famers who do
not want to continue farming. These individuals see a higher value attached to land that
is designated 'rural residential'. as opposed to 'agriculture'. The value of land within
commuting distance of the urban centre is being inflated. in cornparison to the
agricultural value of the land. by the trend of non-farm development in the municipality.
The profits for the land owner accruing from a potential subdivision out-weigh any

continued venture in agriculture. In addition. for those with small-to-medium holdings.
farming is no longer cost-efficient and many are forced to sel1 or expand. In this context.
land is no longer seen as a resource for food production and is seen instead as a
commodity that can attract a fair prke in the residential market-place. This is the
dilemma for agricultural operations located within the vicinity of urban areas.

In a report cornpleted for the Province of Manitoba in 1990. eniitled "Rural Residential
Development in the Winnipeg Region." concem was raised over the growing populanty
of non-fam rural residential development and the impact it may have on the future ability
to service the rural areas in the

city region (and the subsequent impact it rnay

have on adjacent urban areas). Similar concerns have been apparent since the 1970s in
the City of Winnipeg region. The focus then was on the impact that rural residential

development might have on the resource base, specificall y on agriculture acti vi ties
(Manitoba Department of Municipal Affairs 1975; Winnipeg Region Cornmittee. June
1990; Bell and Keleher 1977).

The Selkirk District lies within the Red River valley. and is known for its abundance of

prime agricultural land. A planning tool that would help local officiais identify areas thai
are less appropriate for agricultural operations. in order to possibly help situate more
intensive rural residential development. would be beneficial. Planning tools that respect
the landscape and retain open space for everyone to enjoy is required. Although the
Selkirk District board is supponive of both rural residential development and agricultural
operations. the protection of agricultural operations seems to be Iosing-out to the market
forces contributing to growing rural residential development pressures. A planning tool
which preserves agricultural activity by eliminating the market pressures from rural
residential development could be practicaily useful.

The main questions that needs to be addressed is. at what point is agricultural activity
negatively impacted by the growing popularity of rural residential development? What is
an acceptable amount of rural residential development? What alternative desipns are
available. in contrast to the current sprmvling pattern? 1s there an alternative
development procedure available which can still accommodate rural residential
development. while reducing the consurnption of prime agricultural land?
2.64

The Groundwater Resource and the Responsibility for Protection of the
Undergromd Aquif'er

A very large high yield carbonate aquifer is located beneath the Selkirk District. 1t

streiches beyond the District's borders into south-central Manitoba. extending nonh
between Lake Winnipeg and Lake Manitoba (See Map 3). The potential groundwater
supply in the aquifer is rated as good to excellent (Manitoba 1%).

The Manitoba Water

Policies ( 1994) document identifies some relevant and important facts and characteristics
about groundwater resources. and in particular, aquifers in Southern Manitoba:
Groundwater is the main source of water supplies for much of rural
Manitoba.

O

As with surface water, our groundwater is not always located where it is
the most needed,

The carbonate aquifer is the largest source of fresh groundwater in
Southeni Manitoba it is estimated that the annual sustainable yield is
almost 800 million cubic metres.
Deeper aquifers generally contain brines and are not suitable for
consumption.
Groundwater quantity and quality are influenced by surface water
management and land use.

O

Because of the confined nature and slow movement of water in aquifers.
groundwater pollution is costly and difficult to clean up (4).

Map 3:
The Carbonate Aquifer and
the Selkirk District

Manitoba's two largest high yield aquifers
are the Carbonate Aquifer and the
Assiniboine Delta Aquifer. Groundwater
potential in these iwo aquifen is good to
excellent. The groundwater potential in
other areas of the province is variable.
while in some areas groundwater potential
is poor to ni1 due to quality and quantity
limitations. The Selkirk District lies over
the Carbonate Aquifer.
Source:
Adapted from Manitoba
(Province of) 1994.5.
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To date. there seems to be an adequate supply of fresh potable groundwater in the rural
areas of the Selkirk Distnct but there is a lack of information on the exact quantity of
water that is k i n g consumed. Management of groundwater resources is poor. Water
drawn from private wells is not metered (repistered and or licensed) and the amount is
uncontrolled and virtually unlimited (Winnipeg Region Cornmittee. January 30 1991 ;
Urban Centres Peripheral Developrnent Group ( UCPDG ) 19%: Groundw arer Revisited

1994). It was estimated that the rate of water withdrawal from the aquifer in the SelkirkWinnipeg corridor is approximately 275 to 350 litres/penon/day or between 1.9 million
and 2-55 million litredday (UCPDG 19%). Although this exarnple makes no reference to
the quantity of water fiowing through the aquifer. the UCPDG representatives feel that
the general figure indicates a substantial amount and should be accuratel' tracked if the
province is committed to sustaining the resource.

The proposed Selkirk Distnct development plan recognizes the need to protect the
groundwater supply from the proposed increase in development. but the onus was put on
the provincial governrnent to be the party to address the issue. "As aquifers which s e n e
the Selkirk District are believed to lie within and outside District boundaries,
groundwater use is not completely able to be controlled by the Selkirk and District
Planning Area Board. The Province of Manitoba. through Manitoba Natural Resources is
responsible for aquifer management. as groundwater is recognized as a provincial
resource" (SDPAB 1995.22). In response to this view. Lock Gray of Manitoba Natural
Resources (Hydrology Department) testifying at the MMB heanng, stated that while
there are no comprehensive hydrological studies completed for the area. and although
such studies would be desirable. the "capacity of the department to do an overall study
isn't there" (Delaurier 1996,6). M e n he was asked to indicate whether the water Ievel of
the aquifer had dropped in the area. he responded by sayinp "that a general staternent
really can't be made because each area in the district is different" (Ibid.). It seems that the

origin of this issue lies with the Town of Selkirk. which is concemed about rural
residential development surrounding the Town. The rural residential development.
occurring at a significant density. draws on the same water source as the Town. causin;
increased uncertainty over the future sustainable capacity of the aquifer (due in part to the
unregulated use of water by rural residents).

The issue of responsibility for the protection of the aquifer. and responsibility for
assuring the adequate and safe treatment of septic systern effluent. was also debated. The
province felt that the responsibility should be shared between the provincial. local and
private interests in "pannenhip." Meanwhile. the SDPAB felt that the tenn 'pnrtnership'
was another word for downloading of responsibilities from the senior level of
aovemment
z

to the municipality. Bud Oliver. Chair of the SDPAB and Mayor of Selkirk

stated that "we want to get answers ...but the last thing we want is to take on more
provincial responsibilities" t Groundwater Revisi ted 1 W. 12). The high cost of
hydrological studies. both in time and money. generates an additional challenge, since
each level of government has been making cutbacks.

The arguments regarding groundwater supply and demand have revolved around the
findings of two studies that seem to indicate two very different evaluations of the
groundwater capacity. First. a 1978 study conducted by the provincial Water Resources
Branch concluded that there was a significant supply to support development into the
next century (Gleeson 1995). The second. more recent report. conducted by UMA
Engineering Ltd., suggested that the aquifer is stressed to capacity around the Town of
Selkirk. Lock Gray, head of the provincial hydrology section. siated in a newspaper
article. that "both studies have been taken out of context. The UMA study. he said. dealt

strictly with the Town of Selkirk. where the water supply is under stress because of the
population density, while the 1978 report was merely a general statement and was not

rneant to be applied to the district as a whole" (Ibid.). The differences may indicate that
there are significant locational factors related io the level of withdrawal that is
sustainable. Therefore, IocationaI criteria which are sensitive to the availability and
demand of water should be incorporated when deciding where future development is to
be situated. Land use patterns and smaller lot sizes which can help in the reduction of
water usage would also be beneficial.

2.61

Liquid Waste Disposal and the Criterion for the Prevention of
Eniironmental Pollution from Private Waste Disposai Systems

The majority of the rural residential developments in the Selkirk District use private
septic systems (or holding tanks) for discharging household liquid wastes. The criteria
for septic system design cornpliance are restricted to: registration. types of construction
materials used. capacity of the systern. and distances for siting a disposal field from
property lines. drvellings. wells. o r surface water (Manitoba Retulation 9388R).In

1992. the Department of Environment amended the replations to increase the minimiim
distance that a field could be situated from any property boundary. from 26 feet to 9
feet. In a typical residential septic system. the sewage effluent is distnbuted through
pipes from a holding tank. that extends over approximately 1400 square feet of area (for
up to a three bedroom home). covered ~vithsoil suitable for vegetation. and relying on
absorption and evaporation for final liquid disposal.

Due to the soil type in some areas of the Selkirk District (heavy clay-based soils) in
combination with the increase in the rate of development, and larger dwellings. the
effluent from private systems is pooling at the surface and not being absorbed by the
soils. Within the Winnipeg-Selkirk corridor. the

UCPDG (19%) states that about 300

septic failures have occurred (with no reference to a time p e n d that they have occurred).
Subsequently. there is concern that diseases may thnve and there is the potential that the
underground aquifer could be polluted, further escalating the problem. The high raie of

failures has also been blamed on poor regulations developed in the 1970s. Those
regulations did not reflect the increasing populanty of household appliances that used
high volumes of water (dishwashen. hot tubs. etc.). the growing popularity of rural
residential development. and the need for attention to the differences in soi1 types
(Winnipeg Region Cornmittee. February 1993).

There are no provincial provisions or critena in land use planning practices io address the
possibility of poor soils. poor drainage or uncontrolled use of water. Househoid water
management and conservation are encouraged. but there is no way to enforce or ensure
such management and conservation practices ( o r to regulate the wasteful use of the
resource). Although a septic system may satisfy provincial cnteria. there is still the
possibility of failure: "ln an area such as this Planning District. with predominant da)subsoil. certain types of private systems may not be desirable and i n some areas probably
should be prohibited" (MMB 1996.6). Also. the poor drainage in the District further
complicates the situation (1bid.).

It is the responsibility of the provincial government to detemine safe cnteria to address

liquid waste disposai. and the SDPAB insists that it is not receiving up-io-date direction
because the new criteria have not been developed. In the view of the SDPAB, the
province tells it what not to do. but does not indicate the appropriate septic system critena
for the area. Representatives from the Department of Environment are concemed over
the number of private septic system failures that have occurred in the SeIkirk District.
The Department is currently prepanng new regulations to address this problern. and takes
the position that no development should be pemitted without appropriate consideration
of this problern. At the MMB heanng. representatives from the Department of
Environment felt that studies should be conducted to detemine the requirements
necessary to improve sewage disposa1 in existing subdivisions, and to determine sewage

disposa1 site controls that could be irnposed in areas of poor drainage. cIay subsoil. and
where there is uncontrolled use of water-

Currently, the SDPAB is suggesting that the province take a lead role in developing and
informing municipalities of what is required or needed to produce a septic systern design
that would prevent further septic systern failures. The SDPAB has followed the criteria
that are outlined by the provincial Environment Act. but is still being restncted frorn
continuing developrnent. The SDPAB has since approached the Department of
Environment and arranged meetings to detemine appropriate criteria and to try to answer
related questions regarding further development (See Appendix 1 1. The new regulation
that was developed. and which is in the process of attaining provincial approval.
establishes the option for the Department of Environment to have the developer conduct a
percolation test on a proposed site (Berard 1998). The percolation test will have a

maximum and minimum allo~vablelevel of absorption rates ~vhich\cil1 establish u.hether
the site is safe to install a septic sysiem.

Although the development of a percolation test is a positive step roward addressinp the
potential pollution hazard of private septic systems. the municipali ties will now be
responsible for identifying potential sites that will be acceptable for the new regulation.
An additional planning tool which can help to identify areas that would be more suitable
for supporting privaie sewage disposal systems is therefore in order.
2.6.6

Supply of and Demand for Rural Residential Development in the Selkirk
Disîric t

There are large tracts of land designated rural residential3 that have not k e n built upon in
the Selkirk District. In fact, it was reported that the R.M.of St. Andrews has the potential
Rural midcniial developmeni is defincd pnerally as unsen-iccd n o n - l m midcntid housing localcd
within conimuting disrancc of a luge urban agglorncntion (Manitoba Dcpitrtmcnt of Urban Affiiirs lm}.
The sizcs of thc lots can \.an-in site Crom lcss than onc x r c to as brgc as 30 ricrcs.

of creating 3,334 lots (from 1 0 . 0 acres of existing land designated rural residential). St.
Clements 4334 lots (from 13,000acres). and West St. Paul 925 lots (from 2.777 acres)
(Manitoba 1WO). Those in opposition to the proposed Selkirk District development plan
ai the MME3 heanng estimated that there could potentially be approximately 3.000 new
non-farm rural residential lots creaied. which would result in a sufficient supply for the
next 35 to 40 years. The SDPAB argued that there was the potential for approximately

1,432 lots to be created. Even so. the M M B felt the amount would still represent a IO
year supply at the present rates of development. and the calculation did not include the

number of existing building sites. The supply of rural residential lots that could be
produced is. evidently. much higher than the demand.

Bell and Keleher ( 1977) reported that prior to 1977 in Manitoba ( preceding the existing
Planning Act). there was no control over the subdivision of land and subsequent
development. At that tirne. John Whiting. from Municipal Affairs. stated that ".%% of
the parcels of land created around Winnipeg were created without knowledge or consent
of the municipalities in the arean (Ibid.. 5û). Growth occurred sporadically and without
any planning-related goals during this period. Although. a large number of lots were
established many decades ago. they still remain undeveloped. It seems many of those
lots do not have the sarne market demand characteristics that the rural lots developed
today have. Ed Arnold, the Selkirk Board Secretary-Treasurer. has O bserved that there
are a number of Iots located in areas that are less attractive, and do not, or wiH not, attract
the same pnce as lots that are being subdivided near more scenic areas (e.9.. adjacent to

the river). There is very little demand for certain lots. depending upon their location and
distinctive features. As well, Mayor David Oster of the R.M.of West Si. Paul has stated
that many lots that have already k e n subdivided, or designated mral residential, are not
available for purchase, and there still remains a demand for new building sites
(Groundwater Revisited 1994).

The accumulated amount of undeveloped subdivided lots is causing some concern over
the potential number of lots that could be developed presently. and in the future. Because
of these high nurnbers. local officials have been pressured to reduce the rate of new
subdivision. and allow the erristinp lots to be developed Cirst. But. the lots that have been
subdivided in earlier years attract little demand for development in companson to the
newer lots proposed, which are in more attractive areas. When municipal officials are
restricted from creatinp more lots. or when subdivision does not result in houses built. the
municipal tax system is strained. The accumulation of undeveloped lots represents a
fiscal drag for the municipality: expected tax gains do not accrue if a dwelling is not built
on the lots. and the ability of the SDPAB to plan effectiteely is adversely impacted.
Additionally. it reduces the effectiveness of planning accordingly.

At present. there is a need for a planning tool that addresses the inherent rural residential

development pressures in the Selkirk District as ihese pressures impact on agricultural
operations. A technique is needed that can address the large over-supply of undeveloped
lots. reduce the pressures placed on agricultural activities near urban centres. and
designate development in areas that are to the benefit of the whole District. rather than the
single iandhoider who wants to subdivide for irnmediate profit. A planning tool that can
elirninate the large supply of current subdivided lots could prove to be useful for
municipalities attempting to plan more effectively in the future. by concentrating more on
designing developments that are more refiective of rural characteristics and more
respectful of rural environmental concerns.
2.6.7

The Need for Continuity in Provincial Policy Application in Municipal
Affairs Across the Province

Perhaps past actions (or in-actions), on the part of the provincial govemment. have played
a role in the failure of the recent development pian for the Selkirk District. In the recent

developrnent plan processes for the R.M.s of East St. Paul and Headingley (both in the
Winnipeg region). the province was less strict with land use issues that did not comply
with the PLUPs. Perhaps the SDPAB felt that a certain level of rural residential
development might be overlooked by the province. Patterson ( 19%) stated that durinp
the East St. Paul and Headingley development plan processes. "it appean that provincial
land use guidelines [were] being increasingly ignored by the provincial govemment"
( 19).

The East St. Paul development plan was approved despite concerns raised by

vanous provincial departmenis. Some provincial department representatives had
identified various legitimate planning concems that did not adeguately reflect the PLUPs
but the local government officiais never cornplied with or addressed the concems in full

(Fleming 1994). No further action u9astaken because the provincial department
representatives did not attend the respective MMB hearings to testify and voice their
concems on behalf of the provincial interest. The province must evaluate and follow
through uith concems regarding al1 development plans and subdivision applications. to
ensure equal and consistent application of the PLUPs.

The SDPAB has rxpressed concern that they are a victim of political forces while other
municipalities are continuing to develop with little provincial intervention. The SDPAB
takes the position that it has been given different treatment regarding their development

plan process, in cornpanson to other municipalities in the Winnipeg region who have
recently completed a development plan. Although the type of development proposed in
the Selkirk Distnct is very similar to that in the other municipalities. there was no (or

little) concerted effort on behalf of the province to prevent it in those other municipalities.

Opposition has only been mounted by the province since the Selkirk Distnct development
plan was proposed (Arnold 19%). The lack of continuity and consistency in enforcing
provincial legislation has angered both the elected representatives and the administration
of the SDPAB.

The province has a record of supportinp development in rural areas. The past events
identified below have occurred during the time the Progressive Consenrative government
was in power (Russell 1998): the elimination of the additional zone; its replacement
with a "weaker" Capital Region Cornmittee: the higher percentage of votes for the P C s
are in rural Manitoba versus urban areas: the secession of Headingley from the City of
Winnipeg to establish a separate rural municipality: the accommodation of the B R
landfill in a rural location despite many concerns: and the recent desire to connect rural
municipalities West of Winnipeg to water infrastructure (and sewer in Headingley).
Despite disregard for the negative planning implications associated with al1 of these
events. the province has gone against its grain somewhat. and opposed further rural
development in the Selkirk District. I t is possible that the province may have felt
conipelled to oppose the developrnent plan since the Town of Selkirk (a member
municipality in the Selkirk District) kvas opposinp the document. However. the presence
of the above-mentioned events has caused the problem to become political and has
swayed the focus of efforts away from addressing the real problems (such as the issues

raised by the MMB in the hearing).

A new association has recently been established. called the Urban Centres Peripheral

Development Group (UCPDG). w hich has iden tified the provincial policy problerns in
rural areas that surround urban centres. Elected representatives and senior staff of eleven

urban municipalities 4 have been meeting to discuss their increasing concems relating to
peripheral development around urban centres. and to try to determine what role the
province is playing. The ultimate goals of the UCPDG are to "lend suppon to the
province to establish equity between rural and urban municipalities in issues of
.'lncIuding Winnipeg, Brindm, Portage la Ririe. Dauphin. Virden. Skinbÿch. Selkirk. Thompson. Fiin
Flon. Stoncwdl. and Thc b.

residentiai and industrial development within municipal boundaries" (UCPDG 1 9%). A
primary objective would be to establish a "level playing field" between urban and rural
municipalities regarding development at the edge of urban centres. Within the draft
discussion paper there is reference to "how there have been inconsistent application of
provincial policies. particularl y Provincial Land Use Policies. and examples of how the
province has not followed its goal of understanding al1 of the costs and al1 of the benefits
involved in its decisions" (lbid.). An approach that helps ensure the province applies its

.

policies fairly and consistently in municipal affairs a11 across the province. is required.

2.6.8

Spot Zoning

The final issue that the MMB cited in its list of recornmendations was the discouragement
of further "spot planning". Spot planning or spot zoning is an amendment to an original
zoning ordinance. I t is a practice that according to Leung ( 1989) "violates the
fundamental justifications for zoning as Iaw: predeterrnination. fairness and
consistency." The re-zoned use differs from the original use determined in the existinp
development pladzoning by-law. Spot zoning differs from a zoning variation. A zoning
variation allows for some minor modification within an existing designated zone for
changes. such as building shape or size. Typically. the variance reflects no more than a
ten percent deviation from the original criteria (lbid.). Spot zoning can potentially
change the designated use for a piece of property. e.g., from residential to commercial.
Nepative implications of spot zoning can include long-terni planning problems. due to the
lack of infrastructure provisions or siting requirements for the land use. or issues that
cause neighbouring property owners undue concern for their property value. when the
land use is changed.

2.7

Grouphg the Issues in the Seîkirk District

The issues present in the Selkirk District can be divided into two separate groups: those
that can be addressed through a modified approach to the developrnent plan process. and
those issues that require the development and application of specific tools designed to

help implement the necessary changes required.

The group of issues that would require an alternative planning approach in order to
effectively address them, would include:
-the need to respond to a variety of interests through enhanced public participation
methods
-the need for a rural-oriented perspective
-the need for an environmentally-based approach
The approach sliould reflect these qualities if i< is to effectively realize an acceptable
development plan for the Selkirk District context.

Also needed is the identification and application of plan implernentation tools. that would
function in the Selkirk District context as well as within the above approach. The plan
implernentation tool(s) cvould help to address the following group of issues:
-the need for a balanced supply and demand of rural residential lots (and the need
to address the subdivision market pressures on agricultural land)
-the groundwater capacity problems and the liquid Haste disposa1 limitations
-further spot zoning
-the need to protect the agricultural land resource. and
-the need to address the land use pattern issue to better reflect the rural
character of the area.
Once an approach is identified, and a plan implementation tool or tool-set selected. then
they can be combined in a strategy to comprehensively address the issues in the Selkirk
District.
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Concloding Remarks

It can now be appreciated that the broad question that needs to be addressed is: what

planning approach and plan implementation tools are available that could help the Selkirk
District attain a development plan that responds to the variety and number of issues
raised. and which might therefore rneet with more general approval? Furthemore. rvhat
constitutes properly planned rural residential development? Rural residential
development is occumng at a rate that may degrade the natural resources. and the rural
quality of life so desired by rnany in the district. At what point will the area lose its
appeal. and fail to satisfy the residents seduced by the bases for such appeal?

Although a high rate of rural residential development kvas being proposed. the Selkirk
District draft development plan also included a number of policies that were designed to
protect many of the District's natural resources. For example. one objective of the

SDPAB draft development plan values protecting and promoting the drvelopnirnt of the
agricultural industry. However. more agricultural land i s being converted into large-lot
rural residential development. What is actuall y being done to protect the agncul tural
industry in the District? What is the acceptable balance between developrnent.
agricultural activities and natural areas? Al1 these questions have not been addressed
adequately in the plan. The issues of rural residential development today are very similar
to those present in the past. despite past efforts to address them. How could these issues
be addressed differently. to achieve greater effectiveness in dealing with the problems in

a lasting manner?

The current land use planning framework lacks the ability to address local issues caused
by the growth pressures in ruml areas near urban centres. In particular, the planning

system applies to the Selkirk District as if it were a homogenous urban district. using the
same tools for both urban and rural areas. The process has failed to address a variety of

concems. especially around environmental issues (groundwater supply and septic system
failures) and rural character retention. There is a need for a planning approach. and plan
implementation tools. that examine and address the problems from a rural environmental
planning perspective. Chapter 3 reviews environmental planning theory and rural
development planning history with the intention of establishing the importance of
developing an o\.erall stratep). that responds to the current identified deficiencies.

CNAPTER THREE:
3.1

PLANNING FOR RURAL ENVIRONMENTS

Introduction

Since the predominant issues facing the Selkirk District are rural and environmentallybased. it is only logical to explore a planning an approach that recognizes the
interrelationships between land use development and rural environ men ta1 impacts. What
is a rural environmental planning approach and how can it help address the problems in
the Selkirk District?

The history and values of the enltironmental movement and the rolr i t plays in rural
planning are revietved. The ecological perspective and the concept of sustainable
development are examined briefl y, followed by a discussion of the di fference between
development and gro\vth. The definition of "runl" is esarnined. and early rural planning
and developrnent endravors are revieu-ed. pointing out some weaknesses in past and
esisting approaches. The groaing phenomenon of es-urban development is esaminrd
because it creates some netv and chalienging pressures in urban-rural fringe areas. The
inability of existing planning approaches to satisfactody address problems in an
overlapping rural-urban area is recognized. and the need for a focused "rural
environmentaIn approach is identified.

3.2

The Environmental Movement

The beliefs and values of the environmental movement, and how the environment
approach may be applied to the Selkirk District context. are examined. This is folloaed
by a brief review of the histonc evolution of rural development planning initiatives in
Canada. and the resulting challenges and opportunities for the Selkirk District are
identified.

3.71

The Environmental Perspective

The environmental perspective is a set of beliefs or values that reflect the main concem
for the survival of life on planet Eanh (Coleman 1976)- The environmenial perspective
recognizes that Iand and natural resources are finite and are vulnerable to abuse. and it
recognizes the need to prevent encroachment of destructive forces on land and natural
resources (Lang and Amour 1980). Woridwide environmental problerns that threaten the
future of life on earth include acid min. global warming and deterioration of the ozone
layer. Environmental degradation. the loss of prime agncultural land to development. the
non-point pollution of water affecting its quality. and the loss of aesthetic quality of the
Iandscape are just a few examples which have occurred at the local scale.

3.1.2

Environmental Planning

Environmental planning is a philosophy of how people view. understand and address the
com pies relationships and impacts that grow th and developrnent have on natural systems.
Lang and Arrnour ( 1 %O) state:
Environmental planning is based upon the belief that the environrnent is
undenlalued in planning processes and should be protected because the health
of the natural environrnent is necessary for the continuation of life on
eanh .....a planned approach to landkpace use is necessary to resolve land use
conflicts. Consequently. there is a need to alter the traditional Iand/space use
planning process in order to give a broader environmental perspective onented
toward the protection of environmentai values. This broadcr environmenta1
approach to land planning is referred to as Environmental Planning (ii).
Coleman ( 1976)defined environmental planning in a similar manner:
Environmental planning conserves resources and displays a stronp element of
cautious insurance, over and above providing for contingencies that can
already be foreseen from the restricted viewpoint of today. It acknowledges a
duty to future unbom generations as welt as to the needs of the present. and it
aims to promote healthy environments chat will be capable of self-sustained
contin ui ty and stable adaptation ( 1 1).

lncorporating an environmental perspective in the Selkirk District context can help to
address the problems experienced in a manner that reflects the inherent resource
capability of the land for agriculture, helps situate development in areas that are more
suitable in t e m s of reducin; negative impacts. and recognizes that continuous
developrnent in the current form and pattern is associated with a bleak future.

3.2.3

Past Environmental Planning Initiatives

Theoretical concepts and values of environmental planning have prown out of the Garden
City movernent initiated by Ebenezer Howard and advanced by a number of others at the
turn of the twentieth century. The Garden City movement "was based on a concept of
how best to organize the temtory around large cities. i.e.. to concentrate populations and
provide open space between tocvns rather than let cities sprau-1"(Hodge 199 1.276). See
Figure 3 for a diagram of the Garden City concept.

The Garden City movement was developed in response to the physical and moral decay
of urban areas and the economic depression that was occumng in nearby
rural/agricultural areas in the early 1900s. The Garden City model was a utopian concept
that not only attempted to focus on phrsical development in planning but relied on
economic realities and social (cultural) vaIues to achieve a weI1-balanced environment
(Sargent et al 199 1). It attempted to combine the better qualities of urban life with the
desired qualities of country life. in a new form of settlement. Within the Garden City
model there was the recognition that urban areas could not continue to "survive*'if the
adjacent rural areas were continually debilitated, and if massive urbanization was allowed
to standardize culture. This model embodies paral lels in the context of the Selkirk
District. which needs to achieve an alternative settlement pattern that retains the rural
character, preserves agricultural resources, addresses sprawl. and is economically
feasible.

Figure 3: The Garden City Concept

Figure 3 . Ebenezer Howard's Concept of the Metropoli tan Region.
Howard's 1898 diagrammatic concept for satellite Garden Ci ties has
been far-reaching. A greenbelt of farms and forests woiild separate ail
communities. but they would be interconnected by major iranspon
routes.
Source: Hodge 1991. 276.

The Regional Planning Association of Anienca (RPAA ) was orgaiiizcd in the cari! 1920s
and advanced t h e concept of environmental planning. Regional planning is
environmentally locused. as Sargent et al ( 1991) note. using the words of one of the
founders of the RPAA. Benton MacKaye:
Cultural nian needs land and developed natural resources as ihe ianpihle
source of bodily existence: he needs the flow of cornrnodities io make r hat
source effective: but first of al1 he needs a harmonious and relatcd
environment as the source of his true living. These three needs of cultiired
man make three corresponding problems: a ) the conservation of natural
resources. b) the conlrol of conimodity flow . c ) the devrlopriieiit ol'

environment. The visualization of the potential workings of these three
processes constitutes the new exploration-and regional planning (221.

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) regional river-basin planning initiative was a
well-documented example of an early environmental planning initiative. Hodge ( 1199)
identified two basic principles that the TVA employed: firstly the notion of a
comprehensive approach to regional problems and the in terconnectedness between
actions or events: and secondly. the need to plan and coordinate in conjunction with the
neighbouring areas. "As regionalism took shape in America. planners grew more
interested in environmental quality. public involvement. and equity" ( Sargent et al 1991.
21).

The Selkirk District has a regional. or at lrast inter-municipal. structure of local planning
in place. >et it lacks a frarneu.ork that addresses the district's problems in a cohesive
rnanner. The Selkirk District process needs to recognize the primary importance of
improving (or at least maintainine) the runl qualit>.in the District. involvinp more of the
public in decision-making. and becorning more environmentally responsible.

3.2.4

Environmental Issues

Global phenornena o c c u ~ n gtoday. such as global warrning. depletion of the ozone laser.
and environrnental pollution. are caused by the collective impact of people in local areas

on the environment and ecological systems. Settlement patterns. which reflect the
outcome of behavior in an earlier era. are at the source of these global problems. "The
larger question about how to avoid ruining our planet's ecosystem with our developrnent
practices ....has become urgent," and there is a need "for land-use decision makers to
recognize the not-so-obvious links between municipal land-use decisions and
deterioration of the environment" (Fowler 1991.26). Local povemments or regional
agencies will have to be the source of the strategies that ultimately address these

problems. The relationships between the cause and effect of the global phenornena are
ver). cornplex. and there will be resistance from those many individuals who have wholeheartedly accepted the idea of the post-war urban sprawl form. But. if we are going to
achieve an ecologically-sensible rural form. "we will have to become arvare of how our
attitudes and habits of behavior toward each other and toward the environment are
influenced by that environment" (Ibid.). The psychoiogical. social and political
dimensions of ecologicaIly sound development processes and foms must be understood.

3.3

The Ecological Perspective

Some enilironmenta1 perspectives incorporate ecological processes and systems iv i thin
their methodological approach. Ecology is the study of the mutual relationships o r
balance between al1 living things in relation to their surrounding environments (and to
each other). Natural sj.sterns or ecosystems. are sets of interacting and interrelated
elements:
At the largest scale the earth can be seen as a single ecological system
(ecosystem): a spatially defined community of living (biotic) things
interacting with each other and with the non-living (abiotic) ihings such as
energy, air. water and soi1 that support them. Humans are a pan of this
system. Basic to an ecosystem are flows of energy and nutrients in ...cycles
( Lang and Armour 1980, 107).

Lang and Amour ( 1980)go on to note that "the ecosystem concept. though often difficult
to operationalize in environmental planning and management. helps us to understand and
analyze the natural environment in relation to human activity" ( 109). In the process of
understanding the ecological approach one must reali t e t hat everything is related to
everything else (interconnected), that nature is inherently self-regulatory and is somewhat
resilient to negative interactions. but most importantly, that there are limitations to what
the environrnent can support (yet these limitations are not always clear).

Development Versus Growth

3

Within the ecological context. ir is important to distinguish bet\veen the definition of the
terms "development" and "growth". Development. as stated by Wackemagel and Rees
( 19%).

is the realization of a "fuller and greater potential." while growth would be purelp

an increase in the physical size or matenal expansion of something. Douglas ( 1989)

makes a similar distinction by defining development as "either a ) a positi\.e structural
shift in the community's economy (e-g.. a significant diversification of the base) a n d o r b)
the putting in place of significant new capacity for positive change (e.g.. new investment
resources. espanded labour force training)" (29). Development supports the increase in
the capacity of an area to expand its options while reducing its vulnerability. Although
this form of developrnent is desired. "it may or ma)- not lead to an increase in (for
enample) ernployment" (Ibid.). Growth. on the other hand can occur through the increase
in size of a local commercial or industrial business \rithout havinp an- contribution to the

development of the area. Growth in the absence of developrnent lacks the "complex
interactions. the services. the support structures and other features thai we recognize in a
place that really feels and works like a community" (Lang 1986. 83).

The t e m "development" is also comrnonly used to describe the built environment. for
example. buildings and infrastructure. In fact. the Manitoba Planning Act defines
development as:
a) the carrying out of construction, erection. or placing of any building or
excavation or other operation on. over or under land. or
b) the making of any change in the use or intensity of use of any land or
buildings or premises" ( 1987, c. P80).
This definition simply values development in terms of a product. such as a subdivision or

an industrial park. Developrnent, in an ecological context, descnbes a process rather than
a product. Like a young child who develops into a mature adult, the term suggests that
there is an evolution. and more complex States occurring over time. "Development is a

process of learning, adaptation and purposeful change capable of releasing new
potentials. More than that. development is a capacity, defined by what individuals and
collectives can do with what they have to improve the quality of their lives and enhance
their capability for adaptive learning" (Lang 1986.83).

The development that has occurred over the past century has been production-centred and
oriented toward the exploitation of resources. in the process of producing standard goods
and services that cater to a "massified consumer society." This concept of development is
based on a value-set which holds humans dominant over nature and natural resources.
Lang ( 1986).however. argues for a perspective which moves toward a "people-centred
developmen t" consisting of diffenng val ue-sets. People-centred deïelopmen t is "based
on harrnony between humans and nature. treating natural resources as finitr but regardin:
information and creative initiative as ineshaustible. and defining the dominant goal in
terms of greater realization of hiiman potentials" (Ibid.. 81).The challenge for the
Selkirk District is to achieve a process which is "people-centred" which values the
environment as a priority within the process. In this way development can be seen as
more of a process than a product.

3.3.2

Sustaina ble Development

Sustainable development evolved from the limited view that natural environments can be
enploited for unlimited ends without consequence. The principle of sustainable
development was at the core of the report "Our Common Futuren which was released in
1987 by the World Commission on Environment and Development. The Commission

defined sustainable development as deveiopment that would "meet the needs of the
present, without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs"
(World Commission on Environment and Development 1987.8). The key issue that
sustainable development addresses is "the need to reconcile economic growth wi th

conservation of the resources upon which growth depends, and in general with
safeguardinp the entire natural environment which sustains u s both physically and
spintually" (Richardson 1989.4). Economic prospenty cannot be maintained if we do
not ensure the world's resources are not depleted and the environment is protected. The

SDPAB must re-think its approach to encompass a broader sustainable development
framework in order to truly and effectivelu address the issues today and in the future.

3.4

The Rural Environment

Rural. as defined by Statistics Canada. is a spanely populated area lying ouiside of an
urban area. An urban area. on the other hand. is an area containing a concentration of
population of UX) people per square kilometer. rvhich has attained a minimum population
of 1 .ûûû people. Rural. as defined by the New Webster's Dictionary. is relating to. or
having the characteristic of the countq or of people living in the country. According to
the Ontario Ministrj- of Housing ( 1976). "under the term 'rural'. however. almost
everything can take place nnging from farms to niineral extraction to holding zones for
urban expansion. This has caused considerable confusion in identi fying an effective
strategy for the planning of these non-urban spaces" ( 13).

Cloke ( 1985). referenced by Troughton ( 1988) and Dykernan ( 1989).states that there are
three variations of the definition of the term rural. First. rural is determined by
everything that is not urban in nature (negative definition); secondly. rural is
distinpuished by identifying elements or characteristics of rural areas. such as land use or
settlement conditions (positive definition): and thirdl y, there is the perceptual definition
where a person's values or way of life determines what they fee1 is rural (perceived
definition). The rural perspective that the federal govemment and the province of
Manitoba reflect is the negative definition of rural, or the urban-biased definition. When
govemments utilize the negative definition of rurality. it causes an inherent problem for

planning in rural areas because it results in a loss of identity in these areas. Also. urbanonented planning tools are commonly used to address rural problems. which prove to be
ineffective. As Lassey ( 1 9 7 7 ) States. "this situation is further aggravated by the tendency
to divide the rurai environment into sectors-such

as agriculture. forest. water. parks. etc.

-with very little provision for an adequate ovemiew of how the total ninl ecological
system functions as part of an interrelated whole" (9).

3.4.1

Ear$ Canadian Rural Planning and Developrnent Endeavors

Reviewing the record of Canadian rural planning and development endeavors and their
relevant perspectives. the themes of agriculture. resource management. consenration.
economic development and regional planning are most prevalent- but in somewhat of a
sporadic pattern. These perspectives dominated much of the rural planning and
development actiiviiies/literature from the early 1900s to the 1970s (See Figure 4 for a
siirnmary). As ivell. the initiati1.e~listed in Figure 4 ir-ere predominantly federall!.operated and some were provincial1yadministered.

In Canada. the rural planning movement was fueled by the creation of the Commission of
Consenation ( l9O9- 1921) it-hich was concerned ~viththe conservation of natural
resources such as agricultural land. forests. minerals, fisheries. game. and water. It was
the beginning of the link between community planning and the resource sector. The
Commission of Consemation supported the creation of planning-enabling legislation for
provincial govemments. ~ v h i c hwas needed to control the chaotic development and
subdivision of land i n suburban areas (Hodge 1991). By 1935, rural development
reflected "special interest interventionn through the Rairie Farm Rehabilitation Act

(PFRA). The PFRA targeted agricultural resource management for prairie provinces and
attempted "to secure the extremely variable water supply in Western Canadan (Cummings

1989, 10).

Figiirc 4: Canadian Rural Planning History
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The Agricultural and Rural Development Act (ARDA) created in 1960 dealt more
specifically with social and economic problems of family farms. ARDA addressed rural
planning and development issues through biophysical resource management (agriculture)
and regional planning perspectives. The Fund for Rural Economic Development

(FRED). initiated in 1%.

was an inteprated approach because it addressed rural

problems from more than one perspective (social and economic). FRED included
training of individuals. and provided capital infrastructure and financial incentives for
private entrepreneurs (Cummings 1989). From the mid 1960s to the early 1'XKIs. a trend
could be seen from less emphasis on integrated social and economic prognms to more
emphasis on capital inivestment. physical infrastructure and financial incentives with the
advent of the Depanment of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE). At the same time.
the federal government was passing on more administrative responsibilities. including the
management of the envi ronment. to provincial and municipal governments. through the
process of do~vn-sizing.

It was in the 196ûs that the environmental movement gathered momentum at the
municipal level. and when the need for specific local development policies and processes
becarne apparent (Dykernan 1989). In the 197ûs. municipal planning strategies placed a
strong emphasis on land use planning and repulations. because provincial planning acts
legislated rural communities to produce a development plan or a basic planning statement
(Ibid.). The main goal for land use planning was io relate human activities to the physical
environment in order to reduce the level of stress to as few members of society as
possible. While there was an undentanding of the impact of physical development on

rural areas. there were still limitations in terms of the scope of land use planning to
address the needs of rural areas. In any event. there was an increased desire and

appreciation of the need for community-based research and planning approaches to
address the specific characteristics of rural environments.

To summarize the efforts at rural development and planning in Canada in an
environmental context. Hilts and FitzGibbon ( 1989)state:
"(n)either rural planning nor rural development as usually practiced in Canada.
have dealt easily with environmentai issues. Rural planning has been
primarily given over to coordinating development rather than consening the
environment, and rural development is usually directly oriented to job creation
or income peneration. treating the rural environment as an exploitable
resource" ( 19).
The SDPAB must recognize that an environmental approach will place as much emphasis
on consening the em~ironmentas it \vil1 on identifying areas for dri.elopment.
Differences in land featiires and qualities will have to be examined to detennine the best
land to support various uses. such as agricultiiral operations. Viewing land as an
important resource (venus an exploiiable commodi ty ) will need io become a realitj..

New tools and processes designed around protecting environmental resources will need to
be examined and applied.

3.4.2

The Rural-Urban Frùige

Rural land. in the vicinity of an urban area. expenences different physical, social. and
economic pressures than rural areas which are more isolated. Spatial models have been
created to help display the diversity of Canada's settlernent system, and the populanty of
rural residential (suburban style) development within rural Canada. Bryant and
Coppack's ( 199 1 ) mode1 identifies component parts of a ci ty's "countryside." The rnodel
depicts characteristics of rural areas near an urban area which include: the rural-urban
fringe. the urban shadow and the rural hinterland (See Figure 5).

Adjacent to the concentrated built-up urban component lies the rural-urban fringe. The
rural-urban fringe is an area that is.
characterized by an existing degree of rurality which is commonly associated
with agriculture and small communities. a social and economic landscape
rnarkedly different from the citp. On the other hand. it is a zone of urban
encroachment and influence. where the city extends itself into the countryside
through isolated. block, and tentacular invasions. The nature of the fringe is
change. rurali ty under varying degrees of urban-centred pressures ( Beesley
1%. 3).

Beyond the rural-urban fringe is the urban shadow. where urban influence and
development is less evident and more subtle. People who [ive in this area sometimes
work in. and commute daily to. the nearby urban area. The third zone identified is the
rural hinterland. n-hich is typically home to scattered countqvresidential developments
used for recreation and seasonal activities. There are various towns. viltages and hamlets
scattered throughout the iirban shadoiv and rural hinterland.

Rural municipalities in the vicinity of large urban areas attract an increasing number of
people fleeing from urban areas because of the desire to [ive the "lifesty le" that is present
in rural areas. Numerous sources have documented the growinp popularity of ex-urban
areas (Barber and Hathout 1977: Loreth 1993; Lyon i 983: Manitoba Department of
Urban Affairs 1990; Manitoba Department of Municipal Affairs 1971: Patterson 1993).
Most of those who move to the nid-urban fnnge areas feel that these areas can provide a
"better" quality of life compared to the adjacent urban area. The attraction of ex-urbanliving includes the presence of more space. peace and quiet. less crime. lack of pollution
(air and noise), no crowding. and the general "values" that are associated with small town
living. Other reasons may include the attraction of lower property taxes and cheaper land
prices (Lyon 1983: Davis 1991). Nelson and Dueker ( 1990) state that the main forces of
ex-urban living are behavioral orientations which have stimulated ex-urban sprawl to the

degree it is observed in urban regions today. Although ex-urban growth is occumng in

rural areas. there is liitle undentanding of how to effectively plan for the panicular
problems that arise in these areas (Nelson and Dueker 1990).

Rural land in ex-urban areas is typically viewed as future urban land which is free to be
exploited. a traditional political-economic ideology that has evolved from the industrial
revolution era. There is little consideration given to the existing character of the land and
little understanding that a rural area evokes values of its own (Coleman L976).
Troughton ( 1986) States:
There had been a remarkable consistency and a narrowness in the manner in
u-hich policy to rural areas in Canada has developed and been applied. and.
unfortunately. it reflects an equally narrow view of the nature and value of
rural systems held by the population at large ...although policies have become
more overt. they have rarely shown any awareness of rurality. white the
majority urban population defines the rural system(s) in almost totally negative
ternis ( 15).
This seems to be triie in the Selkirk District. More consideration for the esisting
character of the land is needed. to accentuate the rural qualities.

Urban planning methods. designed to address problems in urban areas. have been
exponed from the urban context and applied to rural areas as if there \rould be no
difference in their application (Ontario 1976; Hilts and FitzGibbon 1989). In fact, the
rural planning tools in Manitoba are the same for both the urban and rural municipalities.
There are a number of unique qualities and values that have been ignored in the attempt
to address rural problems with urban planning tools. In fact,
"most official plans for rural areas have been prepared as if they were large
urban areas, using the same methodology. the same research orientation and
the same land use classification. Land use policies of these plans tend to
concentrate more on issues of urban devetopment than on utilization of nirat
resources" (Ontario 1976.6).
The rural-urban frinpe cannot be defined as an urban area, due mainly to the lac%of
density. nor can it be called rural either. Therefore, strategies used to address problems in

this area must take into consideration these ambiguous qualities. Rural issues such as
resource management and regional developrnent have not been priorities in traditional
land use planning (Ibid.) but need to be accorded greater attention.

3.5

The Need for a Rural Environmental Planning Approach

There is a recognition that the existing land use planning process is veq lirnited in its
scope and is not responsive to the chanping needs and values of the local areas where it is
applied. A need exists for a rural planning approach in the Selkirk District that would
better reflect local rural values. be economically feasible. and. at the same tirne. respect
the integnt) of natural eco-systems.
3.5.1

Shortcomings of Development Plans and a Critique of the Cornmuni@
Planning Process

The planning process that esists in rural municipalities across Canada has had a limited
abilitj- to address many of the problems that are experiencrd at the local level. Municipal
planning strategies have placed a strong emphasis on land use planning and regulations
because provincial planning acts legislate rural communities to prodoce a development
plan or a basic planning statement (Dykeman 1989). Development plans are commonly
considered a product-oriented activity. i.e. the goal is to produce a "plan". Dykeman
( 1989)argues

that these plans are usually intended for use in zoning matten. and respond

to existing concerns or conflict. rather than to future needs or impacts. As well. Dykeman
argues. land use planning does very little to assist the local jurisdiction to address future
and sometimes threatening issues that evolve. In Manitoba. the same holds true. when
the development plan process is complete and the final plan established. there is no
mechanism which addresses new problems as they arise. The development plan
implementation process is very static for the five year period i t represents: it would be
beneficial to include a monitoring system to ensure objectives are being adequately
addressed and stated goals are being achieved.

Arendt et al ( 1994) argues that when comprehensive plans are adopted they tend to be
purely advisory. infrequently updated. and fail to address how mral areas can develop in a
manner that is consistent with its traditional rural (small town) character. or enhance the
sense of place. Commonly. "cooliie cutter" subdivisions are developed on available

farmland without connection to the area's heritage, natural features or unique character
(Ibid.). Sargent et al ( 1991)state that local authonties assume that conventional planning
is responsive only to growth. viewing it as desirable (and inevitable) because growth
helps to increase the tax base of the junsdiction. The two-acre minimum lot zoning
policy accentuates the "cookie cutter" subdivision pattern. The resulting pattern pays no
attention to the natunl features of the land. ivhile consuming large amounts of potential
agricultural land. Alternative forms of development need to be considered.

Tomalt).. Gibson. Alexander and Fisher ( 1994) state:
Land-use planning in many Canadian jurisdictions seems to be i n a state of
crisis. The existing planning processes are denounced by their critics as too
fragrnented. too expensive and tirne-consuming. and too slow. reactive and
arbi trary. Moreover. there is increasing public and professional recognition
that the enisting processes are insufficientl y sensitive to environmental and
social factors. and typically leave us with ugly. unsustainable settlement
patterns ( 1 ).

Environmental planning approaches must. in addition to addressing the problems of
settlement patterns. create a process that is reflective of practical concerns such as the
cost of the process and the time period it requires.

In Manitoba. a 1990 government report entitled "Rural Residential Development in the
Winnipeg Region" suggested that there was "an increasing concern that the present
planning processes in the region may be inadequate to address the challenges arising from
this f o m of development" (Manitoba Department of Urban Affain 1990. 1). In
pariicular, the supply of rural residential lots is much greater than the demand in the

Winnipeg region. and this can negatively affect the future management of resources and
services. In the same report. alternative planning approaches are recommended to ensure
orderly and efficient development of rural residential lots. The need for a new planninp
approach and implernentation tools must be addressed.

A theoretical re\iew of conventional land use planning identifies a number of inherent
characteristics that impede the ability of planning practice to address often cornplex and
difficult problems. Land use planning is based in the realm of rational comprehensive
planning. which is most often conducted through the medium of scientific/technical
rationality. It is a paradigm that dominates planninp practice but i t has k e n the subject
of much scrutiny since the mid 1 9 9 ' s (Hudson 1979: Alexander 1981). The raiional
comprehensive approach assumes that problems can be solved through reductionist

ty. and utilizes quantifiable data
means. i t separates facts from val ues. stresses objecti~~i
(Lang 1986). I t systematicall! examines alternative means in light of desired ends that
are to be accomplished. Critics of the rational comprehensive planninp theory have
recognized that when planning goals are developed. they are value-laden (rather than
fact-laden). very subject to who designs them. and they can change over tirne. But. in
defense of the cornprehensive planning theory. planninp must incorporate at least some
elements of scientific processes and various forms of rationality if it is to continue to be
recognized as a public "good." An approach that reflects the values of the stakeholders in
the District is essential. with science not so much the source of the guiding principles. but
supporting ones.

3.5.2

Carrying Capacity in Land Use Planning

The current direction the Selkirk District is following since the rejection of the recent
development plan. involves establishing the carrying capacity of land to suppon the level
and pattern of development onginally proposed.

The notion of the canying capacity of land is that "there are limits to the amount of
growth certain areas can withstand without serious impairment to public health and safety
or to the natural environment" (Schneider, Godschalk and AxIer 1978. 1 ). It is defined as
"the maximum population density for a given species in an environment which could be
supported without degradation of that environment...[ and) as the term is used bg planners.
may be defined as the ability of a natural or man-made system to absorb population
growth or physical development wi thout significant degradation or breakdowmn ( Ibid.).

Schneider. Godschalk and Ader ( 1978) indicate three reasons rvhy estimating the amount
of growth that a piece of land can absorb. Le. its carq ing capacity. is a difficult task:
-land differs in quality or type across areas:
-de\~eloprnentwill hai!e differing impacts on different pieces of land. and:
-the financial and technical rrquirenients to conduct such studies are major
drawbacks.
The authors further state that there is no concrete method available to detemine the
can-ying capacity of the land or the environment. and the process can be politically
controversial. The camying capacity of land in relation to its use is usually reduced ro the
choices of the local officials. or the technicians administenng the tests. and how they
define what would be safe or unsafe: "Successful application of carrying capacity has
been limited largely because of difficulty of establishing a predictable linkage between
use level and impact. In some environmental settings. even low use levels can produce
substantial impacts on vegetation and soils: in other locations. such resources are very
resilientn (Wight 1994.4). The question of "how much is too rnuch?" is not effectively
addressed in a canyinp capacity framework.

The focus should be placed on the suitability of the land to support development versus
notions of the land's carrying capacity. The use-suiiability of the land reflects the value-

sets of local people in the process. and rnsures that proposed development attempts to
meets their needs and desires. The problems experienced are human-induced and they

should be addressed through social processes.

3.5.3

Process-Oriented Land Use PIanning and the Challenge Co Adopt a New
Planning Approach

More recent planning approaches are describecf as innovative, process-onented planning
which senTea number of diffenng objectives. from providing conflict resolution services
to creatinp socio-economic and biophysical data bases (Dykeman 1989. 102). Planning
processes can be designed to constructively and productively address the specific
economic. physical and social issues eirercising a community. as well as environmental
concerns.

Man!. people do not associate how their everyiay lifestyle and behavior relate to the
global rvell-being of our planet. In order to sun.i\*e.
"we need to rethink out relationships with each othrr and with the rest of
nature ...The first step toward reducing our ecological impact is to recognize
that the 'environmental crisis' is Iess an environmenbt and technical problem
than it is a behaviorai and social one. It can therefore be resolved only with
t h e help of behavioral and social solutionstt(Wackemagel and Rees 19%. xi).

The local planning process is a means available to address the relationships betiveen the
environment and development. and to plan appropriately.

3.6

Conclusion

The frarnework needed to address the problems in the Selkirk District will have to meet a
certain number of critena if it is to be effective. The framework developed must be
explicitly rural-oriented. because the past Selkirk District development plan did not
adequately meet the needs of the rural areas. lt should refiect environmental processes
due to the nature of many of the problems experienced in the District. The frarnework
should be process-oriented and should incorporate public participation methods that can

help create a consensus on future strategies. And finally. it should be practical in t e m s of
implementability . i.e. economically-feasi ble and tirne sensitive. The challenge is very
real. How can it be met?

The following chapter begins the elaboration of possible elernents of a framework.
consistinp of options for consideration. Three alternative planning approaches. and five
plan implementation tools. that may be of assistance to the SDPAB to attain a successful
plan are reviewed. The proposed approaches and tmls were identified because of their
potential to address some of the particular issues in the Selkirk District. But before the
approaches and tools are esamined in the context of the Selkirk District. they u-il1each be
examined separately.

CHAPTER FOUR: ALTERNATIVE RURAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
APPROACNES AND PLAN IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS

4.1

Introduction

To this point. the question that needs to be addressed is: what environmental planning
approaches (i.e. planning process and decision-making support systemsf and planning
tools are available. \vhich would help create a plan that is acceptable to the various
municipal. provincial and individual interests in the Selkirk District?

More specifically: hou can the rural portion of a predominantly blended urban-rural
planning district develop in a manner that respects environmental issues. does not depletc
resources for future generations (Le. is sustainable). while continuing to benefit
economically from developrnent. yet. al1 the time preserving the integrity of the social
fabric of the rural community?

It

is evident that an alternative planning approach. new

decision-making structures. and innovative plan implernentation tools are needed to
address the issues that are present in the Selkirk District.

In this chapter. three alternative planning approaches and five plan implementation tools
are introduced and reviewed. in anticipation that a variation/combination of one or more
of the approaches and tools. could help to address the specific issues now exercising the
Selkirk District. The approaches and plan implementation tools were identified through
the review of related literature on processes that have addressed similar issues in other
municipal jurisdictions. The three alternative rural-oriented environmental planning
approaches that are examined include: the Rural Environmental Planning (REP)
approach, the Ecological Appmach to Landscape Planning (ECO-P), and the Limits of
Acceptable Change ((LAC) approach. The theoretical constructs and decision-making
structures associated with each approach are reviewed. and their component steps and
procedures identified. The five plan implementation tools that are examined include:

cluster deveiopment (CD). transfer of development rights (TDR).
land evaluation and site
assessrnent (LESA). ecological footpnnt analysis (EFA). and the McHarg suitability
analysis (MSA) method. Specific application of the proposed approaches and planning
tools to the Selkirk District context will be conducted in chapters 5 and 6 in order to
address overlapping characteristics of each approach and planning tool.

4.2

The Rural Enwironmental Planning (REP) Approach

The Rural Environmental Planning (REP) approach is based on the belief that economic
development and environmental protection should be in balance (and in harmony) with
the c a q i n g capacity of the land (Sargent et al 1991 ). The REP frame~vorkis an
innovative process. designed for rural areas and small towns. to help them plan their own
future. as developed by Sargent et a1 ( 199 1 1.

4.2.1

Theoretical Basis and Beliefs of the REP Approach

The main concern of the REP approach is the well-being and sustainable use of rural
land. In particular. the approach helps to protect land allocated for the purposes of
agriculture. wetlands. wildlife. recreation. water and soi1 conservation. and any other
natural area designation that may be applicable in the jurisdiction. In a REP land use

map. for example. different shades and patterns would be used to differentiate the various
types of open space in a jurisdiction. and land that is left over would be designated for
possible intensive uses (Carlson. Lassey and Lassey 1980). Sargent et a1 (1991) argue
that open space is commonly the last use that is incorporated into plans. or as they state.
"land left over is coloured green and labeled open space" ( 6 ) . The REP approach
conducts the designation of land use in the opposite order-land

designated for open

space is first detemined. then the remaining land is designated for other uses. The
application of this approach stresses the importance of rural environmental protection
whiie accommodating an acceptable level of growth.

The REP approach is a partnenhip that is composed of three main participants: the client
(the local comrnunity or local council), the planner. and the technical team. The client
represents the interests of the particular geographical area. and is either a resident of the
local area or a local govemment official. It must be the client who identifies the need for
change. The planner is the agent of change who encourages. guides and assists the client
in achieving their goals. The technical team is the support group that ensures al1
decisions are well-informed. and that government policy is refiected in the process. A
critical component of the REP process is the addition of human resources from the local
community (such as representatives from universities. provincial agencies. regional
agencies. not-for-profit organizations. local agencies. and federal agencies). who are
involved in the decision-making throughout the whole process. Each participant brings
their expertise (data. analysis. recommendations. etc.) to the process to assist in the
various stages of issue identification. inventory. planning and the implementation of goals
and actions.

Citizen participation is inheren t to the process that hel ps attain communi ty self-reliance.
Self-reliance occun when citizens have some control over the development of the natural.
human and cultural resources in their area. Self-reliance cannot be achieved in a
framework of top-down or centralized planning. where professionals andor politicians
produce the plan: "For a community to achieve and maintain self-reliance. it must itseif
develop the fundamental tools of planning. In REP these tools are communication.
inventorying resources. goal development. evaluation. and decision-making" (Sargent et

al 1991,27).

There are four main values andor assumptions inherent in the REP approach listed
below:

1. Rural people place a high value on self-reliance and self-detemination.
They have experience with techniques for culture and economic survival.
They can make decisions regarding their long-tem interests, design and carry
out programs, evaluate the results of their work, and make necessary
adjustments.

2. Rural people value cooperation as a guide to problem-solving. This
attitude has evolved frorn generations of experience in rural living, where
cooperation is a major tool of survival and community maintenance.
3. Long-term sustainability of a rural environment is achieved when citizens
guide economic development according to the "physical canying capacitiesn
of the ecosystem. Land ownership is valued not just for its market value but
ais0 for sustaining a way of Iife. Consideration of the ecosystem's physical
carrying capacity assumes that. although efficiency of use can Vary. physical
and natural resources are finite and can bear only so much use.
4. Increasing the self-reliance of citizens in rural communities can be the
basis for sustainability. A self-reliant community possesses the knowledge.

skills. resources. and vision to identify changing conditions. locate appropriate
technical assistance. and initiate actions in a rnanner that conserves the rural
environment and distri butes benefits in a n equitable rnanner. (Sargent et al
l99I.3

4.22

Stages and Decision-Maliing Structure of the REP Approach

The REP approach. developed by Sargent et al ( 1991). is broken down into three main
stages composed of a riumber of steps that can be fotlowed to achieve desired results.

The three stages are: start-up. creatinp the plan. and adoption and implementation (See
Figure 6). In the first stage. start-up. the initiation of the approach cornes fint. It begins
with issue(s) or idea(s) that members of the comrnunity choose to address through
collective action. whether it be in response to something that is occumng in the
jurisdiction or is sparked by what other areas are doing. As well, the vision of a better
community must be connected to the political process: othenvise it wiIl not be effective
nor have any chance of being initiated.

Next, discussion is necessary to work through the potential acceptance of the idea with
the public and private interests in the whole area. and hopefully attract more interest (or
leam if many oppose certain ideas). A REP planner facilitates the process. A citizen

Figure 6: The REP Process
l

PART 1: START-UP
1. ImficI1ion: recognition of problem, need, or opportunity.
2, Discussion: informai exchange of ideas, optioas.
3. Organization: ad hoc citizcns mmmitke formed; REP process studied.

I

PART II: CREATING THE PLAN
1. Hold an injürmation meeting with tltctad board, pIanning commission, rural

environmentai planner, citittns.
Disaiss objectives, procedures, assistance available, costs, schedule.
of agreementb. Exchange 12- Appoint Rural Environmental Planning Cornmittee,
a. Form subcodnes around inventory subjecis.
b- hclude representatives of d l groups with an interest in the Plan.
3. Discover public go&.
a. Draft and deiiver goais qùestionnaires; collect questionnaires.
b. Tabulate results of goais s u m y and distribute.
4 . Inverrtory nahud, cultwal, human resources.
a. Describe resources.
b. Ob& data, guidance, recornmendatioas from technical team.
c. Conduct field trips for direct assessment.
d. h x n t and discuss inventory reports at public meetings. Incorporate recommendations.
5 - Dr@ p h . Review, publish, and dïsm'bute,
a. Assemble drafi of findings, goals, recommendations, pnorities, implementation methods.
b. Organize in chaptexs. based on inventory subjects (or goals, or geographic areas).
c. Distribute to ail households.
a-

l

PART IJI: ADOPMON AND IMIPLEMENTATION
Hold public hearings, adjust. then adopt Final Plan with implernentation strategies.
Action 1: Pursue implementing strategies. identifj funding sources. parties responsible for actions.
Aaion 2: Enact ordinances, bylaws. adopt officiai map, capital budget.
Adon 3: Estabiish responsibility to monitor progress and impiement the plan.

Source: Sargent. Lusk. Rivera and Varela 199 1.46.

committee. an ad hoc committee or a special commission (or an existing committee) is
created from the group of interested individuals that have come fonvard earlier. This
cornmittee would report to the local district planning committee, much as a pnvate
consultant might. Because the efforts of the special committee must coincide with the
efforts of the local government. a strategy must be designed to address concems that the
local council may have. As ~vell.in order to be successfuL the committee must have
committed leadership. connections to community organizations. and volunteers to help
develop the plan.

The second stage involves creating the plan. The REP process begins by the holding of a
public meeting \~.iththe local council. the planning commission. the REP planner and
local citizens. All issues and concerns are raised. The planner explains the objectives
and procedures of the REP process. a draft budget is prepared. and then technical
representat ives are approached.

In the next stage, the main committee establishes subcommittees to represent either the
corresponding chapters of a plan. or are organized with relation to the inventories that
need to be made (identified from the set of issues raised by the community). The
subcommittees should be composed of interests that represent the issue or concept
proposed. If. for esample. the issue or goal is to protect farm land from being developed.
then interests such as fannen and agricultural operaton would be the main part of the
cornmittee. The roles of the comrnittees are outtined and the cornmittees receive
assistance from the planner and technical team periodically. Cornmittee members will
have to "visit and observe their subject area, review literature. get help from the

REP

planner and technical tearn. study resulis of a public goals survey. discuss findings.
options. and recommendations. then summanze the results as a draft chapter for the plan"
(Ibid., 34).

Discovenng public goals is conducted through a survey of the local community which
asks people their opinions on issues and goals raised earlier. and additional goals or
issues they feel a need to address. Once collected. the majority response would then
represent the pnmary goals and other responses would represent issues for further study.

The survey represents the opinions of the people in the area. at one point in time. and is
not the final word. It is an invaluable step "that far surpasses a few elected officiais
making a decision in isolation" (1bid.. 55).

A focused inventoc of the natural. cultural and human resource assets of the community

is conducted to understand the local heritage. character and the potential of the area. It
provides the opportunit>*to make proposals that \vil1 suit the chanctenstics of the area
and address the issues raised. Information can be found from various sources siich as
govemmen t departments. pro\-incial li braries. uni versity l i braries. other specialtjtechnical centres. and information field visits and surveys. The information collected by
the residents and the esperts in the field. a*illbe compiled together. The data will be
classified accordingly. analyzed and used to guide recomrnendations which will be
brought before the public for their input. A draft plan will then be assernbled and
published and distributed to as many as possible. as a proposed plan.

The third stage begins by adopting implementation procedures which should be included
within the plan. For example. one approach is to include in each chapter of the plan.
resources that are available and the enrity that will be responsible for implementation.
Alternative ways io enact bylaws should be adopted which do not simply borrow tools

from urban areas, because traditional land-use planning tools or techniques used in urban
areas may not be as effective or enforceable in niral areas. For example. when detailed
zoning occun in rural areas. Sargent et al (1991)argue that it commonly leads to many

zoning change applications and there evolves a common pattern of pranting exceptions
on request (spot zoning). "This can destroy confidence in the planning process and in the
notion of equitabIe administration" (Ibid., 44). Minimiting the number of variances or
spot zoning applications that are granted is important in maintaining consistency with the
overat 1 goals.

Finally. a long-term capital program should be designed to anticipate large expenditures
that may be required. and a short-term budget should be developed for more urgent
projects. This will help prevent the unexpected or haphazard spending on goals that have
not been identified in the process. The implementation methods and progress are
evaluated to ensure problems and issues are being addressed effectively.

4.3

Ecological Approach to Landscape Planning (ECO-P)

The Ecological Approach to Landscape Planning (ECO-P) uses biophysical and
sociocultural systems information to recommend opportunities and constraints for
decision-making about the use of the landscape, and to detemine where specific land
uses (and their designs) may best be practiced. It is an approach developed and presented
by Steiner ( 1991). The ECO-P approach helps in the recognition of how people are
affected by the intricate relationships of nature and human processes, and proposes
options to address them for the well-being of future generations.

4.31

Theoretical Basis and Beliefs of the ECO-P Approach

The ECO-P approach encompasses Iandscape architecture ideals and combines these with
the values of ecology and comprehensive planning theory. The ECO-Papproach
incorporates social and environmental concems within existing political and econornic
structures. which represents much more scope than a typical development plan. I t uses
physical design as an important component of the process. explonng the relationships

between the buil t environment and the natural landscape. It emphasizes "the
establishment of goals. implementation. administration. and public participation. yet does
so in an ecological manner" (Steiner 199 1. 10).

Planning involves dealing with a variety of land use issues and natural resources and
there is a need for an approach that reflects this diversity. Because there are a number of

differing issues and concems within local areas across the country {such as the Selkirk
District). it is only logical to use an approach that best applies to the specific situation.

1.3.2 Stages and Decision-Making Structures of the ECO-P Approach
The Ecological Planning approach util izes eleven interacting steps that begin urith an
issue or group of issues (See Figure 7 for a diagram of the vanous steps and interactions
of the ECO-P mode0. Each step may noi be suitable for al1 situations and ma). be rearranged or ornitted depending on the specific issues relevant to the area of application.

Central to the ECO-P approach is the participation of citizens throughout the planning
process. This can be done through a number of different participatory techniques such as
special task forces. citizen advisory cornmittees. or public workshops. The plan will
encounter less opposition. and \vil1 more Iikely be implemented with public support.

The fint step of the ECO-P approach is to identify a pmblem or an opportunity within the
area. Since people must live on land. interaction naturally occurs between the
surroundinp environment and the social processes that may sometirnes cause problerns or

ma): lead to opportunities. Issues are soon raised around the problems experienced. and a
necessity to deal with them evolves.

Figure 7: The Ecological Planning (ECO-P)
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When a planning board or commission observes a problem. they initiate a study to further
examine the situation. A citizen invohernent technique is used to detemine. first. if the
problem is a concem to the community and second. to fornulate some goals that the
cornmunity can focus on and address. The establishment of a goal provides the basis of
the planning process and is "a statement of purpose that gives direction for accomplishing
the aspirations of the community" (Steiner 199 1. 176). Goals are a cornmitment,
deiermined by representatives of the area, to address the problems that have been
identified. I t is important for those who live in the cornmunity to participate in the goal

formation step in order for the goal choices to accurately reflect the values of the sociopolitical environment. The goals should also reflect the provincial policies that the
government has committed to, but these policies should not dorninate the process. The
goals of the process should not be confused with the objectives. which are defined as "a
statement of the measurable and desired ends that a community wiIl achieve to
accomplish i ts aspirations" (Ibid.. 176).

The next step is to inventory, synthesize and anaiyze the biophysical environment at a
regional level. commonly a \vatershed or drainage basin (or by political boundaries).
Inventoq elements include regional climate. geology. physiography. hydrology.
microcl imate. vegetation. and wi ldl ife. Because the ecological theory recognizes that
everything is related to everything else. appropriate connections and relationships must
be determined between each inventoriecf element pnor to an} attempts at chanping the

esisting state. This aiIl help detemine the potential environmental implications of the
decision. The information is synthesized t hrough the use of matrin charts or bivariate
relationships: "By reviewing bivanate relationships in such a manner. linkages between
different elements of the landscape can be made more esplicit. One can also stan to 11iew
each elrment as i t relates to other elements. This perspective should be helpful when
contemplatinp options in the use of resources" (Steiner 199 1.80).

Step four examines and analyzes more specific pmcesses at a local level. composed
prirnanly of the human elements of the system. When collecting information. it is
advised to locate as much existing information as possible. to Save time and energy.
rather than having to conduct new studies and surveys. There must be an understanding

of the local economy. Trends, as well as other current or future characteristics of the
community are examined. This process differs from conventional approaches in that it
relates the social characteristics of an area to the physical landscape. rather than

correlatinp only social and economic processes: "Ecological frameworks for analysis
include identifying landscape patterns. social interactions. and relationships between
people and nature. The inventory and analysis should lead to an assessrnent of
community needs" (Steiner 1991, %-97). The biophy sical information is then combined
with social data to identify patterns that are occumng on the landscape. based on which
the interactions and relationships can be identified.

Step five attempts to study the alternative arrangements that are possible for a piece of
land and identify what would be a suitable use for it. The suitability of the land rneasures
its health (appropriateness of a use) with respect to a range of alternative uses. In this
sense. i t records the values or desires of those who use the land in the district.
Detemining the suitability of the land must not be confused with the capability of the
land. Capability analysis determines the ability or strengrh of a piece of land to suppon a
particular use. Suitability analysis models help bridge the gap between the
inventory/analysis stage and the issue/goals stage identified earlier. The carrying
capacity concept has been identified as a means to achieve levels of thresholds of land
use to safely maintain its quality or character. especially for environmental concems
venus the conventional incremental approach that typically recognizes the problem IV hen
it is too late. Impacts from incremental action are often less noticeable because the
change is less evident in the short terrn: meanwhile, the cumulative impact can be very
high.

Planning options and choices are determined in step six to address the next question;
"What use should be encouraged?" Options are presented to local citizens in the form of
concepts or scenarios: "These concepts are based on a logical and imaginative
combination of the information gathered through the inventory and analysis steps. The
conceptual mode1 shows allocations of uses and actionsn (Steiner 1991. 17). The

presence of options helps citizens determine the possible alternatives that can be achieved
that are based on the values and desires of the individuals of the local community. The
choices are broupht before the people in the communi ty for their input. similar to how the
goals for the area were determined.

The development of a "landscape" plan is next (and is really only one of many products
that will result from the process). There must be the recognition that a plan will be
adopted which will incorporate and respond to the previous steps of the process as well as
the required steps of local planning legislation. The landscape plan should meet and
surpass the requirements of the development plan. ohich are typically "polit)." plans.
Landscape plans reflect policy decisions while incorporating management strategies to
recognize the in tegrated. overlapping. and physical ordering of space.

Detailed designs are produced to give spatial form to the elements discussed earlier in the
process. The ideas are then produced i*isuall>*
for a11 to see what the new form a41 look
like and the subsequent consequences and impacts. The visual media could be in the
f o m of artist impressions. computer renditions, conceptual sketches or through
dernonstration projects. "Dunng the design step. the short-term benefits for the land user
or individual citizen have to be combined with the long-tenn econornic and ecological
goals for the whole area" (Steiner 1991,207).

Finally, ihere is the administenng of the planning proprams which inciudes the
monitoring and evaluation of the plan. Citizen commi ttees or special planning
commissions (with technical assistance from professional stafo can be designed to serve
this purpose and respond to any changes in the community ihat may affect the original
plan. Alternative budget techniques are available to help programs and planning.

44

The Limits of Acceptable Change Approach (LAC)

The Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) approach is a planning process that was
onginally developed to address the potential problems associated with the growth in the
number of visits to wilderness management areas. The LAC approach has been identified
as a process which has the potential to address the challenging land use issues in the
Selkirk District. The LAC approach was a response to the popuianty of tounsm. as the
demand for recreational expenences in national parks and wildemess management areas
increased. Although the benefits of increased activity were numerous. there was concem
for maintaining the quality of the visiton' esperiences and the natural resources.
Although the LAC approach was not developed specifically for rural development
planning processes. there are some relevant theoretical constructs and steps that can be
adapted and applied to the rural Manitoba context.

4.1

Theoretical Basis and Betiefs of the LAC Approach

There is a popular belief in the field of ~pildernessmanagement that a naturaf area can
realistically sustain only a certain number of visits before the experience deteriorates or
the natural environment suffers- but the LAC approach departs slightly from this belief.
The LAC approach "does not focus on the amount of visitation and activity. but rather on
the change to the environment w e are prepared to tolerate as the custodian of that
environment" (Wight 1994. 1). There must be an understanding and discussion of public
desires and values. In the Selkirk District context. a similar question needs to be asked.
What is the limits of acceptable change that the local population will tolerate to the
natural environment (regarding water quality. septic failure. water quantity) from the
impacts created from rural residential development.

The LAC approach was developed in part in response to dissatisfaction with the camying
capacity frarnework. A central component of the LAC approach is understanding the

definition of canying capacity, which was borrowed from wildlife ecolopy and ecosystem
management (Wight 1994: Williams and Gill 1991). In the original coniext. carrying
capacity "was defined as the maximum population density for a given species in an
environment which could be supported without degradation of that environment"
(Schneider. Godschalk and Axler 1978. 1). In land use planning and prowth management
realms. canying capacity was defined as "the ability of a natural or manmade systerns to
absorb population growth or physical development without significant degradation or
breakdown" (Ibid.. 1 ). While the carryinp capacity concept is a useful framework by
which general issues could be esamined. it had some shortcomings when applied to
specific situations (Stankey and McCool 1992).

The c a m i n p capacit). approach is fueled b j pthe predominant assumption that science is
the route to a potential cure-al1 for any situation. and that there is an "inherent capacity
figure" for every emrironrnent (Stankey and McCool 1992). E~pensivetechnical studies
are often conducted in an attempt to determine the carrying capacity of a particular use on
a piece of land. to establish a numencal figure of what the land can withstand: "While it

is possible to specify the conditions under a hich a numerically-based camying capacity
can be established. the conceptual and practical requirements are severe and it is unlikely
they can be met in most situations" (Ibid., 1 1 ). In addition, the practicality of
implementing some of the technical solutions is limited because they are typically beyond
the capability of the organization in terms of the high cost of the studies and lack of
monetary and hurnan resources available. The c a y i n g capaci ty approach often led
managers into a particular line of intervention. often dealing wi th situations that did not
resolve problems. and tending to divert managers and planners from addressing important
value questions that need to be pursued. McCool and Stankey (1993) argue that technical
studies are commonly not effective because they tend to project the values of those w ho
are doing the study. This is not t o say that the technical studies are not seen to be

valuable, rather, they should not be considered the sole answer to the problem. and the
studies should be conducted o n 1 in certain circumstances, responding to the values of the
people in the local area. The LAC approach recognizes that science can provide
information on various impacts or relationships. but this information alone could never
address what the appropriate or acceptable conditions are. Science. also. does not
indicate what actions are necessary to maintain or change the condition of an
environment (Stankey and McCool 1992). The partial failure of the carrying capacity
appmach led to the creation of the LAC framework.

The LAC approach is a social or cornmunity values-driïen approach (as opposed to the
purely technical science-driven c a v i n g capacity). ivhich changes the emphasis from use
Iimits to desired outcornes. I t encompasses sustainable development characteristics and
issue-specific indicators to help address very challenping problems with alternatives that
are within acceptable limits of change to those concemed. The LAC approach is most
effective in cases where therc are confliciing goals. and in the process helps to determine
the optimum balance between differing interests venus the goal of masimizing one
interest (Cole. no date).

1.4.2

Steps and Decision-Making Structures of the LAC Approach

"The Limits of Acceptable Change approach focuses on defining the desired conditions
for an area and developing management strategies to achieve those goalsw(Williams and
Gill 199 1. 1 1 ). What are the goals of the district and how can they be achieved in the
presence of limited natural resources? Value judgments of members of the community.

not science. should dictate the process, while using technical information that is available
to attain goals. The LAC approach incorporates a rnulti-step process to help identify the
desired conditions as well as actions that are necessary to attain those conditions (See

Rpure 8). McCool and Stankey (1993) argue that the LAC process results in a more
defensible decision that has a greater chance of being implemented.

Figure 8: Steps of the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) Approach
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The LAC planning process can be divided into nine individual steps. The fini set of
steps identifies the existing resources and social conditions of the area. Because the LAC
approach is an issue-driven process. the first step is to identify issues or problems within
a certain area or district. The second step requires the area to be subdivided into zones or
classes for different social. resource. or managenal conditions. Divisions are established
through bio-physical characteristics and social conditions. to respond to the variations
within an area, rather than assuming homogeneity throughout. i n step two. "the process
proceeds from peneral statements of goals to specific quantifiable standards that identify
the limits of human-induced changes permitted in the area." -called opportunity classes
(Stankey and McCool 1992. 13).

The second set of steps (steps three and four) compares the existing conditions with
desired conditions. The third step involves choosing a few indicators. such as socialonented or resource-based factors. that would help determine the existing and ongoing
hcalth of the area. Developing the indicaton can be a difficult task. as can be the
detemination of how or where they should be applied. In addition. it must be detemined
whether one indicator should have the same rneaning in al1 areas of a district. In the

founh step. an inventory database is established for each indicator topic and a map of the
subsequent area it will represent (which has been established in the pnor step). This will
reduce the amount of data collection and give focus to areas of greater need: "The result
of this step is geographical and tabular data showing where and by how much current
conditions may violate standards" ( S tankey and McCool 1992.13).

The third section. consisting of steps five, six and seven. identifies actions required to
achieve desired conditions. In the fifth step. realistic standards are developed for
resource conditions. and for social conditions that indicate the Iimit of acceptable change
that would be permitted. These standards would not be objectives: rather. they aould be

the maximum amount of change that aould be accepted in a specific area for that
database. Step six would identify the difference in character between areas of land, and
the variations in types of other characteristics of each sub-area: "Using information from
step 1 (area issues and concerns), and step 4 (inventory of existing conditions). managers
and citizens can begin to jointly explore how well different opportunity class allocations
meet the various contending interests. concems. and values" (Stankey and McCool 1992.

20). Step seven is the identification of alternative management actions that would be
necessary to achieve the desired conditions. A part of this step would be to assess the
costs of each alternative to help detemine Lvhich is more attractive.

The final section. composed of steps eight and nine. involves evaluating and monitoring
the actions that have been taken for certain alternatives identified. Step eight would
determine ~r-hich
alternative is preferred. Management would proceed to solicit public
input to help in the selection of the best altemati~me,and the issues and tr.eights associated
with each alternative would be available for review. The final step would be to
implement the chosen alternative and to develop a monitoring program.

The LAC approach relies on the input of both technical experts and the local public
throuphout the process. The local public can contribute by providing valuable knowledge
of the area. help identify what the important issues are in the area. and detemine what
would be best the best alternative- Understanding what is acceptable or unacceptable to
people affected by the decision, must be included within the criteria to determine future
action. The technical experts then respond to the issues and concerns that have been

raised by the local public.

4.5

Rural Plan Implementation Tools

Planning implementation tools help translate plans into actions. Zoning and subdivision
regulations are examples of implementation techniques which are mandated by Manitoba
planning law. Some planning implementation techniques are regulatory. some require
financial expenditures (such as for land acquisition), and othen mas intenect wi th local
governrnent taxation arrangements. Another option may include voluntary land
protection measures.
A kraSetyof alternative planning tools and techniques are examined. which include:

I . cl uster development (CD)
2. transfer of development rights (TDR)
3 . land evaluation and site assessrnent ( LESA)
4. the ecological footprint analysis ( EFA)
5. McHarg suitability analysis (MSA)
The plan implementation techniques were chosen for review because the author felt that
they had the potential to be applied to the Selkirk District context. within the context of a
rural-environmental planning process. These techniques seemed to be applicable to the
issues that the proposed approaches do not address. but this will be detemined in
chapter 6.

U.1

Cluster Development (CD)

Cluster development is the process where developrnent is prouped into nodes rather than
allowed to sprawl across viable farm land. Clustering helps to guide development in
more dense f o m s without actually increasing the overall density of a parcel. due to the
presenration of open space (Figure 9). The CD technique serve three main purposes in
relation to conventional zoning: limitation of encroachment in areas ihat are
environmentally sensitive; preservation of open space land consisting of open farmland.
woodlands and other open space; and, utilization of existing transportation infrastructure
and utility lines required by development. reducing the costs of housing and senricing
(Mantell, Harper and Propst 1990).

Figure 9: Cluster Development

Figure 9. Clustenng Developnient to Preseme Farrnland. The site drawing. left. depicts
a conventional approach to developmeni where infrastructure encroaçhes on and breaks
up agricultural land. The other drawing shows hou clustering can guide developnient so
ivith minimal intrusion into surrounding farmland and grecnbelt
rhat density is achie~~ed
spaces.

Source: Sargent. Lusk. Ri\.era and Varela 1991.97.

The CI> iechnique is morc effècti\-c w.hcn it is conibinrd wiih oiher Iùnctional site critcriii
such as soi1 siiitability for on-site s e w g e disposal. dope of the site. or flood-threarrned
areas (Sargent Cr al 199 1 ). For example. developing a piece of land \\hich has soi1 thnt i s
suited for on-site selrage disposal nia!. permit the densi ty to increase w i thout ha\.ing
adverse affects on the environnient f such as rnighi othenvise occiir throiigh septic
failures). Less land would bti nreded for residential puvoses. and more land coiild
continue to be used lor agricultural purposes.

In the local zoning by-law, provisions indicating the pennitted number of buildings per
acre. and provisions allowing certain percentages of parcels of rural land to be designated
for development. should be incorporated. Depending upon the suitability of the land for
development. the same number of lots may be pennitted as would be allowed in a
conventional subdivision (but using a smaller piece of land). For example. if a developer
wanted to subdivide a parcel of land. he or she would only be pemitted to develop a
minimum number of acres. perhaps between 10%to 25% of the total acreage. but the
development must be situated in an area on the piece of land where site criteria would
indicate is the best location: "The land not built upon could thereby remain in agriculture
or be kept open without having to be a burden to other taxpayers. The seller. meanwhile.

w-ould still receive full value for the land' (Sargent et al 19911. Some çommunities that
have applied the cluster developrnent requirements include Arundel and South Berwick.
Maine: Amherst and West Tisbuq. Massachusetts: Cromwell. Connecticut:
Easthampton. New York: and Readington Township. New Jersey (Arendt et al 1994).

45.2

Transfer of Development Rights (TDR)

Transfer of development rights (TDR) is a Iegal concept which divides the ownenhip
rights of land into a bundle of individual rights (Rose 1975). In particular. the technique
separates the developrnent right or the use of the land from the physical enti ty of the land.
This development right can be sold or transferred to someone else while the land remains
the property of the original owner in its natural state or historical use. It is a land use
regulation technique that attempts to manage growth primarily in urban fnnge areas. and
has no direct cost to the local governrnent (unlike land banking). The TDR approach has
helped in cases where local land use controls have been less effective in addressing issues
related to urban sprawl.

Development proposals in the district must accumulate a certain number of development
rights from "donor" areas in order to begin constniction of any development. which will
be designated in certain "receiving" areas. The extra development rights that would be
required by a developer. may be purchased from a fanner in the area who has no desire to
develop but would like to reap the profits of the increase in the exchange value of the
land? The rnunicipality rnay then be successful in retaining land as agticultural (or

scenic or hisioncal si gnificance). and landownen can recei ve the monetary benefi ts of
increased developmen t pressures on their land.

The TDR approach reduces the shifts in value and economic inequalities that are
experienced from restrictive zoning. When zoning designations change from agricultural
to residential. for example. the property otvner of the newly zoned land benefits but a
nearby neighbour does not reap the same benefiü: "The transfer of development rights
attempts to distribute economic gains created by development from al1 property O w e n in
an area. not just those who receive a tvindfall from a favorable zoning decision" (Steiner
1991.261). There are variations in the methods that can be used in calculating the

number of development rights an owner would be entitled to. as well as i n the methods
used to distribute the rights. There are a number of different types of TDR mechanisms
used in many local counties in the Clnited States. such as Montgomery County and
Calvert County. Maryland (Arendt et al 1994). These two examples have both been
successful. with the Montgomery case protecting 15.000 acres of famland over a ten year
period (Ibid.).

j ~ hm
c u n i ç i ~ i t yw w l d have 10 nbblish an dminisir-,tion systcrn to rarird the scpïriiion of ihc parccl
of Imd from thc dcvclopmcnt nphts.

4.5.3

Ecological Footprint Analysis (EFA)

The ecological footprint analysis (EFA) has been identified as an aid in gaininp public
appreciation of the impact that development has on the environment and future
generations. The EFA is an accounting tool that measures the existing dependency of
hurnans on nature. and can inform testing alternative methods for achieving the goal of
secunng the resources required to sustain life on earth. This tool helps determine the
estimated "resource consumption and waste assimilation requirements of a defined
human population or economy in ternis of a corresponding productive land area." -the
ecological footpnnt (Wackernagel and Rees 19%. 9). 1t can be used as a public
awareness-raising tool for people to better understand the global implications that certain

foms of local deivelopment may have on the natural environment and the future quality
of life on earth. I t can also be effective in assistinp in the decision-making process in
planning contents by weighing the ecological footpnnt of alternative land development
proposais that may be identified. towards the end of selecting the one that seems most
sustainable.

Measuring the impact of development on the natural environment is cornmonIr attempted
by conducting many technical tests and research on the c a q i n g capacity of the land to
sustain proposed development. EFA recognizes "that trying to measure hurnan c a q i n g
capacity in terms of maximum supportable regional population is a futile exercise
(because) local populations are so influenced by culture. trade and technological factors
that any relationship to local biophysical li mits is obscured" (Wackernagel and Rees
19%. 52). EFA reflects the values of the individuals and their technology in local areas

to detemine the tnie impact of development. Achieving a certain population density is
not the sole consideration in achieving ecologicai harmony.

The EFA concept is based on the idea that for every item of matenal produced or energy
consumed. there is a certain amount of land needed to produce the goods and absorb the
wastes generated. The approach is considerably simplified in most applications and
certain generallconservative assumptions are made in order to limit intricate calculations
and data-processing pmblems. See Figure 10 for a diagram depict ing the relationship
between different foms of consumption in land area ternis. which add up io the

ecological footprint for a certain population. The average penon's annual consumption of

Figure 10: The Ecoiogicdi Footprint Analysis Variables

Figure 10. Coiwening Consumption irito l a n d Area. The prodiiciio~~
aiid iise ot*;iii>
good and service deprnds on varioiis tjpes of cçological prodiicti vit) . Tliese rçologic;il
prodiictivities can he c o n w t e d to land-arca cqiiivalents. Siimminp ihe land reqiiirenicnis
for al1 significant categones of consuniption aiid \vaste. esti niatcs the EF for rhe referci~cc
population,

Source: Wackeriiagel and Rees 1996.67.

such items as energy and food are determined, then the land area necessary for production
of each major consumption item is estimated on a per capita basis. The total per capita
ecoIogica1 footpnnt is computed by adding al1 the ecosystem areas then multiplying that
value by the population size. The data can be found in national statistical reports
(production, trade. imports, etc.). reference handbooks. govemment reports. or research
papers.

The EFA is a new and innovative method that could build awareness within a community
planning process, of the long term impact of certain types of development. I t is an
approach which reflects sustainability. i.e. that nature's resources shoutd not be used at a
rate that nature cannot be replenished. And to begin to become sustainable. people must
be informed of the impacts of developrnent and they must choose a path that is more
ecoIogically sustainable.

3.5.4

Land Evaluation and Site Assessrnent (LESA)

Land evaluation is a process used by planners and resource managers to rate soil with
present and future agncultural value (Sargent et al 1991). The land evaluation (LE)
component of the LESA system helps to determine the best and least suited land that can
be used for certain agriculture activities, by applying several soil rating systems. The
four main systems are: land capability classification. soil productivity, soii potential. and
important farmland classification systems (Steiner 1991) (See Appendix 4 for a more
detailed description of the four soil systems). A rating scale or numeric value is attached
to each classification which provides a relative scale to determine the uses that would be
most suitable for a piece of land (See Figure 1 1). The results are most effective when
grouped with site assessment (SA) values.

Figure I I : Agncultural Land Evaluation (LE) Worksheet
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figure 1 1 - The LE worksheei shows criteria for delineating the ten basic gmups of soi1
Source: Steiner 199 1. 136.

Site assessnient values help COmeastire the impacts of other site altibutes of land
not incl udrd in the land evaluation process: attri butes such as location 01' land

i h r

;ire

io ;i

market. adjacent land uses. agricult tire itiability factors (size of fanil. agriciilt iirr siippori
system. etc.). location of esisting infrastructure. and environniental Sactors. to nanic

1-cu

(Steiner 199 1 ): "Each factor i s awarded points that are then contecrtcd acçording io ;i
weighting scheme: the resiilt is a factor score. Site assessrlient points s e r i r as one niorC
piece of inforniaiion for planning and roriing comniissioners io iisc

itl

dcçidiiig ii hcihcr ;i

specific site shoiild be approwd for non-familand developniciii" i Sarpcrii ci al 1991 .

JO1 ).

The LE and the SA values are more effective when cornbined- Various weighting
schemes can be devised to determine the total scores- Parcets of land below a deterrnined
value would be used for non-farm use and those above the value indicate the land should
remain in agriculture (See Figure 12).

Figure 12:

Hypothetical Example Demonstrating a Possible Use of
the Combined LE and SA Systems
-

-

---

-

Proposed land use: single-famity residential development
Site 1: 23 acres of Palouse silt loarn, 7-25% dope with LE of 87
37 acres of Anders silt loam. 3-1 5% siope with LE of 4 8
Site 2: 32 acres of Cheney silt loam, û-7% slope with LE of 80
23 acres of Staley silt loam, 7-25% dope with LE of 63
Land evaluation:
Site I
23 x 87 = 2.001

Average LE rating =

3,777
- 63
23 + 37
-

Average LE rating =

4 009
= 73
32 + 23

Max.

Site Asessrnent Factors
1. Percentage of area in agriculture within 1 mile
2. Land use adiacent to site
3. Wasting agricultural land
4. Availability of non-agricultural land for proposai
5. Compatibility wirh comprehensive plan and zoning
6. Availability o i public wrvices
7. Compatibility of propos4 use with surrounding use
8. Environmental faciors
9. Open-space taxation
10. Other factors unique to the site

Total site assessrnent poins
Average land waluation rating
Total points (total of previous hvo Iines)
Choice for development: Site 2

Source: Steiner 199 1 . 139.
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4.5.5

The McHarg Saitability Analysis (MSA)

The McHarg Suitability Analysis (MSA) is explained best by McHarg ( 1%9):
In essence. the method consists of identifying the area of concem as consisting
of certain processes. in land, water, air-which represent values. These can be
ranked-the most valuable land and the least, the most valuable water resources
and the least. the most and least productive agricultural land. the richest
wildlife habitats and those of no value. the areas of grea! or little scenic
beauty. histonc buildings and their absence. and so on ( 3 4 ) .

See Appendix 5 for a surnrnary of the steps of the MSA method and the use of matrices
which depict the relationships between various relevant factors. Once these factors are
identified, they are given a nurneric value and ranked in importance. Constraints between
potential land uses and biophysical processes are also identified. Maps and overlays are
developed to visualize the relationships. as shown in Figure 13. The use of computerFigure 13: The McHarg Suitabili ty Analysis (MSA) Example
SEP 1
MAP DATA FACTORS BY TïPE

STEP 2
RATE EACH TYPE OF EACH FACTOR FOR EACH LAND USE

STEP 3
MAPRAnNGSFOREACHANDUSEONE SETOFMAPS FOREACH
LAND USE

STEP 4
OVERLAY SINGLE FACTOR SUITABIUTY MAPS 1O OBTAIN
COMPOSITES. ONE MAP FOR EACH LAND USE

Source: Steiner 1 99 1. 142.

HIGUEST NUMBERS ARE LEAST
FOR U N û USE

sumo

generated maps, such as GIS, can increase the accuracy of mapped information in relation
to hand-drawn overlays used in the past In the end. a composite map is creaied w-hich
depicts the highest suitability of the different land uses. The MSA technique has served
the purpose of consening resources and developing resources.

4.6

Conclusion

The Rural Environmental Planning (REP)approach. the Ecological Approach to
Landscape Planning (ECO-Pl. and the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) approach dl
seem to have the qualities that are needed to address many issues identified in the Selkirk
District: rural-oriented. participato~~.
environmentally-focused. and adaptable to local
circumstances. Although the proposed approaches have a number of similarities. there
are some differences in the philosophies guiding their decision-rnaking process that make
them each somewhat distinct. These similarities and differences will be explored in more

detail in the next chapters. as the)- are applied to the Selkirk District issues. It is the
intention of the study to determine the one best approach (or a variation of one) for the
situation.

Each of the five plan implementation tools address specific problems. which would
indicate the need to apply a combination of techniques to address a11 of the issues. The
ability of the proposed plan implementation tools to address other problems in the Selkirk
District will be examined in chapter 6. The besi tools to use will depend upon the
planning approach selected.

EVALUATION OF THE RURAL ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING APPROACHES

5.1

Introduction

The REP.ECO-P. and LAC planning approaches (identified in chapter 4) are evaluated
on the basis of how well they address the problems of the developrnent plan process
(from chapter 2). The evaluation also reviews the applicability. Le. the practicality or
impiementability. of each approach in the context of the existing political climate.
Si mpli fied relationships between the issues present. and the proposed approaches. are
depicted through matrix charts. and are discussed to detemine the degree to which the
approach may address the issues. The inconipatibilities of the approaches in addressing
the issues are also identified. Finally. an approach is identified which may be the most
suitable to address the problems in the Selkirk District. at this point in time.
5.2

The Evaluation Process

The REP. LAC. and ECO-P approaches are rated to detennine the compatibility of each
approach in effectively addressing some of the specific issues in the Selkirk District. The
three proposed environmental planning approaches are cross-referenced with the
follo\ving issues to determine how effectively they:
-respond to various interests. especially opposition interests.
-ensure that rural values are refiected in the process. and
-ensure envi ronmental concems are met.
In addition to these concems. some practicd issues are examined which include:
-the peneral cost of the approach, to ensure it is reasonable.
-time required. to ensure it is adequate and feasible.
-provincial govemrnent policy. to ensure consistency. and
-1egal defensibility, to ensure it is within legislative frarneworks.

In the analysis of the proposed approaches the respective viewpoints of the SDPAB
memben. the province, special interests. and pnvate actors will be periodically examined

in the context of how they might be expected to respond. given past history. As well.
potential problems that may occur in certain instances are identified through the review of
related literature. and ways to address them are examined.

A surnrnary of the evaluation of the proposed approaches is shown in Chart 3. The issues

raised in the development plan process are cross-referenced with the REP, ECO-P. and
the LAC approaches. The relationships are rated on a scale frorn 1 to 3. where 1
represents the greatest compatibility between an issue and an approach. 2 representing a
moderate compatibility, and 3 representing a very little to no compatibility or
relationship. For those instances where the approaches have been $en

an identical

value. the astensk (*) is placed beside the approach which is favoured over the others. by
the judgment of the author casting himself as a consultant working for the SDPAB.

1

I

LEGEND
MOST COMPATIBLE
MODERATELY COMPATIBLE

T

SINGLE MOST COMPATIBLE APPROACH

1

5.3

ApplJing the Proposed Planning Approaches to Address the Roblems in the
Selkirk District Development Plan Process

The relationships betrveen the issues and the proposed approaches are examined below.
Each of the three proposed approaches are exarnined and evaluated for their ability to
address each issue in the context of Selkirk District.

3.3.1

Responding to a Variety of Interests through Public Participation

The curent planning process in the Selkirk District saw a number of significant interests
in opposition to the proposed plan set an acceptable solution was not established. The

three proposed planning approaches thrive on the need for action through collaboratively
usorkingon issues that are plaguing the area. and which can potentially elicit some
different \viewpoints based on the needs and desires of the esercised individuals or
groups. The proposed approaches function better with the presence of conflicting goals
and the challenge of determining an acceptable balance? Rather than attempting to
concentrate on only one goal. the proposed approaches help to identify other a~~ailable
choices that might help to balance the interests into one plan or a number of
options/combinations. This can only be done as the goals are being determined.

The process will require that al1 the stakeholders in the area work together to envision a
common future. Despite opposing views. everyone in the District has an interest in
seeing the local development plan achieve approval in order to retum to normal everyday
operations. The proposed approaches have the abi Iity to help focus on the real issues at
hand. to detemine goals and to guide action. A united effort is necessary to spark each
process, despite the presence of some very diffîcult issues and stakeholders with differïng
goals. Al1 three of the proposed processes are desipned to deal effectively with
addressing alternative views and challenging issues.

During the Selkirk District development plan process. the concems raised were not

effectively incorporated into the plan to the satisfaction of these in opposition. The local
issues must be addressed by those who have a stake in the outcome of the process.
Havinp the participation and support of local residents. interests from surrounding areas.
and the provincial govemment in a process is a key way to obtain the support needed and
to help defend decisions that are made. AI1 three proposed planning approaches include
the means for the public to become more involved in decision-making during the whole
development plan process. If the public is inlrolved in deciding how to develop their
community then they \vil1 have more cornmitment and support for the goals collectivel>.
identified. It has been al1 too common in past experiences to observe major opposition to
plans or projects nvhere and when people have been "suddenly" inforrned how the plan
\vil1 affect them: "The alternati~~e
is to involve people in the planning process. soliciting

their ideas and incorporating those ideas into the plan" (Steiner 1991. 18). As well. local
plans can have affects on neighbouring areas. as well as other province-wide impacts.
Therefore. having a process that addresses these concerns is needed. There are a number

of possible participatory techniques towards this end. such as special task forces. citizen
advisor). cornmittees. o r public workshops.

The transfer of knowledge and skills as each participant learns from others in the process.
i.e. the mutual leaming, is a very important component of the three approaches. "The
confidence that develops from successful interaction between community members and
the technical team cannot be reproduced by one or two meetings, workshops. or
information sessions" (Sargent et al 1991,5). Mutual leaming is accomplished through

many meetings over time, where confidence can be instilleci in each participant.
Friedmann (1987) States that in order to effectively guide practical change. there must be

a "transactive" relationship between professionais, clients and public interests. This

transactive relationship can be described as mutual learning. It differs from the
"traditional approach [thatj generall y assumes that professionals have the ability to offer

proposais and devise efficient plans that are technically and operationally superior to
what might be produced with the involvement and assistance of lay citizens andlor local
officials" (Lassey 1977). The transactive approach balances the interests of planners.
public officials and local citizens to ensure they are equal within the decision-making
process.

Although the legislative requirements of the existing development plan process allow
public involvement through a public open house. it Iimits individuals and other interests
to respond to a plan that is created by the local council and administration. This approach
leaves little room for negotiation. mediation or compromise. and can create negaiive
reaction. during an) part of a planning process. Steiner ( 1991 ) has identified that
"planning may be seen as a process for detennining appropriate future action through a
sequence of choices" ( 161), and questions arise continuall~within this process. Only
having one or two open house meetings during the process cannot effectively address
complex issues. The three proposed processes incorporate the necessary structure to
accommodate public participation input and means to address the issues as they aise.
throughout the whole process.

A cornmon problem identified with general public participation methods is the

availability and desire of individuals to participate: "Given the many demands on their
time and resources. most citizens prefer not to be involved in most public decisions...
citizens usually want to be involved only when they have strong feelings on an issue or
when a decision will affect them directlyn (Thomas 1995,56). Inviting people to a
planning process will simply not get people to act. The proposed processes require the
presence of a problem or issue to generate the interest or desire of citizens to participate.

It is the needed spark to ignite residents to speak out or commit to participating in the

process. The issues that initiate the pmcess may differ. but people tend to act when there
is something close to them that is at risk or needs to be resolved. In the Selkirk District.
there are a number of issues that could drive the process.

Municipal officials and politicians might tend to shy away from processes that involve
the public: "Public land managers are still scared of the public! [They] tend to feel that
the public is not informed enouph to participate meaningfully in planning. [They] feel
[that1 professional expertise should ovenveigh the more subjective values conceming
what is "nght" for the land. To this end. [they] are often reluctant to design an integrated
public participation strate&* (Therrell 1993). Local officials may not irnplernent a public
process if they feel the citizen input can be detrimental to its outcome or cause public
outrage. Barnett ( 1995) argues that the above statement is true and it is a result (and a
shortcoming) of the existing planning process:
"The developer and builder follow out-moded zoning and subdivision
requirements. and thus have little control over many basic design decisions.
T h e planning board and local political leaders have little control either. They
have to enforce the regulations on the books. The resulting frustration often
makes local decision-making an acrirnonious process ...[ andl thoughtfui
members of planning boards and community councils, who give up their
cvenings for meetings. often get niore abuse than praisc for thcir efforts" (9).
Especially with the present "open house" participatoq method used in the Manitoba
development plan process. municipal officials are always responding to complaints
because people are commonly asked to evaluate the proposed plan rather than helping to
make it. The three proposed planning approaches argue that al1 individuals have the
ability to make informed decisions. The participatory process has the potential to build
trust. make the local govemment seem more accessible and responsive to local concems.
and results in more positive feelings toward government (Thomas 19%). Perhaps. if
local officials were to receive the recognition of their hard work in a system that is more
conducive for them to act proactively (with additional planning tools), then they may be

more wil ling to invite al1 those that want to participate into the process. From the recent
experience of negative public outlash at the MMB hearing. the SDPAB could be further
away from wanting to include the same interests that had a factor in its dernise. The new

approach must realize the need for the development and incorporation of complementary
plan implementation tools. to play their pan in reaching some of their goals.

Some may argue that although public participation can increase the legitimacy or
acceptability of goals and actions. it can sometirnes do so ai the expense of the quality of
the decisions made. As more people are added to the process. it can make the process
more comples and reduce the quality of the plan. Local citizens will participate if they
feel that their concerns will be heard an3 not discarded within the process. (thus tvasting
their valuable time). Somr may espect that their elected local officiais should handle the
problems while others may feel a lack of confidence or trust in those individuals. Of
course. some indi~.idualswill attempt to prornote their self-interest aithin the process. but
the process must determine if others share this view and. if not. explain how the views are
not consistent \i*ithmore broadly-scoped goals. These concerns are addressed within the
proposed approaches. ensuring that the public efforts are not only heard. but acted upon.

The three proposed approaches would allow various interests to be a part of the decisionmaking process in an advisory capacity, and would help by ensuring that their issues.
strategies. and ideas are reflected. The Ievel of participation should expand beyond a
simple open house. and each of the three proposed approaches provides an adequate
framework for this to occur.

5.3.1.1

Identibing the Most Soitable Approach

The one approach that would be chosen as the most applicable in the Selkirk District
context would have to be the participatory structure of the ECO-P framework. The ECO-

P approach provides the most adaptability in t e m s of matching the particular type of
public participation method to the specific conditions in the Selkirk District.' As well.
the application of the participatory method can change during the planning processincluded or deleted from any stage-if

it was felt necessary. Because of the inherent

fiexibility of this approach. the ECO-P would rate the highest over the REP and LAC
frarneworks, to address this issue.

5-32

Ensuring the Rural Context of the Problem is Addressed

Specific processes for rural areas in the vicinity of urban centres must be adopted. in
order to adequately deal with the issues in the Selkirk District. The proposed approaches
value and attempt to preseme the ver) characteristics of a rural area that tend to represcnt
its true resources. The REP approach ensures rural qualities are presenred through
designating them as a priority in the process. Once the land demands for the rural
resources are determined. then the remaining land can be used for more intensive
developrnent. The ECO-P approach ensures that the natural systerns in an area are
protected through ernphasis on ecologicai systems and Iandscape design principles.
Certain design strategies that enhance and protect the rural character of a district is
fundamental to the ECO-P framework. The LAC approach recognizes that there must be
areas desipnated for physical development but those areas should respect the natural
resources which have been identified as the most important to protect. In the LAC
approach, strategies can be designed to protect naturai areas by determining the suitability
of the land to the propused use (rather than its capability). This contrasts wi th
designatinp changes in use, based pnmarily upon demand.

'thritDepending
upon
the purprse of
public in\ ol\.ernent \var accomplish. the ECO-P
thcrc
diffcring pniciprition proccsscs tvhich scmc a numbcr of objcctivcs tvhich includc:
a.hat

ihc

to

rccognim

arc

information disscmination, information collection. initiati1.c planning. reactiw planning. dccision-making,
and pamcipation process support, The \-ünous participatoc techniques includc: citizen advisop
committccs. ncighbourhood planning councils, public meetings, group d>nmics,and workshops. for
csample.

The Town of Selkirk would support a rural approach that better addresses the rural
municipal problems because of its far-ranging impacts. The Town of Selkirk. a member
of the Urban Centres Peripheral Development Group. would welcome a rural-based
approach in the hope that it would eliminate some of the problems that anse as urbanstyle deveiopments are located in the vicinity of urban centres. The UCPDG and the
Town of Selkirk are dedicated to an approach that will address the problems that occur as
a result of the existing patterns of ex-urban development. With the advent of a rural
approach there would be consistency with some of the established provincial policies
ivhich r d e c t many concerns based on negative environmental impacts.

The current provincial govemment has a reputation for being development-oriented in
rural ndings (Russell 1998). As a result. piecemeal scattered development has been
permitted over the yean. with no coherent future vision. An approach that increases
development reguiation ma) not attract the full approval of the province. although. by the
interest they have shown in the Selkirk District. change may be afoot. The province must
be more copnizant of the past inequalities w hen appl y ing the PLUPs -the policies must
be applied more unifomly across the province in the future. The province would surely

welcorne rural strategies that incorporate the very policies that they have advocated but
have difficulty in appl ying.

Attempting to secure the rural qualities of a district may require the adoption of some
regulatory policies and there may be some local opposition to an increase in regulations
from some community members. For example, in the ECO-P approach design features
may elicit some negative views because rural areas are typically less restrictive in ternis
of design than are urban areas, and there is a desire to remain cornparatively unrestricted.
"A big part of the attraction of n i r d living is our relative freedom to act without

constantly encountering governmental licenses and d e s and procedures and
prohibitions" (Schretter 1977.1).As development pressures grow however. these areas
must adopt more regutarions in order to presenle the rural qualities.

Identifying the Most Suitable Approach

5.3.2.1

The three approaches were rated evenly when addressing the issue of mral retention as
seen in chart 3. Preference rvas given to the REP approach. The ECO-P approach
requires a design-oriented process (which is more restrictive) and would be more difficult
to develop in a short time penod (as pressure for action is increasing). The REP is the
approach that ivould both address the presenation of the rural character and the rural
resources. The LAC approach is concerned primarily with the presenpationof the natural
resource.

3

.

Securing a Unified Position to Address En\.ironmental Issues

The predominant issue causing division within the Selkirk and District Planning Area
Board (SDPAB) has centred on the environmental consequences of certain proposed
development. It is only appropriate that the proposed approaches incorporate an
environmental locus to the development plan process.

The three approaches Vary slightly in their "environmental" perspective. The REP
approach is oriented toward a sustainable developmeni approach that puis greater
emphasis on the human dimension of planning, such as public empowerment (selfreliance). economic development and meeting basic human needs. The ECO-P approach
is focused on the biophysical dimension of sustainability. but has overlapping dimensions
with the REP approach. The ECO-Papproach supports the protection of environmental

systems through environmental and landscape design pnnciples. The LAC approach is

rooted in a resource management background where the conservation of natural resources
is a key goal. wi th a recognition of the importance of human value-sets in the process.

Local officials sornetimes shy away from environmental initiatives because they can
equate them with interests that are not prepared to "develop" natural resources. and are
therefore equated with a "no-growth" agenda. Developrnent is a primary source of
revenues for the local governments. through the expansion of the property tas base. In
this instance. an environmental approach mag be seen as sacrificing the future economic
viability of the area. Therefore. ensuring that the SDPAB understands that preventing
growth is not the goal of the proposed approaches: instead they favour guiding growth to
respect nature and environmental limits. while enhancing the associated economic and
social benefits.

Local municipalities have a concem over their ability to effectively protect natural
resources. and tend to feel that because pro\-incial and federal policies have guided the
regulation of environmental processes in the past. that the responsibility should remain at
those levels. Pressure to force rnunicipalities to address environmental problems can be
viewed as another strategy by which upper levels of government sirnplj*dounload niore
responsibilities to the local level. For example, because the LAC approach originates
frorn a discipline that was typically a provincial or federal governrnent responsibility. Le..
natural resource management. this rnay be interpreted as another dotvnloading of
responsibility. and. as such would be opposed by local officiais.

The proposed processes must ernphasize the level of impact that the land use decisions
made by local officials have on natural resources and the environment. and this
relationship should be a prime consideration in the planning process. Municipalities will
have to take on their share of the responsibiiity for protecting the environment, especially

if they want continued growth. The addition of planning tools to increase the awareness
of the land use planning ana environmental impacts may help identify these relationships

and further address the problems.

There are a number of provincial policies that support an environmentally-sensitive
approach. including Manitoba's commitment to sustainable development. The initiation
of the Sustainable Deveiopment Act. the preparation of the Sustainable Development

Strategy. and the establishment of recent sustainable development policies is beneficial to
the environmental rnoïement. The province is supportive of sustainable developrnent
principles and guidelines. which may eventually lead to the incorporation or el-olution of
a more enïironmentally-progressive perspective on development and economic gronth.
The arriva1 of the sustainable development framework signifies that the province is
recognizing the problems of subscri bing to the existing developrnent philosophy. and
perhaps is on the path to addressing it in a significant manner. Therefore. the province is
committed to ensuring that grouth will not negatively affect important rural resources
identified by local interests. AI1 threr proposed approaches embody these qualities. Most
irnportantly. the three possible approaches can help guide the decision-making process
and encourage people to think in a broader manner.

The ECO-P approach focuses on biophysical components; its landscape designorientations are different from what is familiar to the area. The additional variables that
this process incorporates increases application processing times. The ECO-Papproach is
most effective when the boundaries of the jurisdiction are actuaily based upon an
ecological system. For example. the plan would be more effective if it would span the
whole area of the aquifer rather than simply being confined within the existing political
borders. Of course, the aquifer extends beneath an area much larger than the Selkirk
District, which would support the requirement of an inter-district planning structure.

The REP approach may be favoured by municipal officials because of its emphasis on
linking the environment ivith economic and social goals. Due to the incorporation of
some qualities that are more familiar to municipal officials, and being less complex than
the ECO-P approach. the FEP may prove to best address the status quo within the
environmental realm. at this tirne. The REP approach subscribes to sustainable
development philosophies. based on a process w hich can anticipate and prevent negative
impacts. incorporate environmental concems into decision-making processes, and build a
better undentanding of the Iimi ts and opportunities of the local resource base. The
problem ivith this process lies in its support of attempting to determine the caming
capacity of land to support development.

The strength of the LAC approach lies in the belief tliat deterniining the carrying capacity
of the land through technical solutions is problematic. It challenges the cornmon
procedure of trying to detenninr the most appropriate level of development.
scientifically, through the collection of numerical data (in order to apply the original
developrnent proposal). Rather than conducting the technical studies. the proposed
development would be re-evaluated with the recognition that there are limits to nhat the
environment can sustain. I t is the local public which must determine the desired or
appropriate level and style of developrnent. given the negative environmental impacts
identified in the area. The limits or the level of change that the public is willing to accept
must be established prior to determining a strategy to address the problems. Alternative
development styles or patterns should be explored before costly studies are approved. In
this instance. the LAC approach may be the most suitable framework to address the
immediate actionlreaction that the SDPAB is taking.

Identifying the Most Soitable Approach

5.3.3.1

The LAC approach may be the best of the three proposed approaches. to be applied in the
cumnt situation. to encompass an environmental perspective. Since the SDPAB
cumently wants to determine the capability of the land to support the same level and style
of development as proposed in the failed approach. the LAC approach identifies the
shortcomings of this process and provides an alternative- The emphasis of the LAC
approach is placed upon the need to determine the suitability of the land to support
development and not specifically the capabiiity. The goals and values of the local
district. adjacent areas. and levels of government must be re-examined in another process
before the suitability of the land to support developrnent can be accurately detemined.
The LAC approach is favoured over the other ttvo approaches because it best recognizes
the shortcornings of the current approaches and addresses the environmental concerns in a
tirnely fashion.

5.4

Addressing the Practicality of the Approaches to the Selkirk District Context

Separate from addressing the particular problerns of the development plan process. the
proposed approaches must be practical and implementable. They must be sensitive to the
costs associated with the approach. the amount of time that the approach would require.
and ensure it reflects the broad provincial policies relating to land use and development.

5.4.1

Addressing the Cost of Implementîng the Alternative Planning Approaches

What are the added costs of implementing an environmental planning approach? Part of
ensurinp that an approach is "implementable" is the fact that it is economically feasible
for the local jurisdiction. The related costs to implementing a new approach would
include: added time. wages for human resources, logistical costs. and the other technical
or professional studies that mat be required. The REP approach best addresses this issue
by recognizing the benefit of using existing resources in the area, such as local

univenities and collegeç or government agencies. Despite being a technique used
explicitly in the REP approach. there seems to be no reason that such use of existing
resources, could not. also be applied to the ECO-Pand LAC approaches.

In the REP approach. a planner is retained to facilitate the process. If a jurisdiction does
not have the resources available to maintain a qualified planner on staff. another option
exists which includes the recruitment of a qualified individua1 from a planning degree
program at a local university, to tap their planning expertise. An advanced planning
studio and an instructor, for example. could serve the purpose. The University of
Manitoba has a recognized Masters program in planning and could be the source of somr
of the inputs in terms of qualified and inexpensive resources. The Rural Development

Institute at Brandon University could also be an important source of support. since it
focuses on rural developrnent. The REP approach is very flexible in incorporating ideas
that could cut costs while at the same time effectit-el- attaining qualified personnel.

Costs could be reduced or elirninated for technical expertise. as well. In the REP
approach. rvhere technical advice is sought. the technical team could be composed of
representatives from existing provincial govemment departments. or the\- could also be
representatives from the local university in related faculties. The technical team could
participate by collecting data. making required analyses. and assisting in inventorying.
planning and implementing action^.^ They would take an advisory role. addressing the
needs identified by the community. The Minister of Rural Developrnent has already
indicated to the SDPAB to draw on the various provincial departments in the future, as
necessary to move their plan forward. Provincial planning advice is also provided to the

studics (i-c.. cnpnccnng. etc.).\\OUM be deierrnineû Tmrn ihis process. if i t is round thïi
thc rcsourccs arc too straincd, or tcchnid &tais not rivailablc.

b h c r neces-

jurisdiction because it is an established planning district. This should be viewed as an
opportunity to utilize provincial resources at no direct fiscal cost to the SDPAB.

Representatives from public interest groups. such as the Provincial Council of Women.
who have been involved in the process. could also be recognized as a resource. The

Provincial Council of Women has a history of actively participating in development plan
processes and is knowledgeable as regards to existing provincial policy. The Council
could apply some of its expertise in the field of planning in a proactive manner. With the
advent of gouemment fiscal restraint and downloading of responsibilities, it is somewhat
ovew helming and frustnting for local municipal representatives to have to take on more
responsibilities. but with no change in resources and powers. However. the participation

of the above agencies and groups should be seen as a possible resource and support.
rather than a hindrance.

As well. the three proposed planning approaches may be less costly than the approach the

SDPAB is choosing to follow. In late 1997. the SDPAB hired engineering consultants to
detemine the carrying capacity of the aquifer to sustain continued withdrawal of water at
the present rate and form of development. Therefore. a numerical figure would need to
be detennined through costly engineering studies, that represents the carrying capacity of
the land or aquifer to support the proposed level of development. As the LAC approach
dictates. the practicai ability to satisfy the costly technical impact studies are highly
unlikely because the results commonly represent the values of those doing the studyrather than the community's values-and can be anticipated to only meet the sarne

opposition as has been encountered in the past.

5.4.2

Making Efficient Use of Time Within the Development Plan Process

In order for an approach to be practical at this point in the process. the amount of tirne it
would require for implementation and the procedure is a crucial variable. Additional time

will be required for each of the proposed approaches to be implemented. because they go
beyond examining social and econornic issues, and incorporate the physical or
environmental attributes of the area into the decision-making process. Although the
collection of data on the physical attributes of an area may increase the length of the
process. the three approaches are sympathetic io the added time that may be required.
The proposed approaches do not require spending time collectinp information that is noi
needed. In cornpanson. some traditional approaches would have planners and officials
gathering as much information as possible in order to have it available if and u.hen i t was
needed. The proposed approaches only gaiher information that will be needed for the
inventory and analysis stages.

Every member of the planning process is concemed for the amount of time an approach
will consume. Because the proposed approaches allow for an extended participation
process, the local officials may feel that it would add an undesirable amount of time to
the process. Realistically. in a planning process. most issues require public acceptance if
ihey are to be successfully implemented. The public can oppose a planning process if

they feel their concerns have not been addressed. and this can occur at any stage, delaying
the process further. Public involvement strategies could result in the actual reduction in
time required for the process. Because the problems are addressed as they anse, there is
little chance that opposition will escalate. It is the process that allows the public to
participate. that better addresses the issues and anticipates implementation actions:
"Initiating action gives managers more ability to guide the developmeni of issues,
increasing the likelihood that a decision can be reached before time pressures can become
an issue" (Thomas 19%.30). A goal would be to reduce the length of tirne of a process.

as much as possible. because lengthy processes tend to reduce the interest of local
citizens in finding solutions.

The consequences of blocking an enhanced public participation process can be a more
time-consuming process than including more people earlier in decision-making. This
seems to be true in the Selkirk District case, and Thomas ( 19%)summarizes it well:
"The manager w ho reduces public involvement to Save time. risks increased
pubtic opposition. endangering rather than facilitating an effective decision.
Secondly. public managers face time constraints on irnplementation as well as
on decision making. and the two constraints are invenely related. Time spent
to involve more actors in decision making can expedite imptementation bg
lvinning the support of those who are involved. Convenely. time saved by
excl uding actors fron~decision making can slow implenientation because
those w ho were excluded may resist and delay that process"(90).
The nest process should be more sensitive to public concems and include those who have
espressed opposition to concentrate their energy in a proactive manner rather than in a
reactive role.

The prior unsuccessful development plan process in the Selkirk District consurned
approximatel y four years. \vhich included the efforts of many. One of the R.M. menibers
of the Board is already frustrated at the lack of progress in revising the plan. and is
threatening \rvithdra\i?alfrorn the Board if action is not taken soon (Delaurier 1996). Yet.
at the present stage of the new development plan process. it could be argued that an
approach which better addresses local issues should be valued more than an approach
which attempts to rush the revision. There is also the possibility that the general public in
the area may now have little confidence in the SDPAB for the earlier failure: yet. can the
Board take the chance at failing again? The next strategy must be successful.

Chart 3 indicates that the REP approach is favoured over the ECO-P and LAC
approaches. This is due to the fact that the ECO-P and LAC approach involve a longer
process. The LAC requires extensive biophysical and socioculnira1 examinations which

are reflected in detailed landscape design configurations. The LAC requires the
establishment of an inventory data base that tracks whether desired goals are being
adhered to through indicators developed. The data collection process can be long and
very tirne-consuming. Therefore. with the REP approach not having a process which
indicates a significant undertaking as the other hvo do. it would be the most practical in a
time consumption context. As well. in the REP approach. having a number of subcomrnittees working concunentl y on vari ous issues helps speed the process along.

5.4.3

Retlects Local and Pros-incial Policy and Legislative Requirements

A main source of opposition that led to the demise of the proposed Selkirk District

development plan originated from provincial department representatives. The proirincial
representatives apply the various related provincial policies to ensure that the broader
public interest is reflected in developrnent plans. The three proposed planning
approaches include the opportunity for al1 possible agencies and bodies to participate i n
an advisory roIe, throughout the whole process. The provinciai interests could then
ensure that their respective policies and legislative frame~vorksare addressed. which is
essential because. without the blessing of the provincial departrnents. the plan would not
be approved. The involvement of the province in the process can help ensure that the
PLUPs are applied consistently to the Selkirk Distnct as they have been applied in other
areas. The province would be expected to better monitor applications of the policies. s o
they are indeed applied fairly and consistently.

Having the cornmitment of the province to the incorporation of sustainable development
guidelines and pnnciples into al1 policy decisions 9, provides more support for dl the
proposed environmental approaches. The proposed planning appmaches provide the
%uch as. i n t c p t i o n of envimnmcnt and cconomic dccisions. s i c a , d s h i p . shucd respnsibility.
prcvcntion. conscnation, tvristc rninimization, c n h c c m c n t , and global rcsponsibility.

framework to incorporate the sustainable development pnnciples and guidelines into the
land use planning process, and thus would surely gain the support of the province knowinp that these policies would be reflected in the final plan. Also. the Capital Region
Strategy elements concerning partnerships. settlement. environment. resources. and
econorny are al1 important aspects of al1 the proposed approaches.

The legislative process mandated by the Planning Act reflects the minimum requirements
for a planning process. Additional approaches or actions are welcomed and encouraged.
in order for the plan to better reflect the local issues. Any enhanced approach to the
development plan process would be to the benefit of the Selkirk District. displaying that
they have gone far beyond legislative critena to develop a plan that is acceptable to as
many interests as possible. Therefore. each proposed approach can be incorporated into
the esisting planning process because the) incorponte. to a higher degree. al1 of the
component steps identified in the Planning Act.

New planning approaches are often not popular with local councils or planning boards
because an alternative approach is not required by the Planning Act. therefore. the local
decision-rnaliers ma' feel it is not uarranted. Secondly. the existing process has worked
in the past in other jurisdictions and there may seem to be no reason why it should not be
sufficient again in their district. which would under-value the implementation of an
alternative process. There can also be an assumption that mral processes should be
developed by provincial agencies through legislation and not by local jurisdictions
(Dykeman 1989). The proposed approaches would need to address the difficult challenge
of changing many of the existing attitudes and commitments of many of the actors
(Fowler IW 1).

However. current legislation would support the creation of public advisor). committees:
the Planning Act has a section that gives authority to a Planning Advisory Committee.
This may well suit the proposed environmental approaches. where specific committees
are used to take vanous roles in the process. and. in particular. the REP approach.

Having such lepislative authority could only further ensure that decisions and actions are
taken that cary more weight.

Chart 3 indicates that the REP approach is favoured over the other two approaches when
generall y addressing planning legislation and reflecting provincial policy . Regarding
congruency ivith public legislation. the REP approach does not v a 9 from the current
Planning Act de\.elopment plan process. As well. the Planning Advisory Committee
framework. cited above. fits well in this approach. Regarding provincial policy. the REP
approach subscnbes to the sustainable development philosophies. while the ECO-P and

LAC take an ecological and resource management perspective respectively. While the
ECO-P and the LAC both address provincial policy and beyond. they may be too
complicated to apply in the near teml as the SDPAB finds itself in a distinct time-bind io
achieve the revision.

5.5

Cornparh g the Alternative Approaches: Identifjkg the Most Suitable
Approach

Examining chan 3, and comparing the positive attributes of each of the three approaches
in addressing al1 the issues. the REP approach is the single most favoured. In certain
instances. the other two approaches were rated higher. It may prove beneficial for the

REP approach to adopt some of these more positive qualities. but at this point only
suggestions can be made, and further examination as to how these qualities could be
incorporated will be Ieft for further study.

The strength of the REP approach. in cornparison to the other approaches. is that it
emphasizes the importance of local rural resources from a fiscal1y-responsible perspecti ve
that should be easily understood by the public and local officials. In comparison. the

ECO-P approach uses an ecological perspective. w hich centres around broad ecological
processes and specific landscape design factors. which in turn represents more
cornplexit} than the REP process. Although the ECO-P approach may address the issues
more comprehensively. it may be too big of a step to take at this time in the process. The

REP approach would seem to best suit the needs of the existing situation because it is a
smaller departure from the status quo that still addresses the issues. It ivoiild probably
gain most support. due to the pressures present. to complete a successful plan. The REP
approach is also likely to be favoured by local municipal officials due to its relative
simplicity in comparison to the ECO-P approach.

The REP u-ould probably be vien.ed more fat-orablj.than the LAC approach. because of
the formers histoq of comparatively successful planning applications. The REP
approach could incorporate some central components of the LAC technique. For
esample. the LAC approach responds to the shoricomings of the c a m i n p capacity
ideology. which the REP seems to ignore. Focusing on the limits of acceptable change
for the land, in comparison to a focus on the capacity of the land to support a certain use.
would be particularly beneficial. It would help to address the basic nature of the
problems. Le. human problems (rather than technical problems).

The LAC approach requires that a number of indicaton, and monitoring of conditions.
become a part of the process. Concems will have to be addressed whether the indicaton
are tracking the right information. and whether the focus on gathering such data (given
the possible lack of human resources) will detract from concentratinp on achievinp the
stated goals. Balancing these concems and developing the appropriate monitoring will

take more time to initiate. especially in a land use planning context. and probably more
time than the SDPAB rnay want to take at this point. Therefore. the REP approach would
be the most favourable process to pursue at this point.

5.6

Conclusion

Each of the proposed approaches has man): strengths and similarities. and some
complementarities. At this point in time. the SDPAB requires an approach that addresses
the issues but is not too time-consuming. nor too cornplex. is within legislative means.
and is supportive of general land use related provincial policies. in order to practically
address the problerns of the District. The REP approach seenis to stand out as the best
option, in the immediate contest. to address the various interests. ensure rural values are
reflected and environmental concems are niet.

While the proposed approaches address some of the prirnary process issues in the Selkirk
District. they do not have the means to address other significant issues. such as.
establishing a rural-oriented pattern of rural residential development. and addressing
groundwater capacity concems and groundwater pollution problems associated with
liquid waste disposal systems. The five proposed plan implementation tools will provide
the means to address these issues.

CIHAPTER 6:

6.1

THE EVALUATION OF PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
TOOLS

Introduction

Which of the five potential plan implementation tools might most effectively address the
remaining planning issues in the Selkirk District? The plan implementation tools are

evaluated to determine their inherent strengths and weaknesses in addressing the local
issues. and these relationships are depicted on maVix charts. Applying the planning tools
on an individual basis is not likely to be sufficient to address al1 the concerns in the

Selkirk District; a combined application of some of the tools is anticipated. Within the
final evaiuation. opportunities and constraints which reflect other potential concerns and
problems for stakeholders. are identified. leading to a detemination of whether the

planning tools would be practical in the sense of implementability in the current context.

6.2

The Evaluation Process

The five tools-cluster development (CD). transfer of development rights (TDR).
ecological footpnnt analysis (EFA), land evaluation and site assessrnent (LESA). and the
McHarg suitability analysis (MSA)-are rated to determine the ability of each technique

in addressing the specific problems experienced in the Selkirk District. The five
proposed plan implementation tools are cross-referenced with the following issues to
determine their ability to:
-respect an acceptable level and pattern of rural residential development.
-address groundwater capacity and pollution concerns.
-address groundwater pollution problems associated with 1 iquid waste disposal
systems. and
-prevent spot zoning practices.

In addition to these concems. some practical issues are also examined. To be effective.
the plan implementation techniques must respond to the existing charactenstics of the
area. and reflect the socio-political environment. Additional concems are then addressed.

These refiect the specific desires of the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board. and
include;
-the preservation of agricultural resources.
-the need to retain the rural character through alternative development patterns.
-the ease of incorporating the technique and its administrative qua1i ty.
-the economic feasibiIity/fiscal responsibility of the approach.
-the observance of provincial land use related planning policies. and
-the cornpatibiiity with planning Iegislation.

The issues ihat need to be addressed in the Selkirk District deveiopment plan are cross
referenced with the five planning tools. in the form of a matrix chart. See Chan 4. for a

surnrnary of how each of the techniques relates to the specific issues listed. The
evaluation is presented in greater detail in the foliowing sections. which are divided by

issue headinps.

Chart 4: Compatibility Rating of the Potential Planning Tools
in the Selkirk District Context
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6.3

Applying the Proposecl Plan Implementation Tools: Addressing the
Pmblems in the Seikirk District

When development plans are implemented. there must be plan implementation techniques
in place to address local issues. with the potential to help achieve the goals set out in the
plan. The ability of each of the tools to address the issues raised are reviewed beloa..

6.3.1

Rural Residential Development Supply and Demand

Reviewing Chan 4. the TDR technique was the only method that was given a passing
grade for addressing the supply of and demand for rural residential development. The
TDR technique has the potential to reduce the large amount of existing undeveloped rural
residential lots through the sale of the development rights of the property.

What can be done to ensure that there is a desired amouni of lots developed each year in
desired locations to reflect municipal goals. when there is a surplus of comparatively
unattractive undeveloped lots? Many lots that have been subdivided in the past are
commonly still used for agriculture purposes and Vary in their sizes. They are not for sale
on an open market to buy. and apparently are not in high demand. The problem with this
situation is that there is always the possibility that the lots will be built upon. This
threatens planning processes which can be suddenly swamped with building applications
at a particular Ume. in a time point when developrnent is being funneled to other areas
(such as. away from agricultural resources). The ideal procedure would be to remove
residential zoning from the land hosting those subdivision lots that have remained
undeveloped for a long period of time.10

The removal of land use designations cannot occur without legal intervention nor without
providing compensation in certain cases. In the application of the TDR technique.
'O As w l l . inlrducc time lirniis for ncw applications restricting n dciclopcr to build wiihin a ccnain
pcriod, bcforc thcir application for subdivision cspircs.

existing undeveloped subdivided lots could be convened back to their original state
through the sale of the development rights. The TDR technique can allow the
development rights of the existing subdivided land to be sold. with the land owner
recovenng some of the "hoped for" value of the subdivided but undeveloped property.
and the land rernains in agriculture. Owners of new lots would have to purchase the
rights of these existing rural residential zoned properties, or the rights from an
agncultural operator in the municipality/district. Areas designated for new development
need to be established. where the development nghts c m be redeerned. It would address
the potential supply of rural residential lots in poor locations. with the municipality
gaining to desired level and locational preferences of future rural residential development.
without having to provide compensation to the landowners from their own finances
(while presewinp the agricultural resource). In the application of the TDR technique.
there would be the need for a cornplementary tool which would help to determine areas
that would be best suited to support rural residential development. and serve as
'receivinglredeeming' areas.

6.3.2 Addressing the Groundwater Capacity and Liquid Waste Disposal Issues
Groundwater capacity issues and liquid uraste disposa1 failures are problems expenenced
from certain levels and patterns of rural residential development. But. in the same
instance. different parcels of land have very different qualities and suitabilities to support
development or other rural activities. The LESA and MSA techniques can incorporate
specific environmental criteria to best situate development in areas where the provision of

a safe water supply and sewage disposal is more feasible. In this respect the TDR and

CD tools can be direct or indirect beneficaries of application of the LESA and MSA
techniques. However. TDR and CD lack the inherent ability to determine the appropriate
physical location that best respects important resource and natural systems constraints.
Therefore, the two pairs seem to well complement each other.

At present. the development of a lot does not require a physical site analysis of the parce1
of land to determine the natural soi1 capability to absorb septic systern fluids (Le..
slope/drainage. soil type. pollution sensitive areas, etc.)!

The MSA and LESA

techniques would give municipal officials the ability to better assess whether a proposed
development will pose a threat to the environment. whether it supports local service
requirernents. or whether it is inefficient in the use of resources. The LESA technique
concentrates on soil quality factors that can help identify which areas can betier support
septic system effluent naturally. The LESA technique also takes into consideration
locational land use qualities of the area." The MSA technique esamines the issue from a
broader perspective that includes soil qualities. peology. physiography. hydrology.
clirnate. vegetation and existing land use (because each system is interconnected in
various ways).

Examples of "environmental" directions. related to the use of groundwater and septic
systems. that could be incorporated into the MSA techniques. are as foIlows:
-prohibit intensive development from situating on sensitive groundwater re-charge
areas.
-incorporate the drainage pattern information (topographical) to eliminate
developmenr on land with poor drainage or in low-land that can cause problems to
septic systems.
-ensure natural soil types are compatible with safe septic system disposai fields.
and the thickness of overburden is adequate to support safe septic systems and
prevent groundwater pollution,
-criteria that are sensitive to situating unserviced development in the vicinity of
the Town of Selkirk's water well sources. and dong the Red River (infiltration
problems),
Desplte new private \vaste d i s p a l system regulaiions k i n g daxloped by the D e p u n e n i or
Environmcnt, nftich proposes thc irnplcmcntation of on-sitc pcrcolation icsts.
l2 Such as thc pcrccntage of m a in agriculture iriihin a cenain J i s w . c+duaiion criterin \+hich
establishes the compati bility with the dcvefopment plan and zoning, compati bili ty of proposed use tvith
surroundrng usc(s), and ocher factors unique to the site.

-factor in the size of the home in relation to the size of the lot that is proposed for
development because larger households use more water and require larger septic
fields, and
-implementation of the proposed on-site percolation tests proposed by the
De partment of Environment.

In the Cluster Development technique. the consumption of water can be reduced through
better attention to design details and smaller lot sizes. Traditionally. rural jurisdictions
have the highest peak demand in hot summer evenings when residents are watering their
large lawns. A reduction in the size of the lots (and lawns) can significantly reduce this

demand. while accomplishing other objectives as well (See Figure 14).
Figure 14: Rcducing Water Use Through Rcduced Lot Sizcs
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In contmt, because smaller Iots are featured in the CD technique. there is the consequent
threat that septic systems will be less effective. The prirnary rasons for septic system
faiiures in the area have not been the result of an inappropriate size of the lot. rather. it
has been the inability or in capacity of the soil to handle the level of effluent discharged

in the septic field. The existing septic field critena for a dwelliog require it to be a
minimum of 15 metres (50feet) from any pmperty boundary. on a minimum 2 acre lot.

If the site could be pre-examined to determine if it has suitable soil qudities that will
support the level of development, then the increase in densities in the CD technique
would be safely implemented (See Figure 15). The implementation of percolation tests

Figure 15: Applying the Cluster Development Technique
with the Suitable On-Site Soi1 Qualities

Thirteen two-and-one-half acre lots
Six on marginal soit

Thirteen one-acre lots
All on belter soi1

K~UR
15. Reducing lot rire can wmetirnes help subdivision designers locate al1 homes on thc berter w i l contained within a development site. On the left, six oi the thirteen 2.5-acre lots would have septic s\.Gtcni\ ( l n
marginal soils, barely meeting minrmum legal requirements. &ause these lois contain nothing h t t e r B\
creasing lots to one acre in size. al1 thirteen can be laid out to contain deeper, d n c r soils (\%elthal1 c;\-ctl.iiidc. 111
the o p n space preservation area. a treed island at the end of t h e Street, a n d a futurc Street a n d / o r trail i c i r i r : ~ . .
tion to adjoining properties). Sometimes such arrangerncnts r q u i r e a few "flag lots" w.tth a relativel! nnrrcn\
strip of [and pmviding driveway access, a very useful design approach that should generally be ctllnwd. iirr
ject to certain safeguards to prevent abuses (such as the infamous "rat-tail" subdivisionr; \\.ith numcriwi l o t 4
: ~ i
having long, snake-like appndages connecting the Iots to a distant public road-all tc-i ,ivotd thc io5t i ~ t
ing interna1 streets).
Source: Arendt et al 1994. 2 10.

will also ensure the soi1 on the sites can support certain levels of absorption. but the

LESA and MSA site examinations will cover other qualities of the soil and land use as
well. The b a i s of these arguments lies in the known fact that "unless soils are uniformly
poor across the entire parcel (shallow bedrock or restrictive layer. seasonal high water
table. steep dopes. or excessive fine or coarse soil texture). the variations in soi1
conditions that typically occur within a parcel offer an opportunity for clustering to
produce beîter systems than would be possible following a conventional approach with
standardized lot sizes in a checkerboard layout" (Arendt et al 1994.209). The CD and

TDR techniques require the presence of another tool to identify where the best area for
developrnent can be situated.

6.3.3

Addressing Spot Zoning

Spot zoning will be more difficult in a system that applies the LESA and MSA
techniques. because of the added critena required in the process. More conditions or
cnteria will have to be addressed in a process that uses these tools. yet the development
wil1 be accorded some flexibility to ensure it is suitable to the site. The TDR tool would

require the owner to purchase rights before trying to alter the original use of a piece of

land. and only areas specified in the overail development plan would be permitted to
develop more intensively. The CD technique also prohibits development in areas
designated 'open space'-thus concentrating development in clusten.

These techniques do not prevent spot zoning from occumng outright. but they

incorporate more variables that must be considered before the proposed development is
approved. If spot zoning does occur with these planning tools in place. then the impact of
the zoning change would likely be less. or the development request would be turned
down on its own ment. if conflict anses. The TDR technique would be the most effective

of al1 the methods because it would necessarily incorporate new enabling legislative
powers. ramer than strictly being non-statutory in nature.

63.4

Addressing the Loss of Agricdtural Land

The five proposed planning tools address the loss of agricultural land in their own araYs.
and al1 were given a high evaluation in Chan 4. The EFA raises awareness of the
importance of conserving the agricultural resource. the LESA and MSA techniques
identify the most suitable locational advantaps of agricultural activities (and.
subsequently. other more intensive development). the CD technique uses land use design
strategies to retain open space and agricultural land. and the TDR technique addresses the
root cause of rural residential development market pressure in agricultural areas. to
reduce consumption of the land resource. Al1 the proposed techniques have the ability to
preserve the agricultural resource ( a n d o r other important resources ).w hile at the same

time focusing new development on land that is Iess environmentally-critical.

n i e EFA approach helps to inform stakeholders in a planning process of the importance

of preserving the agricultural land resource. When land is developed. "every acre of
productive agricultural land lost decreases that resource base nationally and
intemationally" (Fabos 1985, 188).and that any effort to curb this trend would be a
positive step toward sustaining the resource. Within the decision-making structure.
alternative strategies could be evaluated to help determine which approaches would be
more agriculturally sustainable. The EFA does not determine site-specific options for
Iocating development. but it can help identify which option is the most sustainable, once
sites are identified. It is a planning tool that can begin to make the needed associations
between our land use decisions, the local impacts. the global implications and the
application of policies focused around sustainable development: "It attempts to translate
al1 the verbiage about sustainable development into something concrete on which iriser

policy choices can be based. and helps people focus on sorne of the most pressing issues
of our tirne" (Wackernagel and Rees 19%. back cover).

The ability to address the loss of agricultural resources rnay lie in the better understanding
of who is responsible for protecting the resource. Historically. agricultural land
preservation programs have been federally -and provincially-operated.

The municipal

povemments do not want to initiate a local approach feanng that they will have to
administer and implement the strategy on their own. taking on more "provincial
responsibilities." The €FA can help darify that every level of government has a part to
play if agricultural land is going to be preserved. because the economic gains will be seen
locaily. provincially. and federally (and plobally). At this point the lack of leadership
addressing the Ioss of agricultural land ma'

hamper any efforts to design an appropriate

local planning strategy-but the EFA technique can at least help direct sorne muchneeded p u b k attention to the issues.

Due to the abundance of prime agncultural land. the biggest challenge in the Selkirk
District is to identify the areas (to situate development) that are less appropriate for
agricultural operations. The LESA technique uses soi1 quality ratings to determine the
best land for agncultural operations. with the remainder of the land having a better
potential for more intensive development. The MSA techniques use biophysical
information to physically map out areas that are best suited to accommodate rural
residential housing needs. while consenring land that is best suited for agricultural
purposes. When an area of land has homogenous agricultural land qualities. the siting of
housing can be weighted according to other site qualities. which are also components of
the LESA and MSA techniques. Locational attnbutes will then become the deciding
factor in a development decision. ensunng efficiency and environmental protection. The
desires of the land ownen are met, while respecting public policies that reflect the

importance of protecting the environment. Because the LESA technique focuses on soi1
attributes. it is the approach that is favoured slightly over the others.

In the flawed Selkirk District development plan. the economic importance of agncultural
activities is stressed. and the agricultural zoning used to ensure agricultural land is
preserved, but agriculture is still losing out to development pressures. Although
agricultural zoning can reduce subdivision pressures. the ability of this technique to
address market pressures from adjacent development driving up land values. is limited.
Development has been occumng at the cost of good agricultural land in the Selkirk

District -further adding to the negati~eimpacts that rnake continued agicul tural
operations less anractive. The TDR technique can help address this problem through
reducing the inequali ties that the land market creates. giving farmers the option to sel1
only the development rights. Agncultural operators then have the option to keep the land
as agricultural. while reaping some market benefits through the saIe of the development
rights. As sell. the TDR technique works best in areas that do not have a small suppiy of
land. nor in areas where a large amount of land is unsuitable for development (due to the
geography or other negative features). These limitations do not apply in the Selkirk
District.

The CD technique is not an approach that should be permitted throughout the whole
District. It is an approach that should be implemented after other agricultural
preservation methods have been tried. but have failed to preserve the land resource. The

CD technique eliminates some of the problems that occur from ex-urban sprawl
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l3 Bascd on cnpcricnrc in othcr cnurbvl a-.
the resuliinp conscquenccs of suburbsn spmvl includc the
lôck of an ovcrdl dcsip'structurc of rcsidcntiai patterns, poor tnffic circulation, tracts OC idled o r
unproducti\-e land. I x k of n.ildlifc conidors, poor pcdcstrian linhgcs, a d future probicms h t rclaic to
maildcli\.c~-,
schml-busing, and grirbgc collection (Arcndt 1994).

should be the method of choice for areas that have been designated for future residential
development in rural areas (See Figure 16). Mantell. Harper and Ropst (1990) indicate

Ftgure 16: The Cluster Development Technique and Land Preservation
MY04 STUDY

- LAND PRESERVATIO(.I OlSTRlCT

MUCN STüOY - LAND PRESERVATiON MSTRlCT

Save Fanniand

Save Woodand

Figure 16- Open space preservation priontis Vary according

to the type of rrsvurce that 15 i,aiucd r n t l - i
highly. In wooded regions wtth relatively few fields and pastures. these o p e n lands a r c ottrn the drrd. k ~ m n i
nity residents would most like to see preserved. in agricultural areas wherr tvoodland rrmnants and htd<i..
roivs are al1 that remain untilled, their value f o r wildlife habitat could alter pnontlr, 30 that the prelrrrtïi - i t t f o r new development would be on the least prime soil. at the far edge of fields as stvn trmn t h e pubIli r t u d
way.

Source: Arendt et al 1994. 240.
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that the main disadvantage of the CD technique is that "often [land isl preserved in small.
separate pieces. not necessarily linked to a cornprehensive open space system" (202).
Therefore. it may not address the needs of large agricultural operators. But. the ruralfriendly quaiity. and the attention to design detail. creates an atmosphere that easily
surpasses that in traditional sprawl developrnents.

If the local ag~culturalcommunity around Selkirk is to be preserved. then the support
and input of local farmers will be crucial. In areas "where today's generation of
traditional farmers look forward to the sale of their land as their 'last crop'. more creaûve
designs for the resulting developrnent must at least be considered" (Arendt et al 1994.
307). The sale of agricultural land to developers, or f a m e n subdividing their propeny to
reap the increased value it will attract in cornparison to leaving it in agriculture. has
certainly occurred in the Selkirk District. Pressures of these sorts on municipal councils
have been the determininp factor on where the next de\?elopment will occur. resulting in

essentially piecemeal or spraivling development patterns.

6.35

Addressing the Sprawling Development Pattern and Maintainhg Rurai
Characîer

Rural municipal councils consider at least the early waves of rural residentiai

developrnent in their area to be an econornic benefit because it increases the local tax
base. The problem lies in the absence of an approach to direct development in ways that
are beneficial to the retention of the rural resource base and the rural character of the area.

Designinp new development regdations may be seen as unnecessary, especially in rural
areas. A major challenge is that local decision-maken have "clearly institutionalized the
a n of low-density suburban sprawln (Arendt et al 1994. 19). The existing development
pattern may be so entrenched that people might assume that it must be the work of
powerful economic forces. The factor that has directed ex-urban sprawl until now "isnot

so much the invisible hand of the marketplace as the deadly gnp of outmoded
regulations" (Bamett 1995.47). Many people feel that i t is a waste of time to tr). to
change the planning process or oppose certain developrnent. because they feel that the
time they may spend would be futile. Providing successful alternatives may prove to be a
necessary step in addressing the post-urban form mindset.

Chan 4 indicates that the CD technique best addresses this particular problem in
cornpanson to the others. The CD technique concentrates development in a smaller area
(on a large piece of land) while affording the rural quality provided by the adjacent
preserved open space. Subdivision design pro\pisions play a large role in this technique
and can reflect the natural qualities of the area through a number of different types of
designs. Municipalities and home owners benefit from more efficient service provisions
and the retention of open space. which c m add value to the property. as opposed to
developing continuous tracts of large lot subdivisions. The continuous subdivision of
large lots results in a more dispersed version of the suburbs. which rnost people are
fieeing from. With an increasing amount of people attracted to rural areas. it can soon
result in suburban-type development that ruins or overwhelms the rural quality that was
the primary attraction (Mantell. Harper and Propst 1990). Soon there is the need for
urban-like services and infrastructure. which would be very costly for local councils to
incorporate into existing subdivisions (especially at the lower densities).

For those who may argue there is no demand for the comparatively srnaIl rural lots that
result from cluster developments this myth can be dispelled by comparing the cluster
arrangement to the conventional configuration. See Figure 17.which shows the
difference between a two acre subdivision and a three-quarter acre lot subdivision pattern
typically found in a CD area. The figure shows the three-quarter acre lot sizes having a
100 foot frontage. which is not permitted in the curent environment regulations for septic

Figure 17: The Fallacy of Large Lots

~ w Acre
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figure 17. The fallacy that large lots are necessary
to ensure privacy in one's home or backyard is widespread and deeply ingrained. Simple sketches such as
this one, produced by the Livingston Countv (Michigan) Planning Department. can help dispel such
mvths by showing that two-acre lots often provide
only 50 feet more distance from netghbors than threequarter-acre lots. The truth is that visuaI screening
(through hedges or fences) is necessary i n both instances tu create backyard privacy, and that the extra
50 f e e t of separation is of JlttIe valuc i f a neighbor
plays the radio or stereo system too Ioudly. Unfortunately, even a two-acre lot is not vcry helpful when
neighbors are inconsiderate. Thr advantage of smailer
lots is that. in the accompanymg example. nearlp ninc
acres of woods or f a m i a n d can
pcrmanently presen&. at n o extra cost to the dm-eloper or the rnunicipalit';. \\.hile presewing thc t-quitv of t h e original
rural Iandownrr
Source: Arendt et al 1994. 236.

systems. But. if the lots were to be situated on soi1 that was better suited for the septic
absorption rates. then the srnaller lot sizes would be permitted. The primary reasons for
moving to rural areas in the Selkirk District have been because of lower propefiy taxes
and the rural lifestyle. rather than the sole desire to own two acres of land. In fact. after
many households move to lots with two acres, they find themseives working long hours
cutting the grass and doing other yard work. and spending less tirne enjoying their

P'-ope*Y-

Rose (1975) States that CD is more effective in rural-urban fnnge areas that are relatively
undeveloped. When areas are partially developed. it is less effective. In the Selkirk
District, there are areas that have been built up, especially in the R.M. of West St. Paul
between the City of Winnipeg and the Town of Selkirk. Most of the physical
development has occurred along the existing highways and other artenais. But there are
still large tracts of land that haïe remained in agriculture. Therefore. it is not too late to
implement the CD technique as future development pressures continue on the abundance
of remaining land.

6.4

Addressing the Concerns of the Main Stakeholder-The SDPAB

Four other concerns that the SDPAB may have regarding the irnplementation of the
proposed tools would include: the ease of incorporating the technique. Le., the level of
administrative cornplexity required. and the econornic costs and benefits associated with
implementing the techniq~e,the compatibility with provincial land use policies, and
respect for planning lepislation. Each of these points will be examined separately below.

6.4.1

Ease of Incorporating the Plammg Twls: The Administrative Complexity

As seen in chart 4. the TDR technique is clearly the most complex technique to appiy. 1t
requires a great deal of planning and administrative accountability. management skills

and flexibility in planning (Sargent et al 1991; Mantell. Harper. and Propst 1990). A
common problem with TDR techniques is the lack of public understanding of the idea.
and the subsequent education that is required to inform relevant parties and the public.
The technique must be taught to povernment officials of different levels, lawyen. real
estate agents. banken and developers (Rose 1975: Mantell. Harper. and Propst 1990).
Rose ( 1975)states that the major obstacle to be overcome would be to convince the
public that the existing planning system is not working. He argues that:
"The general public does not understand the mechanisms of our present form
of land regulation. They somehow have the impression that zoning protects
them; that the key to refonn is honest officials. Given that situation, it is
difficult for the public to accept something different which requires some
background knowledge of Our present system. Those who know the present
system al1 too well feel that they benefit and are threatenrd by the possibility
of change" (341 ).
Through experiencing the failed Selkirk Development plan process. the local public and
municipal officials should recognize that there are a number of shortcornings in the
enisting process. and the need to address thrrn shoiild be a top pnority.

The TDR technique is time-consuming to initiate due to the complexity in setting up and
establishing an administration system. The time i t would take to develop the TDR
approach to effectively address the Selkirk District situation may take longer than the
local officials care to dedicate at this time. Perhaps the elements of TDR technique can
begin to be debated and researched. and considered for irnplementation in the next fiveyear development plan review. Because of the complexity of the TDR technique. it
would be necessary to hire planning consultants to do further research. work out the
process, and determine the appropriate style of TDR that would be effective.

Finally. before the TDR technique is applied. a study must be completed to determine an
accurate number of existing rural residential lots and their location in the Selkirk District.
Estimates by a number of sources seem to hint that the number of existing undeveloped

lots may be significant. and rnany are in locations that would benefit from the TDR
technique.

The LESA and MSA techniques are easier to implement because they are advisory tools
and they reflect the importance of using enisting information. In comparison to the TDR
technique. the other planning tools are less complex to understand and easier to
incorporate into the existing system. Again. the LESA technique is the least complex and

in this instance would be favoured over the others.

6.42 Fiscaiiy Responsible and Economicdy Feasible
Local officiais ma) be opposed to the added responsi bilities associated with the
incorporation of the proposed planning techniques. but it would be the local areas that
would receive a majority of the economic benefits from the resulting development
patterns (in comparison to the curent costs of sprawling unplanned development). These
benefits to municipal govemments are in the form of higher municipal tax assessments
from the increased real estate values. (due to the open space designs), and the increase in
efficiency of municipal services to rural residents. As well. environmental benefi ts. such
as the resulting reduction in the rate of consumption of land. and reduction in water
pollution hazards. are anticipated.

The TDR technique couid help elirninate the supply of poor lots and maximize the tax
revenues generated from the construction of a dwelling on a smaller lot in a better
location (versus a poor location), as discussed earlier. Municipal govemments would
enjoy the added taw revenues. The TDR technique allows the inherent inequalities of
land ownenhip from escalating, due io locational attributes, because one development
right is equal across the district regardless of the physical land attributes (which may
increase or reduce the market value of the parce1 of land). It allows apricultural operators

to benefit from the increased market value of their land by selling the development rights.
but retaininp the land for agriculture purposes. In the current system. farmers face nsing
costs because of higher property assessrnents (due to nearby development pressures) and
they sel1 their land to speculaton at the inflated value. The TDR technique takes away
the higher assessed values of the property when the land owner sells the development
nghts and makes the land more attractive to remain in agriculture. The municipality
benefits through the increase in the assessed value of rural residential developments in
locations that are more attractive (the TDR development zones).

There is a case study that has compared real estate values in areas of CD subdivisions
versus conventional development. Two decades from the date of construction, the real
estate values were re-exarnined and although boih subdivisions had appreciated in value.
the appreciation was 12.7% higher in the open space subdivision (Arendt et al 1991).
There were also positive econornic impacts from CDS on neighbouring property values.
Buyen are attracted to an area that retains or increases its value. Housing is one of the
single most expensive items a household will ever buy. and knowing that the investment
should attract and retain a high value. will increase the popularity of this approach.

CD allows more open space to be preserved to help sustain the rural quality and character
which many desire in the first place. It helps municipalities preserve valuable open space
without having to acquire the land through fee simple. which can be very costly. In areas
where the open space may not accommodate or suit large agricultural operaton. the open

space can be utilized for more intensive operations. such as farmer market gardens. tree
farming or hobby f m s . For CDS that border on larger agricultural operations. wide
buffer zones. such as trees, bush lines. or other natural vegetation. should be established
between the two differing land uses to help reduce any land use conflicts. The CD
techniques. "which exist in maoy foms. have become increasingly popular as more

cornmunities realize that conventional zoning and subdivision regulations often result in
unsightly low-density sprawl with no intervening open space" (Mantell. Harper and
Ropst 1990, 181).

The time it takes for the approvai process for CDS is geater. due to the need for more
detail on site design. Also. in the proposed Selkirk District developmeni plan. it is
recognized that former urban residents often put demands on ~ r a councils
l
for more
urban-related sentices. These demands contribute to higher assessments and property
taxes. With cluster development. the services can be implemented with lower costs.
especially if necessary infrastructure is incorporated or planned for. p i o r to development.
Incorporating infrastructure after unplanned development has been constructed is very
costly to municipal and provincial governments. and is a too common reality thai
eventually occurs with sprawling development.

The EFA "is not about how bad things are. It is about humanity's continuing dependence
on nature and what we can do to secure Earthls capacity to suppon a humane existence
for al1 in the future. Understanding our ecological constraints will make our
sustainability strategies more effective and livable" (Wackemagel and Rees 1%.

3). I i

would be an additional tool tacked-on to the appmach which can be conducted by the
curent planning professionals. Lt would not require a significant amount of time or
money to conduct. as the process identifies a number of resources which commonly have
the necessary data available. 14

l4 Dala sources for the ecologid rm<print analyses indude: Food and Agriculture Opnization or ihe
Unitcd Nations; fntcrnationai R d Tmspomtion Union; Unitcd Nations Dc\.clopmcnt Program; Thc
World Bank; World Resources Institute; Worldwatch Instituie; Governmcnt Publications with national
statistics on consurnption, econornic production and t d c , stiite of the environment, transprtation. landuse, housing. energj., agriculture, and forestq; as weII as othcr relevant handbooks, rcfercnces. and
research ppers.

The LESA and MSA techniques could be applied by current staff of municipal
govemments. Again. the LESA technique was chosen as the most cost efficient to apply
but although the other twls may be more costly to implernent. they still have some very
cost-effective results.

6.43

Reflecting Provincial Policy (PLUPs)

PLUPs allow for a rural residential development that is approximately two acres in size.
to protect the character and open space of rural areas. Yet. such large-lot zoning is
clearly outdated and only exacerbates the problem of sprawl development. It is a cmde
planning approach that must be substituted with one or a combination of the proposed
planning tools. A CD technique would better cater to the goal of providing rural
residential development. while retaining rural characteristics such as open space. and
preservinp land for agriculture or other resource-intensive activities. The CD technique
rnay require some minor policy change et the provincial level. but existing human

resources and administrative infrastructure could implernent the technique.

The EFA technique can mise public awareness to a beiter understanding of the true
impact of the land use decisions on future generations. The EFA could be used to
ideniify the benefits associated with api-icultural land preservation. through identifying
the true costs of sprawl development, i.e. the loss of agricultural land and the resulting
problems that it poses for future pnerations. The LESA and MSA techniques are
congruent with the goals of the PLUPs. and provide the means to practically implement
the objectives.

6.4.4

Reflets Provincial Planning Legisiation

Four of the proposed planning tools are advisory in nature. The LESA. MSA, EFA. and
the CD techniques would not require any change in lepislative processes. In contrast. the

TDR planning tool wouid require some amendments to the Planning Act. to recognize the
separation of the development riphts of the land. from the physical entity . An
opportunity now exists to research the practicality of a legislative technique such as the

TDR technique. because the province is conducting a Planning Act review. The Selkirk
Distnct rnay opt to be a case study for the approach if the province wouId help in its
developrnent.

6.5

Combining the Proposecl Planning Tools to Address the Issues in the SeMrk
District

Where some planning tools have a weakness others have a strength. as can be seen in the
chart 4. and in the above review. The TDR. LESA. MSA and EFA techniques al1
acknowledge the negative impacts of large-lot development in the presenation of rural
character. but lack the ability to determine an alternative subdivision form. The CD
technique tends to respond to this void in these four methods. Combining them. and
incorporating them as a group. or as a tool-set. may be the possible solution.

The TDR technique is the only method identified that has the ability to address the supply
of. and demand for. rural residential developrnent. However, repulating the supply and
demand of rural residential development does not help to determine why the future
subdivisions are going to be Iocated in a particular area. The LESA or MSA techniques
(which are typically not irnplernented on their own. but are used in conjunction with other
techniques) can determine the location of land that can be developed. which best
conserves resources. within the TDR and the CD frarneworks.

The €FA can serve as an initial awareness-raising tool that can inspire people to pursue
alternative development patterns, and help them undentand the true adverse impact of the
existing system. It lacks the ability to achieve goals is strong in helping decision-maken

determine the best choice regarding land devetopment practices. The EFA would
complement the TDR and CD techniques well.

A combination of the TDR, EFA, CD, and LESA or MSA is an ideal tool-set to address

al1 of the issues in the Selkirk District. The practicality of developing and implementing
a11 of these tools is highly unlikely in the short-tem. Determining which tools would

constitute the very minimum required to achieve a successful plan will be examined in
the next chapter.

6.6

Conclusion

The five proposed planning tools have been rated to determine how successful t h e can
be in addressing the particular issues in the Selkirk District. The main strengths and

weaknesses of applying each tool are highlighted followed by an identification o î the best
combination of tools that could collectively address all the p n m q concems. The tools
identified cannot address al1 problems alone. but will require a combined effort to address
the various issues. An ideal strategy would be to incorporate four main techniques. the
EFA. the TDR. the LESA or MSA. with the CD technique. The on1y major overlap in the
planning tools presented appears to be between the LESA and MSA techniques.

In the following final chapter. the planning tools that work best with the proposed
approaches are examined. The combination of approaches and tools that could rnost

likely be implemented at this time is identified, and a rationale is provided.
Recommendations for future actions by the SDPAB are proposed. some gaps in the
techniques are identified. and some questions are raised for further research
consideration.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION:

CHAPTER7

A STRATEGY FRAMEWORK

7.1

Introduction

The planning approaches that work well with the plan implementation tools are assessed.
and a combination of a particular approach with specific tools to address the immediate
issues in the Selkirk District is identified. Two strategies have been proposed. The shortterm strategy is responsive to current SDPAB concerns for time-sensitive and leasttost

implementation. A second, longer-term strategy would see some of the more
comprehensive techniques pursued and other gaps in the process addressed.
7.2

Combinhg the Envimnmental Planning App~oaeheswith the Plan
Implementation Tools

Chart 5 sumrnarizes the assessed level of compatibility between the proposed planning
approaches and the plan implementation tools. The following sections will review these
relationships. The astensk (*) represents the recommended approach and plan
represents the
implemeniation tools for the short-term strategy. The check-mark (4
recommended long-tem strategy component approaches and tools.

Chari 5: Matching the Planning Approaches with the Plan Implenientation Tools
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7.2.1

Complementary Plan Irnplementation Tools to the REP Appmach

The CD. TDR and LESA techniques are al1 components of the REP approach as
identified by Sargent e t al. ( 1991 ). This combination has had some success in retaining
farmland w hile focusinp development in certain parts of rural areas that are especially
suited to development. The EFA and MSA techniques have not been identified in the
literature as tools that have been used with the REP approach. but they still have
applicability here. The EFA and the MSA support an ecologically-based approach more
directly than the sustainable development philosophy underlying the REP approach.

7.2.2

Complementary Plan implementation Toois to the ECO-P Approach

Steiner ( 1991) has identified the compatibility between the ECO-P approach and CD.
TDR. LESA and the MSA. depending upon the issues that need to be addressed in an
area. Because the ECO-P approach is ecologically-based. the EFA would also be an ideal
complementary planning tool to use to raise awareness of the ecological costs and
consequences of development. The ECO-P approach is design-oriented. and therefore
might better incorporate alternative CD techniques than the REP. Further. the ECO-P
approach refiecis landscape planning philosophies which respect natural features of the
landscape, thmugh design pnnciples. Cl ustering of development relies on a keen
understanding of the role design plays in mediating physical land use impacts on the
natural landscape and on broader settlement patterns. In this context. the ECO-P
approach is more comprehensive than the REP approach, in easily absorbing/
incorporating the CD technique.

The MSA technique would be preferred over the LESA technique within the ECO-P
approach, to determine the suitability of the land in relation to the proposed use. The

MSA technique references physical development in the context of al1 natural sysiems,

rather than only the soi1 qualities focus of the LESA technique.15 The MSA technique is
more holistic in i ts approach. which better accords with the inter-relationships within an
ecosystem.

7.23 Complementary Plan Implementation Twls to the LAC Approach
It is more difficult to detemine which techniques better suit the LAC approach because it
has not. so far. been applied in a land use planning process. The LAC approach does not

subscribe to the cawing capacity concept: instead it focuses on the importance of
incorporating the value-sets of local interests. in determining what change would be
deemed acceptable in terms of impact on the environment. The LESA and MSA
techniques are both appropriate tools in this respect because they both incorporate ihe
value-sets of those in the area to determine the impact that a proposed use may have. The
LESA and MSA techniques incorporate the value-sets to determine the most suitable

location for natural resource presenation and future development. For example. the

LESA technique requires the weighting scheme to be detennined and applied by local
stakeholders. while the MSA technique requires the relationships between the many
variables to be identified by reference to some representation of the public interest. Since
the LAC approach has an emphasis on the inter-relationship between al1 natural resources
and processes. the MSA would possibly reflect some of the natural processes better than
the LESA technique.

IS For ~xarnpb.the MSA technique esmines dl land uses (such as indusuial. cornmercid. rcsidcntid.
rccrcation and agricutturc) in thc contcst of natural systcms which includc gcology, physiognphy, soit.
h>.drotogy.çlimritc, \-cgcmtion, ivildIife, and csisting land use. Thcsc variabtcs arc thcn c m i n c d ripinst
thc biophysicat and social land use nccds such as p u n d w a t c r availability, on-site scwagc disposal,
productive soi1s. adquate site drainage, favorable siope and erodability scenic intercst, topopphic
suriaces. Iight structures. hcai-y
intcrcst, \'egctation interest. ivildlife intcrest. construction of
structures, Irttvns, present land use compatibili~,distance to population ccntrc, rtccess COmajor ancriais.
acccss to ci 11' I\ ülcr, and acc=ss to se\\ er 1 i nes (Stci ncr 1991 ).

.

The EFA would also prove beneficial in raising awareness amonp individuals of the
impacts of development on the environment, as a part of the LAC approach. The EFA
technique recognizes that attempting to determine the hurnan carryinp capacity of land to
suppon a certain level of population is futile and that rnany more relationships must be
considered. The primary shortcoming of the LAC approach identified by Wight (1994)
has been in regards to its inability to offer pointers as to the wisest use of the
environmental resources of an area. Therefore, the EFA would be an important
complementary tool that could address this gap, helping to determine which option is
more ecologically sustainable. The CD and TDR techniques could also prove to be
effective tools to employ on the sites detennined to be more appropriate for development.

7.3

Identifying the Most Appropriate Strategv for the Seikirlr District

Once the commitment to support a rural planning approach has been established. the
determination of a specific strategy can be pursued.

73.L

Establishing the Cornmitment

As Arendt et al ( 1994) have recognized, "the challenge lies in fashioning land-use

approaches that are appropnate for each type of political area" (307). There is no benefit
to incorporating a particular planning technique if the decision-makers for the locality do
not feel that it will help address their issues. Sargent et al ( 1991 ) state that the sui tability
of methods for rn area varies according to many factors including, the "level of
understanding, experience and sophistication in planning: skill and leadership of people
in govemment; and public attitudes toward land use control" ( 102). Again, Arendt et ai
(1994)reinforce the importance of political commitment: "Without strong broad-based

support from rural land ownen and the general population, it is not likely that poiitical
leaders will enact highly restrictive land use ordinances of the kind that are needed to
protect traditional agriculture" (or other values that may be important to the area) (306).

Therefore, without the suppon of local agncultural operators, there may be difficulty in
achieving measures to protect agricultural land from further negative impacts. Because
of the lack of broad-based support from agricultural operators in the Selkirk District
during the past development plan process. strategies developed solely to protect farmland
would be very difficult to implement. This is not to Say that if an alternative participatory
process was created. that perhaps agricultural operators would provide more input and
help develop a progressive strategy.

The proposed planning tools seem to address the problems in the Selkirk District (in one
way or the other) but the challenge lies in establishing if the political will exists to
implement these approaches and tools. The failure of the first process to achieve an
acceptable plan should provide some indication that the existinp process and techniques
lack the ability to deal with the specific rural issues. A new process must address the
proposed style. pattern. and levrl of rural residential development in the Selkirk District
by recopnizing that this is the central problem. Strategies developed must revolve around

changes in these respects. The SDPAB is very bitter over the province's opposition to its
first attempt. and feels that the) have been singled out. in cornparison to some other
recent developmen t plan processes, for hanh obstructive treatment. The SDPA B must
suppress its frustration and work with the province to focus on creating a mutually
acceptable and responsible development plan. Addressing the problems thmugh
collectively establishing new goals for the District must occur. rather than attempting to
detemine how best to maintain the status quo. An opportunity exists for the Selkirk
District to use the recent Planning Act review process to further examine the options
explored in this research and join forces with the province to further develop some of
them. The Selkirk District could be a test site for these appmaches and plan
implementation tools. with the province providing support through fundinp. technical
support and administrative aid.

A key factor at this point is to identify a process that is not lengthy. and w here
implementation costs are not significant The least amount of work needed to ensure a
provincially-approved development plan is the desired approach for the SDPAB. But the
approach must still acknowledge and respect the rural environmental qualities.
Therefore. only those planning approaches and tools that are particularly sensitive to
these types of issues would be practical. The opportunity would still exist to examine and
develop the more ecologically progressive strategies identified in this research. but at a
later date (once the revised plan is approved). A well-developed

REP strategy would at

least then be in place for reconsideration in ecological planning ternis. on the occasion of
the next five-year review.

The province would probably view the proposed initial approaches and tools as being
sufficient. because it too has begun to recognize that there is a need to change "the way
we develop". There have been a number of policies created which reflect the need for a
new development philosophy. in order to protect the resources for future generations. i.e.
the sustainable development approach. When the Department of Environment releases
the proposed regulations for private sewage systems-which would require a soi1
percolation test before development is permitted -the SDPAB (as also other
rnunicipalities) will need a method to detennine the particular areas that are suitable for
future development. If provincial policies can be reflected in the approaches and
planning tools toward development. then the province should be "on-side" in supporting
the SDPAB efforts.

7.3.2

Establishing the SpeciLie Stnitegy

A strategy that could address the immediate issues in the Selkirk District is offered, with
recomrnendations for the further development of a more comprehensive strategy, to be

developed over the next five yean (wi th the intention of having it fonn the basis for the
next development plan review process).

7.3.2.1

The Short-Term Strategy

The initial stage of the process should open the plan-making effort to the public. through
representation on public advisory commiitees. using a basic REP approach. Existing
networks should be tapped for representatives of established groups to sit on the
cornmittees. so that they can in turn involve their constituency in consideration and
evaluation (to shorten the public consultation tirne). It would also be appropriate to take

up the offer the province has made to provide support to the process by having provincial
interests sit on a technical advisory cornmittee. Additional resources could be punued
such as at a local university. If the goals are clear for everyone. having more human
resources gathering infornation and addressing objectives can only make the process
more efficient and more inclusii*e.

Referring to Chart 5. in the short-term the REP approach. combined with the LESA
technique. is favoured (over the ECO-Papproach. combined with the MSA technique).
largely because the former will require less effort to put something better. and basically
acceptable. in place. For example. the MSA technique relies on detailed
physical/ecological analysis of the landscape that would add too much time to the process
at present. If the ECO-Pand MSA were to be applied. then there would be the need to
examine every natural element of the area including micro- and macro-climate. geology.
physiography. hydrology. vegetation. and wildlife. In terms of the needs of the current
development plan process, this strategy may be too progressive at this point. Also. some
may initially question why there should be an examination of wildlife impacts. for
example. when the issue of septic system faiiures is a more predominant current concern.

Since the Selkirk District is pnmarily composed of agricultural land, the LESA technique
should address the predominant interest in the area. Because the LESA technique focuses
on soi1 qualities, it could detemine areas which have low probability for apricultural use.
as well as those areas that rate high in their natural ability to support septic systems. The

LESA technique could address the needs for deterrnining the areas that can sustain septic
systerns safely, which the new provincial sewage disposal regulations will require.lG
Initial efforts should be concentrated in areas that do not feature prime agriculniral land.
but they must be safe for septic system operations. As well, areas should be identified
where development should be restncted due to their agricultural value. and /or their
limited sui tabili ty for non-agricul tural development.

Given the importance of land-use sensitive development designs indicated in this
research. alternative and more compact f o m s of development should be considered (\rith
the intention of developing CD zones in the future): perhaps development can initially be
funneled into existing settlement centres. As well. the EFA technique could serve to help
raise awareness of the true impacts from the existing development pattern. and help to
identify alternative plans that would reflect a more sustainable approach. An approach
that completely reverses the existing pattern of development is not a realistic goal at this
point. However. a beginning could be made on a process which instiils the undentanding
that development cannot indefinitely continue in the form that it has in the past: new

forms and concepts of development are needed. Taking steps toward sustainable
developrnent-al beit small steps- would be a satisfactory beginning for enhanced efforts
in the future.

In surnmary, the short-term strategy being recommended to the SDPAB, is as follows:
Ceriain soils have inhercnt tc\rurcs. propcnia. pcrmeabilii). and oiher h i o n ihai rnïlic ihern more
suitriblc Tor scptic ficlds (hfichd>-na,Grirdincr and PodolsL~1975).

-implement a REP process to guide development with the intention of protecting
the rural environment while respecting econornic development wishes.
-inchde those interests in the planning process who were onginally opposed. so
that their interest can be addressed more comprehensively ths time around.
4mplement site suitability cntena with respect to soi1 qualities. similar to the
LESA technique, to preserve farmland.
-prohibit development in areas that are a high-nsk for septic system failure
(established through soil analysis. using the LESA technique).
-locate development in a pattern that respects the mral character and natural
resource lirnits of the area. through designs evaluated by reference to the EFA
technique.

Such an environmenru-basrd srrategy should. at the very minimum, represent enough
of an effort for now to have the resulting revised plan approved by the province.
Hoaever. further application of an even more progressive set of tools and processes
should be actively punued during the next five years. in order to move towards a more

ecdngicuII\,-hcrsed approach.

7.3.2.2

The Long-Term Strategy

Over the next five years, research and development of a more progressive approach to
rural environmenta1 planning should be conducted w hich would feature the ECO-P
approach. for example. Wlthin the ECO-P approach. the EFA can be used as an initiation
tool; it helps raise awareness of the importance of committing to an ecologically-based
approach. The MSA technique should gradually replace the LESA technique. Factors
beyond soii types can then be incorporated into the process to detemùne where septic
systems would be the most suitable (Le. takinp into consideration geological qualities.
topography. physiography, etc.). A TDR technique could also be explored to reduce the
number of undeveloped lots and replace them with lots in environmentally-safer and
more settlement-pattern efficient locations. TDR could also be applied in combination
with the CD and MSA techniques to situate development respecting the underlying

charactenstics of an area and favounng the open-space preserving style of development
in designated areas. Perhaps the province would be willing to contnbute funding for
further study of such an approach, in the hope that the underlying strategy can be
employed more generally in the province.

In summary. the long-tenn strategy k i n g recommended to the SDPAB is as follows:
-replace the REP with the ECO-Papproach (or establish an appropriate variant of
them).
-apply the CD technique to attain a more rural-oriented. sustainable pattern of
development in the Selkirk District.
-replace the LESA with the MSA technique to more comprehensively address
environmental impacts in the district.
-conduct a study to determine the cument amount of undeveloped rural residential
lots in the Selkirk District (and their locations) to establish whether the TDR
technique is a suitable option.
-establish funding for further research on the TDR technique to identify a
particular TDR style that would address the rural residential supply and demand
problem in the Selkirk District (perhaps the province may support a rural
environmental planning research pilot project investigating the pros and cons of
TDR in the Manitoba context).

7.4

Addressing Gaps in the Recommendations

The combined strategy, as presented. is not necessarily fully evolved. Any Caps in the
process that rnay be identified rnay require additional plan implementation tools. and this
should be welcomed as cause for further research and development. Two such examples
that have arisen during this research are explored beIow.

With the application of the CD technique, and depending upon the size of the proposed
development, the increase in density on a parce1 of land may create health concerns with
the number of septic systems in a small area. For example, if suitable soils could not be
found in areas that were detemined to be unsuitable for agricultural operations. another
option should be offered. Community liquid waste infrastructure systems could be

installed in the development nodes. This would be more environrnentally-responsible
and provide protection from the threat of septic system failure and aquifer pollution.
When the number of households increases in a development node, a combined sewage
system may become economically feasible. Also. community wells and infrastructure
could be installed for these deveIopments. Water consumed could be metered and the
consumption better regulated. Those who use the resource wouId then bear more of the
associated costs. The infrastructure could be planned or implemented before construction
begins (and perhaps the municipality could have the developers undertake the initial
costs). It is also possible that new ecological technology could be pursued (wetlands
engineering; living machines: grey-water recycling. etc.).

Further water use reduction methods could be applied in the proposed frameworks.
When lots become smaller in the CD technique. their particular area of the lot should not
only reflect the size of the du.eIling. but whether water-efficient technologies are
installed. A large part of indoor water use onginaies from toilets. washing machines. and
dishwashen.17 which consume approximately 59% of total household use (Graham and
Jopling 1994). For example. if water-conserving devices and appliances are installed in
the home. the lot could stand a further reduction in size (because the septic system will be
working at a lower capacity). The development of a lot would require the water source to
be metered and periodically rnonitored to ensure the level of conservative use is

maintained. Overall. such possible refinernents would address two of the primary issues
in the area; treaiing carrying capacity concerns by significantly reducing the
consumption of water. and reducing the nsk of septic system failure.

l7 Approximaicly. 59%or total indwr househdd \vater usc originates [rom ihese threc wurccs: bile&
consurnc about 38%, tvashing machincs 18%, and dishtvrishcrs about 3% (Gnham and Jopling 1994).
Consenation apptianccs c . drasticaI1). reducr nater use in ihesc arcas. Watcr efficient low-flush toilcts
u n d u c e the amount of water uscd from 78%to 95%. conservation laundv facilities by 67%. and low
-flou. dishwashers h m 3 3 9 to 70%.depcndtng upon the modcl (Ibid.). The implcmcntation of
consenauon fisturcs can rcsult in a rcducùon in watcr use and the amounl of liquid \vastes disposcd, for
residential sites in rurd areas. I t couid also ha\.e a si gni ficant impct on future developmcnt patterns.

7.5

Limitations and Recomniendations for Fnrther Re-h

The evaluation of the approaches and plan implementation tools was Iimited to the
present author's understanding of the needs and the constraints that the SDPAB would
value and respect in addressing the issues. The evaluator cast himself in the role of
consultant, to the SDPAB as client. The evaluations offered are therefore specific to this
context and are far from being exhaustive. Different evaluations might well have
emerged had the author cast himself in other roles or as consultant to other clients.

A more objective multi-party evaluation phase of the research was planned initially. but

was set aside owing to time and resource constraints on the part of the researcher. This
activity might usefully be the central concern of some follow-up research. perhaps as part

of a broader consensus-building exploration of more explicit collaborative planning
methodology (Healey 1997). In this context it rnight be beneficial for a number of those

who were involved in the actual failed development plan-making process-such as
professionals. key stakeholders, and representatives of the general public in the Districtto each

evaluate the approaches and tools from iheir own perspectives.

The rating system employed here could also be the subject of further research. in search

of something both more comprehensive and more sophisticated in captunng important
differentiation. Other interests might well be expected to want to tackle the rating system
differentiy, demanding that the rating systern be developed further. More consistent and
more justifiable rating decisions. as io the mosi suitable strategy make-up. rnight thus be
achieved.

There is also a clear need for further study of some of the plan implementation tools. For
example. regarding the TDR technique. further study could be conducted in conjunction

with the province, in the f o m of a pilot project or a demonstration project to determine
its broader feasibility and suitability in the Manitoba context. Perhaps an immediate
opportunity exists for this to occur in connection with the Planning Act review process
now underway (especially since the TDR technique would require Iegislative
amendments). As well, the Depanment of Environment will be soon releasing a new
regulation for septic system instaliations which will require on-site percolation tests for
new developrnent. Municipal govemrnents will be responsible for ensuring these studies
are conducted prior to allowing development to occur. Therefore. research into
operationalizing the LESA technique may be timely. This technique could include
consideration of soil percoiation qualities (in addition to the agricuitural value of the
soil). and seems to be a suitable mechanism not oniy for identifying areas that are ideal

for agriculture, but also those that are more appropriate for developrnent.

7.6

Concluding Remarks

Site selection for development should not be detennined arbitrarily but should be
eval uated through a process w hich references physical, social, and aesthetic data to
maximize the social benefits and minimize environmental costs. Planning and design
'wi th nature' lets the natural site influence w here development is or is not located.
according to a 'plan' that nature provides (Kellar 1988).

Many of those in opposition to the proposed development plan have criticized the

SDPAB for too readily accepting a certain level of sprawling, indiscriminately-located.
development. The fact rernains that the current legislated approach and tools favour this
development pattern to some degree. The benefit of the strategy proposed here is that it
does not attempt io place a moratorium on future development, or attempt to place many
restrictions on development. Instead, the strategy reflects an attempt to structure the
problem around the notion that the SDPAB has a very significant resource in t e m s of its

rural land base. and should make the best out of this to ensure that the very qualities that
now make it attractive do not disappear. It involves the need to develop and design 'with
nature' rather than ignore its intrinsic qualities. Growth will still occur-only

in varied

forms that depart from the past. outdated, patterns of environrnentally-unfriendly.or

environmentally-irresponsible,development .

The SDPAB has a choice to make in addressing the challenges of the area. If the SDPAB
decides to pursue the same philosophy as in the iast development plan attempt,
referencing scientific carrying capacity to try to determine an acceptable level of impact.
it will almosr certainly meet with the same opposition as in the past. Instead. approaches

and techniques which emphasize consideration of the suitability of the land. in relation to
its proposed use (and the desires of the community). need to be applied.

There are a number of approaches and tools which have been identified, which can be
corn bined or adapted to better suit the area. as long as there is strong commi tment to
achieve the environmentally-sensitive goals. The dual strategy presented here will help
address the issues and could well instill greater certainty in the long-tem. The SDPAB
could also emerge first. as a provincial leader in progressive rural environmental
planning. and then, as a pioneer in the ecolopically-sustainableapproaches which could
truly secure the District's future.
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APPENDIX 1
Correspondence Between the SDPAB and the Department of Environment
July 12. 1996

SELKIRK AND DISTRICT PLANNING AREA BOARD
200 EATON AVENUE,SELKIRK,MANTKIBA RIA 0W6

Phone 482-3717 1-800-876-583
1 Fax 4û2-3799
emaii: Selplan@SirnetMb.Ca

Mr. David L. Wotton
Regional Director
Environmental Operations Division
Manitoba Environment
Bldg. 2 139 Tuxedo Avenue
Winnipeg. Manitoba
R3N OH6
Dear Mr. Wotton;
Further to our conversation regarding topics for discussion, the
Planning Board would among other items request some answers to the
following.
Will the department of Environment adopt percolation tests for the
establishments of septic fields in the clay soils of the Selkirk and
District region.

Have the Engineering requirements been estabushed to determine
the percolation rate. and wiii these standards be universal in the
Province of Manitoba.
1s it the responsibiiity of the Department of Environment to be
responsible in both the protection of the aquifer and have control over
sewage disposal.

What types of studies has the department of Enviionment
undertaken in order to determine that present regulations pertaining
to septic fields and ground water pollution are sustainable. Are those
available to the Board.
Wffl the proposed new regulations or standards pertaining to sewage
treatment incorporate sustainable development principles and
guidelines and will these standards be enforced by the department of
Environment.

Wffl municipalities of the SeWk and District Planning Area be able
to permit concentrations of 60.000 square foot subdivisions between
Winnipeg and Selkirk once your new regulations have been legislated.

If not. then what further requirements are to be provided in order to
permit these types of development concentrations.
Wiil the department be prepared to provide the SeIkirk region with a

standard design of acceptable sewage disposal systems based on the
types of clay soils and a system designed to meet present and future
environmental requirements.
At Municipal Board hearing regarding Selkirks Developrnent Plan
your department representative Mr. Sokolowski made a
recommendation stating that " N e w reguIattons are being considered
but the process is taMng a long tinte and it is possible that a serious
situation could develop before it is compiete. I t would be a signzficant
Unprovernent fi the registration required by the m e n t reguhtion
could be accomplished in the o r n e s of the PIanning District at the
same time as a building permtt is obtafned" Could you explain how
t u s registration by the Planning Board would in any way alleviate the
serious situation which could deuelop before ft is compkte.. Could you
also describe what is meant by the serious situation.
Will the new regulations be enforced by the department of
environment in any other mamer or wili the enforcement policies
remain a s deflned in the present act.

Are the stakeholders of the new regulations to be consulted pnor to
adoption by govemment.
These are some of the questions that the Board may want to discuss
with you at the meeting which could be held August 2 1.1996.
Please conArm if this date is acceptable and we wiii see you at 7:00
P.M. at the Town of Seikirk council chambers located a t 200 Eaton
Avenue.
If you have ariy fimther questions please d o n t hesitate to give me a call.

Ed Arnold

Secretary-Treasurer/Senior Planner

APPENDIX 2
The Adoption and Amendment Procedure for Development Plans and
Basic Planning Statements in Manitoba
AZ. I Fiowchart of the Development Plan Process
A 2 2 Outline of the Steps of the Development Plan Procedure

A 2 3 Sumrnan of the Manitoba Development Plan Process

THE AD0PTK)N AND AMENDMENT PROCEDURE

FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND B A S E PLANNiNG STATEMENTS

(

8.P.S.

Format Agproval )

I

I

Basic Planning Statornant

+

I

'4
F I R S T REAOING

I

Public Meeting

I

1

1

t
No Alterations or Minor Alterationa

7c

I

SECOND READING

Notice of Decidon

I

I

1

for B.P.S.

I

13

Publish Notice of Approv.1

Source: Manitoba (Aovinczotl

Department of Municipal Affatrs
No Date.

M.2:

CHECKLIST FOR THE ADûPTLON AND ANENDMENT
OF DEVELOPHENT PLANS AND BASIC PLANNING STATEKENTS
PLANNING ACT REFERENCE

DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION STAGE
D e c i s i o n t o p r e p a r e o r amend a Development PLan
o r Basic Planning Statement:
a ) Advise t h e M i n i s t e r
b) B.P.S. Format Approval

S e c . 2 4 ( 4 ) , 35
Sec. 36(2)
Sec. 2 5 ( 2 ) & ( 3 )

C o n s u l t a t i o n and Background In£o r m a t i o n :
a ) consult with a qualified planner
b ) c o n s u l t w i t h any p u b l i c a u t h o r i t y concerned
c) c o n s u l t w i t h t h e p u b l i c
d ) c o n s u l t w i t h member m u n i c i p a l i t i e s i f i n
a planning d i s t r i c t
e ) prepare land use s t u d i e s
P r e p a r e Development P l a n o r B a s i c P l a n n i n g S t a t e m e n t
( f t is a d v i s a b l e C O h a v e t h e P r o v i n c i a l P l a n n i n g
Branch c i r c u l a t e t h e p l a n i n f o r m a l l y p r i o r t o
f i r s t reading)
M O P T I O N AND AMENDHENT PROCESS
F i r s t Reading
Notice:
a ) Newspaper ( t w o a d s - t h e f i r s r a t l e a s t 2 1
d a y s b e f o r e che m e e t i n g )
b) Mail n o t i c e C O :
i) M i n i s t e r
i i ) a d j a c e n t m u n i c i p a l i t ies
i i i ) a d j a c e n t pLanning d i s t r i c t s
i v ) municipalities within the planning
districc
v)
C i t y o f Winnipeg i f a p p l i c a b l e

Sec. 2 8 ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) &
( 3 ) & 37(3)

PubLic M e e t i n g
Board o r C o u n c i l A c t i o n :
a ) proceed t o second r e a d i n g
b ) a l t e r t h e p l a n and r e d o p u b l i c rneet i n g
( g o Co 5 )
c ) a l t e r t h e p l a n and proceed t o second
r e a d i n g i f t h e a l t e r a t i o n is m i n o r
d ) do not proceed
Second reading:
a ) Send n o c i c e t o t h o s e who made
representat ions
b ) Send by-Law a n d d o c u m e n t a c i o n t o M i n i s t e r
( s e e s a m p l e a €f l d a v i t s )
H i n i s t e r ' s Approval:
a ) M i n i s t e r a p p r o v e s by-law a n d r e t u r n s f o r
t h i r d reading, o r
b ) M i n i s t e r r e q u i r e s a n amendment a n d / o r r e c e i v e s
o b j e c t i o n s a n d r e f e r s C O M u n i c i p a l Board

Sec. 3 0 ( 2 ) & 3 7 ( 4 )
Sec. 30(L) & 3 7 ( 4 )

Sec. 30(5) & 37(4)
Sec. 30(6) & 3 7 ( 4 )

M u n i c i p a l Board H e a r i n g ( i f n e c e s s a r y )

S e c . 3 0 ( 7 ) t o (11)

T h i r d Reading

Sec. 3 0 ( 1 2 ) , 3 0 ( 5 ) & 3 7 ( 4 )

F i n a l Approval:
a ) L.G.C. A p p r o v a l f o r Development P l a n s , o r
b) M i n i s t e r q s Approval f o r B.P.SI

Sec. 30(13) t o
Sec. 37(5) 6 ( 6 )

P u b l i c a t i o n of Notice

S e c . 31 & 37(8)

F i v e Year Review

Sec, 26

,423:

The Manitoba Deveiopment Pian Process

An abbreviated version of the development plan process, mandated by the Manitoba
Planning Act, is outlined in the following pages. The steps are required when adopting or
arnending a development plan. The development plan process must begin with the
preparation of a background study(s) to provide the municipal decision-makers with a
basic understanding of the relevant existing and future physical, economic and social
factors in the local community. The next stage includes consultation with a community
planner, incorporating concerns from provincial authonties that are effected. and
consultation with rnembers of the public and members of the municipality or planning
district. Once the background study and consultation stage are complete. the draft
development plan is then prepared and circulated through provincial governrneni
departments for review. First reading of the plan can then take place.
Before the plan can proceed past the second of three readinps. there must be an open
house or public meeting that is advertised extensively in the area. The issues and
concems that are received at the open house. proponents or objections. are reviewed by
the local council or board and they determine how to respond. Their options are
numerous. The council can alter the plan and have a second public meeting for further
evaluation, they can make minor changes and continue to second reading without further
public consultation. or they can choose to ignore public concems and continue to second
readi ng.

If there is any opposition that exists after the plan has passed second reading, a municipal
board hearing will be scheduled. Al1 those who have been in opposition and still have
concerns about the proposed development plan are invited to present their case to an
impartial quasi -judicial board, called the Manitoba Municipal Board (MMB). The MMB
hears al1 concems. both for and against the plan, and rnakes recommendations to the
Minister of Rural Development on how to proceed. It is the Minister of Rural
Development who has final Say on how to address the matter but experience reveals that
the Minister tends to support the recornmendations of the MMB. The municipality or
district must satisfy the recommendations of the MMB before the plan can have third and
final approval. For example, the MMB can recommend certain changes be made before
the plan is deemed acceptable or it can ask that certain issues be re-examined. Once the
plan is given final Provincial approval. al1 development proposals must comply to the
policies and critena siated within.

The deveiopment plan alone is not in itself a complete planning tool. "Rather. it must be
used in conjunction with other planning controls available to a municipality or planning
district under the Planning Act and other legislation" (SDPAB 1995.75).

APPENDIX 3
Correspondence Between the Minisier of Rural Development and the SDPAB
July 4. 19%
A3.1 Letter to Ed Arnold from the Minister of Rural Development
A 3 2 Report and Recommendaiion from the MMB Hearing

Minister of
Rural Devcloprnerit
Rcw~rn~ 0 1
L c p I . a t i \ . ~Building
Wtnnipce. Mani1nh.i. CANADA

R?CW

K

July 4 , 1996

Mr. Ed Arnold
Secretary-Treasurer
Selkirk and District Planning Area
200 Eaton Avenue
Selkirk, MB R I A 0E6
D e a r Mr. Arnold:

Re: Selkirk and D i s t r i c t Planning A r e a
Development Plan
By-law No, 120
1 w i s h to inform you that 1 have now received the
Report and Recommendation (copy attached for your information) of
The Municipal Board regarding By-law No. 120.

The Municipal Board has recomruended that By-law No. 120
not be approved for the reasons stated in i t s report. 1 have
considered this matter and advise you that 1 am not prepared to
recommend approval of this by-law to the Lieutenant Governor in
Council, in accordance with the provisions of The Planninq Act.
Based on the Municipal Board Report i+ is clear t h a t
further information, study and evaluation are required to aàaress
the fundamental issues r a i s e d . In the spirit of shared
responsibilities and partnership for land development policies
and desire to resolve these matters, my Department is prepared to
offer coordination assistance t o c o n f e r with Environment,
Highways & Transportation and Natural Resources, your Board and
m e m b e r municipalities, to develop a strategy for defining the
further work and actions required on the part of t h e Province and
the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board in order to have

your plan move f o r w a r d .

1 certainly recognise and appreciate the time and
effort that your Board and s t a f f have devoted t o t h e p r e p a r a t i o n
and processing of this plan and sincerely believe that through a
cooperative approach we will be able to achieve our common goals.
1 look forward to hearing from you in this regard.

Yours sincerely,

Len Derkach

Minister
Enclosure

c:

The Honorable James G l e n Cummings
The Honorable G l e n Marshall Findlay
The Honorable Albert Driedger
Town of Selkirk
R M of St. Andrews
RM of St. Clernents
RM of West St, Paul
List of Objectors
List o f Proponents

A3.2

TEIEMUNICIPALBOARD OF ~

O

B

A

WLNNIPU;,MAMTOBA

) order NO.B-96-006
) File No. 9 6 B M O 1

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

IN THE MA'ïI'ER OF OBJECTIONS TO BY-LAW NO. 120
OF TEE SELKIRK AND DISmCT PLANNING AnEA BOARD,
BEING t-3Y-LAW TG R3SrTEV' AND REIL4CE TEE
DEVEU)PhZNT PLAN OF THE DISTRiCT ADOFTED BY
BY-LAW NO. 15 AND %BERURAL MUNTCIPALiTY
OF WEST ST. PAUL COMMUNITY PLAN

File No. 96B4-001

Order No. B-96-006

IN THE MATER OF OBJECTIONS TO BY-LAW NO. 120
F THE SELKIRK AND DISTRICT PLANNING AREA BOARD
B W G A BY-LAW TO REVLEW AND REPLACE TRE
DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF THE DISTRICT ADOPIP> BY
BY-LAW NO. 15 AM> THE RURAL MUNICpALI"IT
OF WEST ST.PAUL COMMUNITY PLAN

By -1
datcd February 22, 1996, the Honourable Len Derkach, Minister
of Rurai Dtveloprnent, directed the Board to hold a hearing to coMder objections
to the Seikirk and District Pianning Area Board By-law No. 120 which purports
to replace the cxisting Development Plan By-Iaw No. 15 and the Rural
Mwiicipaiity of West St Paui Cornmuni@ Plan. Foliowing notice, in accordance
with Section 30 of nie Planning Act, the Board rat in the Rcagtion Centre,
Town of SeikÎrk on May 6th, 8th and 9th and hcard ali pemns who appeared and
desired to give evidence or make representations.
The Board Members sitting were:

Mr. R.G. Smeilie, Q.C., Chairman
DJ. Pratt, Q.C., Member
Mr. R L. Maillard, Member

The persons appearing and giving evidence or malang representations
wexe:

Mr. Richard M. Beamish
Counscl

Mr. Ed Arnold
Secrctary-Trcasurer

Mr. Richard Brundrige
Distnct Plannu

-for the Selkirk and District
Planning Area Board

Mr. Doug Hacking
CouncüIor
RM. of St, Andrews

THE MUMCtPAL BOARD OF MAlYrrOBA

Fie No. 96B4-001

Order No. B-96-006

-2-

Mr. Aiex Pawluk
Counciiior
R.M. of St. Cltments

Mr. John Dubois

Mr. David Martiniuk
Mr. Gerafd McArthirr

Mr. Peter de Graaf
Mr. Rudolph Dielman
Mr. Bill Guest

Ms Judith Topolniski

- Proponents

Ms Dawn MacFarlane
Deputy Mayor

Mr.James Ftnskt
Town Manager

- for Town of Seikirk, Objector

Mr. Ed Sawatzky
Corporate Planning & Business Development
Manitoba Ruml Development

Mr. Ri& Sokolowski
EnWonmcntal Opetations Division
Manitoba Environment
Mr. Lock Gray
Water Rcsourccs Branch

Manitoba Nahirai Resources

Mr. Amar Chadha, P.Eng
Traasportation Systems Pianning
& Devclopmcnt Braach
Manitoba Highways & Transportation
Mr. Ed Boldt
d o Suttou Gmup K î k n n y Reaî Estate

-

File No. 9 6 W I

Order No. B-96-006

Mt. - K a k i

Mr. H. Clare Moster
Mr. Guard Lightfoot

Mr. Wm. Byle
Mt. Mark Pankiw
Mt. Ron Kupchik

Ms Janice Marcinyk
W. John P U w

Mr. Doug Renne

Mr.WaUy Arndt
Mr. Don Oliver

Ms Nancy Dickson. President
Provincial Council of Women

M .Yolinda Morris
Provincial Council of Women

Ms Roscmary Malabar
Provincial Council of Women

Ms Cheryf Dusomc

Mr. Sm de Groot
Mr. Stan Galic
Mr. Barry Mtiider
Muidcr Construction & Materiah
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By-law No. 15 of the Selkirk and Disnict Planning Area Board was passed
in 1981 ami bas since been amMded. By-iaw No. 120 is a pmposed new
deveiopmmt p h in amxdmz with the pmnMns of Section 26 of ihr P h i n g
Act. It purports to provide for buiIding sites to supply the nceds of the area, at
prcsent rates of devttopment, for the ncxt thrw decadcs.

The Scrlkirk and District Planniog Ara fdcu at k a t two major problems,
namely:
1.

its proximity lo The City of Winnipeg with the consequent
pressure for urban sprawl; and

2.

the clay soi1 present in most of the area which makes sewage
disposal very difficult on an individual property basis.

&sue

-

No. 1 Groundwater Resources and

Waste Dis~osal

The Town of Selkirk; the Provincial Council of Women; the Provincial
Planning Co-ordinztor, Department of Rurai Devtlopment; the ScWk Regional
SupMsor, Dep-ent
of Environment; Head, Groundwater Management
Section, Water Resoureff~Br-,
and sewal individuais exprcssed c o n m with
respect to the long tcrm sustainabiüty of the d&elopment cantemplatul by
proposed By-law No. 120 because it does no& addrtss adequatcly the very
significant issue of niral rmidcntial wattr and sewer servicing.

Provinciai Land Use Poiicy No. 1 reads as foliows:
"Developmentshall be encourageci to take place in a safe and.
efficient manner so that the economy, resourle use and the
environment are sustahd, exfsting urban centres are
enhanced, WeneOf types of land uses comptement one another,
and public services s an be provided economicalIyn.
n i e proposai Devclapmcnt Plan sets out as policies (page 22) with respect
CO groundwater

raources the foiiowiag:

Intensive development (mbdlolstons) and hfgh œp8city weik
. shodd be pemitted oniy in areas where they wiil not cause a
reducüon in -ter sapply for exisüng usersLe
2.

Deveïopment shail occur fn a m a ~ e which
r
sustains the yîeld
and qiiality of water fmm signfficant aquifetsL.
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Activities that may came poiiution should not be permltted in
groundwater pohtion bazard areas unles it a n be proven by
adquate fidd investigation that the proposed sctivities will not
cause poliution of m
g or potentia1 groundwater nipply in
the areas.
Devdopment of land wlthin groundwater pollution hazard
ateas shouId be preceded by adequate fieId investigation to
detennhe if the groundwater quaiity is sufficient to support
habitation.

Wells 'ul Rowing wel1 areas stiould be constrtxcted in a manner
that would faciritate control of discharge."
However as a footnote (page 22) it States:
"1. As aquifers whkh serve the Selkirk District are believed
to lie within and outside District boundaries, groundwater use
may be unable to be controUed by the Seikirk and District
Planning Area Board. The Province of Manitoba, through
Manitoba Naturd Resources is responsible for aquifer
managemec:, as groundwater is recognized as a provincial
resource."

The SelkVk and District Pianning Arca Board (P.A.B.) has accepted al1
of the arcas of rcsponsiiility offacd under The P W i n g Act. It is therefore the
finai atbikr in d w n g with zoning by-laws of the member municipalities. As
indicated above, the P.A.B. denies any nsponsibiiity for aquifer management.
Mr. Sawaîzky, of thc Department of Rural Development, suggestcd that,
as in the past, the P.A.B. and the Province of Manitoba had acted in partncrship
in areas of shared respons~iity,they should do so again to develov a saategy for
1) defining the studies reqwbd, and who should underu& Jiem, 2) what controls
-over
- deveIopment may be rquircd, and 3) who should b a r the costs.

Similarly, because tht Proi?nce of Manitoba has issued regulatîons under
7R.e Environment Act regarding private sewage disposai system' (Regulation
95/88R),the P.A.B. assulncs no rcsponsibility for the number of failed private
systems in the Planning Area.

Mr. Sokolowdà, of the Department of Enviromeat, staltd that changes
in land use should not take place @or to undertaking the nccessary studies to
dcttrmine a) a e rqphuents to iqmvc sewagc disposai in w;isting subdivisions
and b) whaî conbols shouid be impostd on private-sewagedisposal systcms in
areas wheto &y subsoiis, POO^ drainage and unconwlld use of watcr contribue
to many private system Mm-.
RcprtseaWivaof the Province took the position that the P.A.B. did have
a rcsponsiity i n both the protection of the aquifu and control over sewage
disposai. Nathtr is apparent in the proposeci new Devdopment Ph.
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-6for Additional Buildine S i t a

The proposcd Development Plan t h a very progressive look at future
needs for building sites in the area. One estimate indicated that with the sites
now available, the ntw sites progosed, and the prtscnt rate of development, there
wouId bc a suffiticnt supply for the nurt 35 to 40 years. Unfortunatcly the Pian
does not jusw the ntod for an incrçasc in building sites at the present time.

Mt. Bnindrige, the District P h e r , took issue with these facts and
indicated that ihc proposcd pian pfcwided only 1432 new sites. Even that number
wodd be a suppIy f a 10 ymrs at present rates of development. It did nat take
into account the nurnbcr of building sites that alrcady exist.
The Board is satisfied that thbuiIdhg sites.
&sue

is no pressing immdiatc need for new

-

No. 3 Reductran in Sixe o f Bufldine Sites from 4 A m ta 2 Acre

- n i e proposcd change in h d use classification will add an additionai 7,761
acres of land for dewelopment in 2 acre building sites. N o h i n ~is said concerning
the impact of th% change on eithet t'ne nuaI municipalities, school divisions, or
the urban centres, and the costs associated with such developments.

Mr. Sawaaky, R d Developrnent, explained that the pmposed plan pu&
the o n u on uther the ProviaCe or a devedoper to undertakt the n-sary
studies
and to assume tbt ansequent costs.

Mr. Softolowski, Enwonment, produced a rnap of the area (which
excuded West St Paul) showing over 300 propertits with failing septic syscems
in the period 1988 to 1995 (attached as Scheduie 'A" to this Report). He advised
thai, unfortunatciy, rht regulations (95/88RIprovide no r a i control over pnvatt
sewage disposal systems utcep: zt@ration.
In an arca such as this Planning
District, w
i
t
h prcdominant ciay ntbsoiIs, anain tvpes of private sysbms may nbt
be desirable and in m e areaiprobably should be pmhibitcd.
:

The last major revision of Regdation 9 9 8 8 8 took place in 1976 with
some furîher amendment in 1981. Sincc then therc has b e n no change uccept
some minor housekeeping amendments.

New regdations are bang considercd but the process is taking a long time
and it is possible rhat a serious situation could devclop bcfore it is complete. It
would be a significant improvement if the registrition nquircd by the current
regulation couid be accomplished in the offices of the Planning District at the
same time as a building pennit is obtained.

Mr. Gray, for the Oroundwattr Management Section of Water Rcsources
Branch, cjcptossed cancern that the capacity of the quifer to meet the demaads
of the propos& devclopment camct be p;uaranteed. Use of water for domcstic
purposes rcquircs no fiatlse and is uncontroIIed.
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Mr. Chadha, for the Depamnent of Highways and Transportalion,
indicaicd sûong rcsmations about inmashg the dcnsity of population in an m a
wherc hafnc volumes are already high and increasing dramatidy on an annual
banS. He war eoll~eflledabout &&y of traffic; increased drainage into highway
ditches as developmuit tslrcs phce and the incrcased cost of the proposcd new
Winnipeg ta SeWk mmportafion corridor,
Several individuais spoke on both sides of the issue. Those in favour of
incrtased dtnsity and those oppascd appeared to be approximately equal in
nwnber.
?he Proviacial Council of Wornen made a thoughdul contribution to the
dcbatc. nicy inîmduced as Exhiiit No. 41 the bookiet produccd by the Province
of Manitoba, entitled 'Appfying Manitoba's Water Policies" and referresi in
pdarlat to Policy 3.3. of that booklet (pages 34 and 35) They emphasized that
it stated in park

a ....

"1.

Manitoba
maintain a comprehensive aquifer data base,
evaiuate aquirers ta define th& location and dimensions, water table,
fiow dynamlm, water quality, yield, poiiution hazard areas, and
interrelationships with other aquifers, wetlands, and Stream
fïow...monitor and regulate groundwater use: to ensure h t
withârawak dr> sot e x a d the sustsiinable yield of the aquifer, and to
support aquifer managemer?t guidelies and priorities established
through the basin, watershed, and aquifer planning processes...
protéd aquiler quality by guiding and regdahg land use activities in
sensitive recharge areas and pollution hazard areas.

2.

Locd Anthorities

........

promote, pian and .controI lgcal
developmeut to suthe protection of groundwater quality and the
sustainabk yieid of aq~ifers.~*

n e y concluded that the large incteasc in the number of potenfial building
sites without data to support cornpliance with Water Policy 3.3 was not

mponsible.

The n w n of Sçlklrk presenttd a well prepared bricf detailhg their
concem. It pointed out that in 1995 this Board by its Report and
Recommendation to the Minister set out in Ordcr No. B-95-006 refemng ta a
Deveiopment Plan Amendment By-Iaw No. 113 of the SeIkirk and District
Pianning Area Board stated in part (on page 5) as foUows:
1. Until thue is a weU defined plan for the regulatioa of the
Management of Wastemter, no changes should be made which will
fncfesse the populaffon density;"
It then s

u

m the position of the Town of Selkirk as follows:
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"Based on records provîdad by the R.M. of St Andrews,
population 9,461, and the R M . of St. Clements, population
7,870, Town of Selkirk personnel estimzte that approximately
1,6î3,070,000 U y e a r of grey water waste are amentIy being
produced withla the S e k aod District Planning Areri. Byfaw No. I20 is quite simpIy proposing the doubüng of the
population density within t&e rural municipaüties of the
mannfng Area. The grey water estimate, the fact that no
reliable information is available regarding the volumes of water
actually m o v e d from the aqairer and the potentiai doubîing
of the mrai population bas generated a very real concern
regarding the future of the areas ,m& criticai resource; its
supply of potable water."
'Ihe Town of Selkirk within its submission is not objecting to the creation
of additional midentid lots within the Planning A m . Ratha its objection ir to
the lack of protection, within By-iaw No. 120, ovcr the expanded use and future
protection of the âtlkitk Cmwidwater Management A m . The Town is
recommcnding that By-law 120 include a rquircment to have Manitoba
Environment appme the Wasttwatct Trmtmcnt Phn for every subdivision, The
Town of S W k is dso recommending that the municipal gfivenntnt, in which
a subdivision is prcpo&, shail issue a wa'l permit for every subdivision and/or
every lot within the subdivision. It is the finai recomrntndation of the Town of
SeWk that both of theàc conditions muct bc met prior to any subdivision's
approval by the Setkirk and District Planning Area Board. Clearly Lhese art two
authorities which cunently have some legislative authority to approve thesc two
critical controh over the aquifer; its protection and use.

Finaily the Town of SeMk is requuting that The Municipal Board
m m m e n d to the Minister that the Department of Naturaï Resourcu be requuted
to initiate a revieur of nit WNU Righrr Act in order to ensure that legislative
mntroIs are applied to the installation of welis and the removai of water from the
aquifer. The Selkirk Groundwater Management Area, as defined in Appendix
"Dm,
exteads beyond the boundaries of the Town of SeUcirk and the ScWk and
Disaiet Planning Arrô The legistative authonty and policy mandate to protect
the aquifer clcarly bclongs to the bvince of Manitoba. It is clear that the
amtrois, as thcy & m,do mt prwidc an dequate levcl of protection for the
Carbollatt Ac@&.
To protect the future commercial, industriai and residentia!
SurYival of the Town of S W k and the S d E k and District PIanning Arca, thc
Provina of Uanitoba m u t fulnt its responsibility to protect the cssentiaI
TCSOUtCt.

More than one haif day of the hearing was devoted to presentations
conccming the proposai cqmsion of a mal1 parcel designated Highway
Commtrcal.
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Undo the prcvious Development Plan a srnail portion of a lot designatcd
for nsidenrial purposes had b e n separateci out of the main propery and
desipaîd Highway Commercial to permit the estàbiishment of a small business
dcaling in mmitionat vehicIcs and boat sales and semice. The proposcd
Deveiopment Plan would permit the whofe of the rcsideneial property to be added
to the portion dcsignated Highway Cornmerciai.

The pmb1cm began when the P.A.B. spot pianned the original Highway
lot. It bas beca a problem ever since because of the owners natuml
the business and to encruach upon his adjoining tesidentid

&mm&
desire

CO expand

Property*

Other resideats of the ana hoId strong views in this connection. They
appear ta be divided, approximately equally, with opposition incrcasing with
proximity to the said business.
The proposeci new Dtvelopment Plan also would designate a small area
in the rnidst of Agricuîtural Area 1 for a Mobile Home District, This proposed
devefopment was previously rejected by this Board as spot pIanning and because
it was not contemplateci in the Development Plan.
The Board asked why this parcel was being spot planned and the answer
was r h t the soi1 was poorer than the surrounding area. No evidence to support
that statement was tender&.
Severai other instances of spot planning appear in the proposed
Development Pian, but were not questioned by any of the objectors. The Board
remains convinced that this is a planning procedure that shouId be used only in

the most compeiüng circumstances, if at all.

The Board is convinced:
that adquate data concerning the aquifi io not available to the

(a)

P.A.B.;
tbat adequate mntrols ovcr private sewage disposal systcms do not

(b)

exist;
that an expansion in the nurnber of building sites has not been
justifiecl at this tirne;

(c)

(ci)
'

(e)

that Çxpansion of the number of building sites should not occur
uni2 an dfcctive systtm of contriol over, or prohibition of, private
mmge disposal systems in an arta cf &y subsoils is in place; and

thal spat phring shouid be dixouraged.
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APPENDIX 4
The Four Soi1 Systems of the Land Evaluation ( LE) Technique

Appendix 4: The Four Soi1 Systerns of &-land Evaiuation (LE) Technique

Land capabüitg chsificabion identifies
degrees of agncultural limitations that
are inherent in the soils of a given area.
It enables state and regional plannen to
use the system for planning and program
implementation at regional and state
IeveIs.

Soil prodnctivïty relates the LE score to
the local agriculture industry based on
pruductivity of the soils for a specified
indicator crop. The use of both soil
productivity and land capability
classification should provide some
indication of relative net income
expected from each category of soils.
Source: Steiner 1991

Soü potentials for specified indicator
crops are preferred in place of soil
productivity in the LE system. Soil
potential ratings classify soils based on a
standard of performance and recognition
of t h e costs of overcorning soil
limitations. plus the cost of conttnuing
limitations if any exist. These classes
eoable ptanners to understand the local
agricultural industry .

Important farrnland classification
enables plannen to identify p i m e and
other important farmlands at the local
Ievel. Use of the national criteria for
definition of prime famiand provides a
consistent basis for comparison of local
farmland with famiand in other areas.

APPENDIX 3
A 5 1 Steps in the McHarg Suitability Analysis ( MSA )
A 5 2 The McHarg Suitability Analysis (MSA) Matrix Chans
Showing the Relationships Between Variables

A . 1 Steps in the McHarg Suitability Analysis ( MSA)
1. ldentify land users and define the needs for each use
2. Relate land-use needs to natural factors.
3. ldmtify the relationshtp hem specifÏc mapped
phenornena conceming rhe biophy-srcal environment and

land-use &S.
Map the congruences of d e s i r d phenornena and formulate
rules of combination to express a gradient of surtabifitv This
step should result i n maps of land-use opponuniries.
S. identify the constraints between potenrial land uses and
btophysicat processes.
6. Overlay rnaps o l constraints and opponunities. and thrwgh
rules of combination develop a map of intrinsic suitabiliiies
for various land uses.
7. k l o p a composite map of the highest suitabrlities of the
various land uses.
4.

Source: Steiner 1991, 14 1.

A52
The McHarg Suitability Anal ysis ( MSA
Matrix Chans Showing the Relationships
Between VariabIes

LAND USE

-

Example of land use needs for agricultural.
recreational, residetitial, commercial. and
industrial use in a U.S. State.

Agriculture

Rangeland
Panure

Dqiand uops
irngated cropS
Recrear8on
Intensive
Dtspersed
Nalural
Residentiai
Rural

Çuburban
Urban

GENERAL
SY STEMS

Relationship of land use needs to
natural factors in a U.S. State.

Sari
Hydr0'"9y

Ciirnate
Vegetatson

Wildtife
Exining Land
Use

AS.2.. ...-continucd next
page ....
-.
.-

A5-2: Continued

Relationships of Mapped Phenomena to Land Use Needs in a U.S. State.

Chard grav. fn sand barn
Piitaha mny silt loam
Pal11h e k silt loam
Pait Oeek sty si11 loarn
Riverwash
Basalt rock outcmp
Drainage
Poar
Good
Eroston Hazard
tligh,
Medium
Low
Fiood Hazard
Flood piam
Interminenuperenniai
E x r ~ i n gLand Use
Single-tamily residential
MuDtamily resderrlial
Public and quasipublic
Cammeniai
Industrial
Croplandlorchardlpasîure
Rangeland
Vacant or undeveloped
Dinance Io Population Cntr
0- IR mile
IR- 1 mile
1 mile and grnater
I AReflalS
Proximity O
O- 1,ûûû feet
lDb0-2MX)feec
2.000 feet and greder
Proximity 10 waierkewer
Ci-1.Oüû feei
190d -3.000 tee1
MXIO feei and greater

Source: Steiner 199 1. 143- 144.
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